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ABSTRACT 
Jurasaiic rocks of Kuteh «r« £0010^ 0 for the ir p r o l i f i c 
m&ga£tmaiXB0 espttciaXIy amnonituis^ idiioh hcvo b«on •ubjoetod 
t o exhsuMtive studies* Hov«fver« ths aiierofossils eontainsd 
in thess sedimonts hciro not hm&a paid das a t t snt io» , Ths 
pressnt wdrk ia the f i r s t detailed ««eoimt of the foriminifera 
fro» the Jtie^Sic sediments of «Jhurio hiI2« Kitteh* Gujarat 
state* 
1. > , 
• ' • ' . • 
During the course of the pres«at study* a considerc^iy rich 
forwniniferal assaaoblage has been reooirered. Zt copssarises 
fifty-three species of whicih two are new to literature* via,* 
IIS£9i^5li&i SflSlSXl: ^ ^ yfginui|n§ ^hftiai and several are 
toeing described for t^e first ti^e fra» the Indian region* 
family nodesariidae dominates the asssmblage constituting 
64,lseN; of the total specii^* Other families are represented 
by l4.tuolidae (13.20%>; Hoxmosinidae* spirillinidae* and 
Ceratobuliaiinidae (3*7796 eaehj; and 1*99% each of 
Polymorphinidae* Olandulinldae* Diseerbidae, and Znvolutinidae, 
All the foreiBiniferal species have been illustrated and 
described in detail* Dimorphism and variation of a few 
abundantly occurring species hare also be«ai worked out in 
order to place than in their exact taxonasiio position* The 
abundant occurrence of ^ |icul|nf gyfnsted|i (Quanbei; 
Showing a high degree of variation in the pressiit assemblage 
11 
led to a detailed variation and statistical study of this 
species, 
It has been endeavoured to assign an age based on £oramlnlf«ra 
to the present sequence of Jurassic sediments exi)Osed at 
Jhurlo hill. This could not be done precisely as majority of 
the foramlnlfers recovered In the present assemblage are 
rather long-ranging. However, on the basis of a fairly good 
ntimber of species restricted to Callovlan-Oxfordlan, a 
Callovlan to Oxfordlan age has been fixed for the present 
sequence. An attempt has also been made to delineate the 
boundary between Callovlan and Oxfordlan strata In the 
present area on the basis of a few diagnostic species. 
The foramlnlferal assemblage of the Jhiirlo hill proved to be 
of little help for Interpreting the deposltlonal environment 
of the present sediment. This Is due to the fact that the 
assemblage Is dominated by nodosarllds which have evidently 
changed their habitat since the beginning of the Tertiary era. 
However, a generalized picture of the deposltlonal 
environment was achieved on the basis of foramlnlfers 
combined with llthology and field observations. Zt suggests 
that the Charl sequence exposed at Jhvirlo hill was 
accTumilated In a shallow, near»shore, open-nnarlne envlrc»im«nt 
with fluctuating shoreline. 
The present foramlnlferal assemblage, though by and large 
•na«mic# «xhil»it8 close affinity to the foraminiforaJ. 
asaooibXagas recoverad from othar ragions of tha world 
baloogiag to Tathyan RaaXm* Xt ccmparas wall with tha 
forwoinifaral microf aima dascribad from othar araas of Katoh 
and R«^asthan as wall as with those racorded from Afghanistan* 
Xran# Egypt and Somalia, A possible saar-connaetion is 
visualized between these zvglons and KatdTi during the Middle 
and Opper Jurassic times • This supports the earlier views 
expressed by several authors that during the Middle and 9pper 
Jurassic times* a gulf of Tethys extended from near 
Afghanistan to Madagascar cxivering parts of Ir^ si* Araibia# and 
east coast o£ Africa v^ich also engulfed the Kutdh region* 
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KUSFACE 
Th« presoint study for the first tiiae documents the little-known 
foraminifera from the Jhurio hill» Katch, Gujarat state. The 
Biicrofatmal investigation of the Chari sequence in the area 
revealed the presence of a rich suite of foraminifera comprising 
fifty»three species of whicdi two are new to literature. 
Several species are heing recorded for the first time frcn the 
Indian subcontinent* 
The Jhxxrio hill formniniferal assemblage is dominated by 
members of femily Modosariidae• All the species are figured 
and describe»d in detail. Dimorphism and intraspecific 
variation of a few abundantly occurring species have also been 
worked out* The distribution of forcBuinifera has been 
displayed in a frequency distribution chart. 
The forentiniferal species, though mostly endonic and 
long-ranging* contributed towards age determination and a 
Callovian-Oxfordian age for the entire Chari sequence exposed 
at Jhurio hill is indicated. An atten^t has also been made to 
delineate the Callovian-Oxfordian boxindary in the studied 
section• 
On the basis of the foraminiferal evidence as well as field 
observations« the depositional enviroxsn<mt of the Jurassic 
sequence exposed at Jhurio hill has been deduced. 
li 
The Jhiurlo hill foratninlfera! a88«»nblag« is compared with the 
Jurassic assemblages of different areas of India as well as 
other regions of the Tethyan Realm. Xt exhibits affinities 
with the foraminiferal assemblages of Afghanistan^ Iran, 
^gypt« and Somalia and, on this basis, regional paleogeography 
has been discussed. 
Z am indebted to Dr. &«I3. Bhalla, Reader, Department of 
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CHAI>T£R 1 
ISTRODUCrZOR 
i « i PURPOSE OP swm 
Jurossio rooka played a hiatorieal role In thm dsvelopsent 
o£ geology. Zt was <m the Joraasic roc}» that Milliam Smiths, 
Father of historical geology* laid the foundation of tha 
principles of stratigraphy, worked oat the law of 
superpositicm and identified characteristic fossils with 
partieolar strata* And, it mure the Jtirassic roclcs which 
inspired d'Orbigny to introduce the first scheme of stages, 
Again# it was the Jurassic system on i^ch C^ ppel founded the 
modem trend of eonation in stratigr^s^* Al^ these concepts* 
derived from the Jurassic rocks* were to hecome the guiding 
principles of stratigrcq^y all over the world in the decades 
whidti followed. 
Zn posiinsular Zndie* Jurassic roe^ are «ict«a«iirely developed 
in the Ktttch region and are famous all over the gltibe for 
tiMir prolific negafossilSf especially the anncnites. The 
disastrous earthquake of 1819 rooked the entire Kuteh region 
which attracted the attention of geologists. Since then a 
great deal of work has been done on the paleontology and 
stratigraphy of these rocks* resulting in the ^Kmmulation 
of a huge pile of literature. However* little attention has 
he«i paid to their microfossils* especially forflminifera. 
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The only caaprehensivo work is by BhalXa axid Abbas (1976b, 
JL976i Miho gave a datailed account of the Jurassic 
forasninifera from the Habo hill in central Ktitoh, However» 
keeping in view« the vast areal extent of the Jurassic rocks 
in the i^tch region^ more and more roicropaleontological 
investigaticms are needed in order to get a better picture 
of their microfaunal ass^ablage, correlation, paleogeography, 
paleo@cology# etc* The abundant population of foraminifera 
in the Kutch Jtirassics also provides an interesting material 
for solving a variety of problems concerning their systanatlcs. 
In view of the foregoing, a comprehensive study of the 
foraminifera from the Jurassic rocks of l^tch has been 
undertaken by I3epartment of (Seology, Aligarh Muslim 
University. The present work concerns a comparatively small 
but well-exposed area of these rocks, lying on the northern 
flank of Jhurio hill about 17 km northwest of Bhuj 
(text-fig* Xi, 
1 . 2 SCOP£ OF WQEtK 
Foraminiferal investigation of the Jurassic rocks exposed at 
Jhurio hill, EQuitch, reveals the presence of a rich assonblage 
comprising fifty-three species. Of these, two are new to the 
literature (Bhalla and Talib ms.; and a majority of them are 
being described for the first time from the Indian region. 
Family Noaosarildatt dorain«t«s tho a8s«nl>lag« and la 
raprvsentad hf 64Si o£ tiia total foraniniferal pppolation. 
The prasanca o£ an ovarwhalmlng dominanca of nodoaarilds in 
tha praaant aaaareblaga* both in nianbar and fraquanoy of 
spaeias« faoilitataa a datailed atisd? of thair tsxxunoBXf 
whicl)« togattoer vitti the takonooiio etudy of othar groapi of 
foraminifara* oonstitutas tha main part of tha praaant atudy. 
Tha nodCMsariids €»ehibit a wida ranga of intarapaoif io aa 
wall aa lutraapaoific variati<m and tha variation rangaa of 
tha abundant apeoias ware wor>»d oat* 
m attaapt haa bean mi^e to deduce tha dapoaiticmal 
<u»rira«aant of t^e aaqt»mca naqpo^ed at Jhorio hill on the 
baaia of tha foraEoiniferal asaamblage. Thia, howevar# haa 
bean done with certain limitaticma aa pre<-Tartiary 
nodoaariid forarainifara h«ra changed their hid»itat ainca the 
coramencament of the Tertiary era* Hanee# it ia enraneoua to 
draw paleoecological oomoluaiona of the pre*Tertiary aedimenta 
aolely on the baaia of f oroninifera • Hevertheleaa« a 
generalised picture of the depoaitional environment of theae 
aedimenta ia viaualiaad on the baaia of foraminifera 
conbinad with field ddaarvationa, 
It haa been endeavoured to aaaign an age to the preaent 
aaqmanca on the baaia of the foraminiferal aaaamblage 
r«cover«d* Thi«« again* poaaa certain di££icaltie8 aa acna 
porticms of the aectioti ore barren and moat of the apeeiea 
are either end«Biic or loag-ranging* Bowmr» a fair nundber 
of apeeiea having a coBtparativeijr restricted vertical range 
were micountered which enabled a reasonably accurate 
fixation of age for the present sequimce. 
^ e foraminiferal asseablage of the Jhurio hill waa compared 
%#ith certain «iell*3cnmfn assail ages of the \9orld. It was 
found to displaar Tethjran affinities and helped in testifying 
the earlier belief based an smtconites and other megafossils 
that Kntch alosng with scxQe other regic»»s of the earth was 
covered by the Sethya sea during the middle and Q^ p^er 
Jurassic tiiaes, 
1*3 wciaicm mD mviRom OF THS AREA 
The study area is located nearly 17 km northwest of Bhuj« 
headijuarter of Kutch district* Gujarat state. Kutch is 
bounded by the X«ittle Rann in the east* Arabian Sea in the 
west* Qulf of Kutch in the south and the Great Rann in the 
north. Hie region of Kutch is characterised by a flat 
undulating topography with small isolated* scattered* 
hilloclcs* By far* the aajor part of the region is desert 
devoid of habitation and vast tracta of land are covered 
either by wind*blown sands or the desolate and saline wastes 
of the aatm of K^tch. The only natiuraX vegetations are 
thorny bushes and cactus plants. 
The area selected for the present study is situated on t ^ 
northern flank of the Jhurlo hillir west of Jhura village 
(23° 25* 4S** I 69 39* 15**>• A well-developed section exposed 
al€8ig Sonwa ssifi'*<^^^°9 ^ ^ chosen for the purpose of the 
presttat investigation* The Jhurio hill lies between the 
latitudes 23 28* 20** and 23 23* 50** and longitudes 69° 32* 20** 
and 69 4^* IK>**« flanked by Kaila river in ti^ east snd Bhurud 
river in the west* Towards its north« is the Great Rann of 
Kutch. T^e entire hill is dissected by a number of small 
nflfs (sraaning dry streams>« bearing water during tho rainy 
seascm only. Sonwa (meaning golden} is the most praainant of 
these ntgilas esid is named after i^bundant Golden oolite pebbles 
found scattered throughout its course brou^t in by rain 
water while flowing down froni the top of the hill. It 
originates near the centre of the hill at 1062 feet# runs 
eastwards for nearly l.S km or so« then adapts a northewsterly 
course for nearly 2*5 km and finally vanishes into the Rami 
of Kutch in the north. 
Jhura village is connected with Shuj by a raetteled motoroble 
road and a few daily bus services are available. The city of 
Bhuj is connected by air to Bombay and h^ x^ad and railways 
to Palanpur on the i^lhi-iOsnadabad mainline. 
IA METHODS 07 &mm 
1 .4a Wiml4,Me^^l 
Following a careful etsrvey o£ the antic® es«a and tha 
saqaence as^osad in tha Sonwa s§|s*ciitting« s a i l i n g stat ions 
ware aaiaotad end bad-by~bed sampias ware ooiXected alcmg 
tba ent i ra secticm for microf aunal inireatigaticm* h t o t a l 
o£ £i£t3r*ti«o avi^las ^ara cha ined from tha praaant seotion 
mainly <m tha idaais o€ l i thologioal variat ic^s* 'nm roc^ 
tfpes aaoountarad in th i s section era <Siia£ly shales mi& 
l i ^ a tonaa with a^ahordinat® sandatoaea and cmiglomarataa • 
l«4,a |«Bb<yjgtor|^ ,^.^ .ifroccda^  I 
The samploa wera cruahed# boiled %rith sodivon c«d£>(mat@ and 
dried in en oTmi* Tha hard matarial mm prooasaed in an 
ultrasonic vibrator for diaintagration and saparaticm o£ 
graina. The diaintagrated material was washad and aoiracned 
through a aat of standard sieves. It was than driad* 
plaoad on a picldng tray and foronoinifaral tests wars picked 
with tha halp of a fine sabla hair brush under a staraoaooRi 
binocular mioroscopa* Tha £oreffi3ini£ars were than arranged 
in squared «uBsamblaga-»slides for identification and study. 
All the illustrations o£ forvoinifara for the text-figures 
and plates were prepared with tha halp of a camera-lucida. 
1,5 REPOSITORY OP THE TYPE MATERIAL 
All the described end illustrated speeira<ms have been houised 
in the micrc^alecmtological eoliecticms o£ the Qeoiogy 
Departm^it* Aligarh Maslim University* Aligerh, and are 
pre£iKed with AtlUGD Cat, iSo, MF. The author intends to 
deposit some o£ the type speoim^ tis o€ the species described 
in the present worh with the Palecmtology Division o£ the 
Geological &urv<^ of India, Calcutta* at a later date. 
CHAPTER 2 
PREVIOUS XHVESTIQAaCICKS 
The Ktttch peninsula stands oat prcxninently on the geological 
map of India because o£ the vast developooent of JUrassic 
roeles here and ric^ fossil wealth, especially saamtmitea. 
Thex^ore« this region has provided an interesting field of 
stud^ to palec^tologists since the middle of the nineteenth 
century* A large number of publications are available on the 
paleontological and stratigr^hic aspects of Kutch ecology. 
Arkell <19S6# pp. 384f->38S> was* perha£^« correct while 
mentioaing that the area of iOutch is **.»••• prt^ably the 
most favoured locality in the world for Upper Jurassic 
SBfflEtonites, by reason of nbundence^ good preservation and ideal 
exposures** • It is not surprising, therefore, that tlH» 
ntaximum amount of work has been done on the paleontological 
aspects of Kutch Jurassics, which helped in developing the 
stratigrajjAiic sequence, determination of age and interregicasal 
correlation. 
It is well over a century since the geological work on Kutch 
was first consRenced by Grant (1837i. It is out of the scope 
of the present study to review the work done by earlier 
investigators in different branches of geology on this 
region. However, it is ccnisidered desirable to give passing 
references to the studies dealing with foraminiffura while 
ishQ rmBt ha^« simply be«n l i s t e d . 
l evar i (19S7> reportea aulot^rtus^ a bcoithio £oramlnl£era# irca 
the PatChsQ 'aeries* expcmed a t liabo h i l l in central Katch and 
also recorded SjMetul§ri§, Bigenerin§# §gj^roplect|^ami|>^ and 
Qgtttdryijag frooi ttiese rocks* 
SuJbtbotina e£ ^ * (1960> described end i l lus t ra ted th i r ty-f ive 
species^ including ttiolve new species, of Jurassic forandnifera 
from eoutheast of Lodai vi l lage on the eastern flanH of HaS>o 
hi l l« Khawda (in the Roxm o£ KutchJ« and also from the Jurassic 
exposures of iRajasthan* This assoithlage was recorded frotn the 
Chari ' s e r i e s ' of Kutch Jurassic and Jaisaliner 'formation* of 
Ra^asthan Jurassic sequosce and ranges from Callovian t o 
Oxfordian ixi age* 
i^rawal and 6ingh (1961) reported the occurrence of following 
forcminifera from near Habo h i l l Rhj^ fe>ggroninflL, ^tt^odisgus, 
groro^fcul^tes, g^npuyl^c^ljlng. H I ^ S S S M B S ' S£^22l^' 
Lenticulina^ ^SSSSSS^' Sftgacenaria, Vaginulina, Palmula, 
S^ISS* iiil2l^iSS' R<?lrfM§ ^^^ Anom§l|.njai, AS pointed out by 
these auth<^8, the presence of E|pl>|,<gU|.iam, essent ia l ly a 
Tertiary genus, in the asseniblage was unusual but no 
explanation was offered for th is anomaly* 
Bhalla and Abbas (1975a# b« c; 1976a# b , 1978i published a 
ser ies of papers on the foraminifera and stratigraphy of the 
10 
Jurassic sediments esepoa&d at Habo hill, Kutch* These authors 
(Bhalla and Alu^as, 197 5a« 1975a) reported sixty-five species 
of foraminifera, the assemblage being dctninated by family 
liiodosariidae which is r^resented by forty species* Of the 
total species reported, ten ^^re new, nine were ccmaoa to 
the findings of earlier workers and the remaining were 
reported for the first time from these rocks* During their 
investigation of the Jurassic foraminifera from Habo hill, 
Bhalla and if^ bas (197 5b; carried out a detailed study of 
variati<»a in L^ticulina g^flatg (Reuse; and ccmoluded that 
this species, like other Jurassic nodosariids, e^ibita a 
wide range of variation and caution must be observed while 
dealing with the taxonomy of nodosariids. These investigators 
(Bhalla and Abba0# 197 5ci also reported the occurrence of 
post'-Jurassic foraminiferal elements in the Jurassic 
foraminiferal sBsemblage of Habo hill, KUtch« This inclt^aes 
thirteen genera r^resented by a small number of specimens 
with dblit^rated morphological featsires, frosted surfaces, 
and well-rounded shapes* On the contrary, the Jturassic 
foraminifera were abundant, well^-preserved «ad display clear 
morphological features without any abrasi<»i on their surface. 
According to these etutliors, the post-JUrassio foraminiferal 
tests were brought in from the Tertiary exposures and Recant 
beach sands in the western and northern parts of Kutch by 
strong %iesterly winds and d\ist storms prevailing in the area 
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Soring sxmass months and# @obse(^eiitiy, they in^regnated the 
Jurassic sedimemtG through percolating rain water and remained 
entombed in these sedioents as *iei^ed* material, while 
woriang on the Jorassic rocHs o£ Haebo hill« KutcA)* Bhalla and 
M^as (1976aJ discussed the paleoecolo^ o£ these sediments. 
On the basis of foraiainiferal and petrological studies* the 
authors divided the entire sequimoe into £1*76 ecological units 
and suggested that the overall deposition o£ Kutoh <Jurassio 
took place in a near-shore, shallo«r water* marine basin ^lich 
fluctuated considerably between lagoonal# neritic and 
littoral envircKTsnents from tl^e to time. They (Bhalla and 
iUt^as, 1976b> also assigned a Callovi^ct-Oxfordian age for 
the studied section and stated that the l^t<^ assemblage 
con^ares %rell with the Jurassic £oramini£eral assemblages of 
Rajasthan, Iran, isigypt, Afghanistan and Somalia and has 
!fethyan affinities. On this basis they supported t ^ 
contention that during Middle and t3^per Jurassic times* an 
azm of the Tethys extended from near Xran to Madagascar 
%^iich covered Afghanistan* Baluchistan* Rajwithan* Kutch and 
east coast of Africa* Xn a subsegtitent paper* Bhalla and 
Abbas (1978> gave a detailed version of their previous find 
of the Jurassic foraminifera from Habo hill* Kutch. The 
studied section comprises Patchoa* Chari* and Katrol *8erie8*. 
The first two of these 'series* contain rich foraminiferal 
fauna while the third one is barren of indigenous foraminifera 
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o£ Jurassic age. 
shrlngarimre ana iDesai {1975) reports a foraminiSeraX 
asaaojblage cooaqprislag ninete^ ai apeolas bel<mging to family 
iHodosariidaa Crora the Mao£ara dome section of tha yagad hill 
bic^ca, aastem Kutch* 
ehringsrporo gS §!• (1576) noticed an interesting phenomenon 
of f amai miscing in the Mesosoic atratigra^i^c aegcience 
escpc^ ed in the ttfestem Kagad regicsi. They £ecavBte& a 
for^ainiferal asaaoblage with acme o8tracodes# bryosoans and 
echinodezm epines together t^ it^  plant tissues and insect 
skeietois of 7ortiary« eub-Rccent and Recent age, Th® 
authors suggested that natural agencies like 8torEna« waves^ 
streara currents, wind acticaQ* ice and even birds were 
responsible for this acticm. They further observed that 
ri^ust foraminiferal genera suclh as ^ ^s^ia* Sf^^:^* 
Qgin^eloculii|if« E|ghidiyBaft» Piacottjtie^  Cibicides, etc«» have 
undergone two previous depositicmal cycles before reaching 
their present site of deposition* 
Singh (1977> describe and illustrated five species of genus 
Epfstomingi from the subsurface sequence at Banni« Rann of 
Kutdhi. He recognised two biostratigraphic asseodblage aones, 
S]^E£SSlSd ilSlMSSil^dlSri* SlXSSl§l3 i^semblage^sone and 
i« XSSHlSSi^ig* m^ sffliensis Ass«nblage<-2one, and suggested a 
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i« te Jurassic sge for these 8u2»»ur£«ce cockB* Xn a 
svObsequcmt publication* Singh (1979) prcq>osei3 s^iven 
biostrat igraphic aones for the subsurface Jurassic sequaice 
a t Qanni* Rann of Katch« based on foraDinifera# Chgfifes spp., 
and ostracoda. These seiran zones are X Barren ssone# 
ca>§ir|tea'"OtogYt|ffyg Assemblage^sone, Leni^ffltliina 
^lectiformig«>L, carigocordatus Assemblage-zcme, Epistomina 
§£§J^iy^^<&S^^S* SJ^SJ^SlS A3S€siiblage'*2one» Eoguttulina 
liassica^Vaginulina cryptoagira Assemblages-seme, Xienticulina* 
Hodos^J^ As8end>lage«»sone# Egigtoroing K^MiS§S**B« roosgaensis 
as6emblage-»aone« and Len^^ulinf zone. He observed that the 
beds of the ^Igrites^ot^g^heire Aseemblage-sone t«ere 
deposited in a bracHish to mcucine ^avironmocit whereas the 
r e s t of the sequence was aooiSQUlated in an inner ne r i t i c 
environment* 
Bhalla and Talib (1978> in a preliminary note, reported a 
foraminiferal assemblage frcm the Cbari * series* e:^08ed near 
Badi vi l lage, central Kutdhi. These authors (Bhalla and 
Talib, 19eo> gave a detailed account of the i r prcrvious 
investigation, described nineteen species, and discussed the 
age and peleoecology of t^iese rocks* The foraroiniferal 
assaniblage* cocnbined with f ie ld observations, indicates tha t 
the Chari sequ«nce near Badi was accumulated in a near-shore, 
marine envir<Hiatent which fluctuated between l i t t o r a l t o 
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Infraneritic conditions. These authors suggested a 
CallovionoOxfordian age £or the studied sequence. The 
foraminiferal assemblage shows affinity with those described 
from other regions of Tethyan Realm and supports the view 
that during Middle and Upper Jxucasslc times, a gulf streched 
from Tethys in the north to Madagascar in the south which 
also covered Kutch. 
Foiiowing are the remaining references on different aspects of 
the Jurassic rocks of J^tcht Carter (1837, fide Mynne, 1869}# 
Blanford iieSJ), (^ ynne <ie68« vide gtiaro Oldham, 1869; 1872), 
Waagen (1871, 1873-76>, Gregory (1893, 1900), Oldham (1893>, 
Kitchin (1900, 1903), Vredenberg (1910), Spath (1924, 1927-1933), 
Hajnath (1932, 1934a, b,* 1938a, b,* 1942), Cox (1940, 1952), 
Agrawal (1948, 1936, 1957), Tewari (1948), Shiakla (1953), 
Taylor and Oza (1954), Poddar (1959), Labimova e^ ^ , (1960), 
Taylor and Pathak (1960), oe (1964, 1969, 1972), Kalinin (1964), 
Mathur and Evans (1964), Hitra and Ghosh (1964), Rao (1964), 
Biswas and J:>eshpande (1966), Balagopal (1969), Ghosh (1969a, b), 
Merh and Hardas (1969), Singh and Tripathi (1969), Pal and 
Oangopadhaya (1970), Mathur e^ gl. (1970, 1971), Biswas (1971, 
1977), Hardas and Merh (1972), Kacchera and Kajilal (1972), 
Kanjilal and Singh (1973), Desai e^ gl. (1975), Bhalla (1977), 
Kanjilal (1978a, b), Mitra at al. (1979), Singh s% Sl* (1979), 
Deshpandtt and Merh (1980), and Pandey and Singh (1982). 
T8l>ltt 1« stxatlgraphic sogaence in Katch (after Fodder* 1959; 
H W I f i ^ M I «.!»» —Mmi»i — M 
Age Foxmatiei:! TtlidOMSS Type <^ 
sediments 
w*ii»»#iWiiiw«ie<a<w>*ei><iii<Mieww*«*^eiiMiiMiiiw<iie)»iai<wii>wii>i^ mtmmmtm wxe—pwii^^—awMw^i 
Pleistocene 
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Pliocene 
Miocene 
?01igoc«nte 
Eocene 
Cretaceo* 
Eoo^ie 
Hid. creticeous (? Albiani 
Keoccraian-
Aptian 
KiraoMMTidgian-
??ith(»iian 
collorian-
Oxfordian 
Bathcmian 
Older 
lOia t 
250 m 4-
Alltxviwif Rann 
and blown aand* 
H i l i o l i t e 
Limestone 
Manchhar Series 
Unccm£orroity 
Argillaceous ]»eds 300 m ± Marine 
Arenaceoos bsds 50 m ^ 
-,,,.,»».iM,«>»..— unccanf oxraity 
- 10 IB • 
13vm»ttlitic limestone 200 m ± 
Gypseous shale, e t c . ** 
Laterit io clays and 30 m ^ 
j> aterA. t e 
Deocan trap 
BhuJ Series 
TJloia Saries 
including 
t}}ara beds 
Katrol Series 
•«—'—— Unconformity 
Chari Series with 430 m f 
Dhosa oolite bands 
at top 
Patcham Series 
Partially 
marine 
Estuarine 
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t'larine 
Marine 
Terrestrial 
600 IQ f 
300 m ± 
430 10 ± 
330 m f 
Volcanic 
lai^ as 
Fltiviatile 
Estuarine 
Estuarine« 
partially 
marine 
Mostly 
marine 
Marine 
325 m ± 
Transgression 
Crystalline basmwnt 
Mostly 
marine 
CHAPTER 3 
GEOLOGY W Tim mEh 
h thick 8e(|aence o£ etrata« ranging in age from Jurassic to 
Recent# is da^ roloped in Kutch, It includes both marine and 
non-fnarine sediments and ie estimated to be 2000 to 3000 m 
thick* These rocks are richly £<^8ili£erous and have yielded 
a great variety o£ inverteibrate and microfossils along with 
some plant regains* The Jurassic rocks occupy an important 
place in this huge pile of sediments by virtue of their 
varied and excellently preserved fossils, especially the 
anmcmites. They are the oldest rocks in the region except 
for some patches of pre-cambrlan granite (?-Erinpura granite) 
QxpOB&d at Meruda hill in the Great Hann of Kutch. The 
granite is considered as the basement rock on which Jurassic 
sediments were laid down. The stratigr^hic sequence in 
Kutch is displayed in table 1 (after Poddar» 19S9>, 
The Jurassic rocks of Kutch could be seen outcropping in 
three anticlinal hill ranges and an isolated rock mass in 
the eoBt, near Waged, The three hill ranges are ai^roximately 
parallel to one and other, faulted, and have an east'-west 
trend. The northernmost range is nearly 16 km l<mg and 
includes a nuoiber of islands in the Hann of Kutch, viz.« 
Patchan, Khadir, Bela and Chorar from east to west. The 
middle range is by far the most conspicuous of all, occupying 
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the northern margin of th« Kutc^ regicm* It is 193 km in 
length and extends in fonn o£ a gtmtle are from lUaJchpat in 
the west to Habo in east through J^ssara, Chari, and Jhtira. 
The eastern end o£ the range io separated by an intervening 
plain from another island situated in the northeasts nearly 
SO ko) Icmg and 40 km wide» f ozming v^ agad distriot of eastern 
Kutch, It is interesting to note that the strike of rocks 
in Wagad is not in continuity either with the northern range 
or with the middle range hut has an intermediate trmsd. 
/uncording to it^ rnne (1869 i« the continuation of imaged rocks 
is concealed beneath the alluvium of the fiann« The 
southensaost range, represented by Katrol-Charwar ridge, 
south of BhuJ# covers a distance of nearly 64 km. M l the 
three anticlinal ranges have been thrown up into a number of 
doubly plunging anticlines and owing to quaquaversal nature 
of dips, they have asstssoaed the eh^^ of domes having an 
east*>west alignment* The domes are very well*develc^ed in 
northern and central parts of Kutch and Jhurio hill 
constitutes one of them, without exceptions, the northern 
limbs of all the three anticlinal ranges are steeper than 
the southern flanks, There is a prominent syncline between 
the northern and the middle ridge which, for the moat part, 
lies buried beneath the silts of the Haim, The Tertiary 
rocks are mainly restricted to the synclinal area* 
The presence of foiur major faults has been established in the 
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Kutch region (|iag# Poddar# 19S9>, All o£ them hs^e art 
east'west txend. The first of these faults lies close to 
thQ north of the northertum^st range in the Eann of Kutch. 
The eeccmd fault extends along eastern Kutch* passing throu^ 
Banni. The third one passes through the northern parts of 
the Kutch mainlmkd just touc^ng titie northern extremities of 
Jhorio and Haho hills. Tho fourth fault stroches along the 
Katrol-Charwar ridge« south of BhuJ * 
Evidence of large scale igneous activity is found in the 
Kutch region. A nuniber of dykes and sills are found to be 
intruding into the Jurassic sediments. This igneous activity 
is considered to be associated with the tseccmi trep episode 
of couth India. Tewari (194d> postulated that the igneous 
activity was, perhaps, responsible for the domal appearance 
of the Jurassic rocks in Kutch. 
3 . 1 REGIO^iAIi STRATIGRfVPHY 
The first atratigraphic sequence of Kutch Jurassic was ^ rarked 
out by ir^ ynna (18721 • Following him, a number of 
classifications were proposed by waagen (1873-76), Oldhan 
(1893>, Vrederiberg (1910;, Rajnath (1927, 1932, in Rajnath, 
1942i, Spath (1933), Poddar (1959), Biswas (1971, 1977) and 
others. However, for the purpose of the present study, the 
classification adopted by Pascoe (1959) has been followed 
T ^ i e 2* succttssioa o£ the Jurassic roclcs o£ Katcdt 
(aft«r Pascoe, 1959) 
]^ o« of 
apeaiea and 
var i e t i e s 
of 
cephai^oda 
iMia 
sarias 
Katroi 
aerias 
chari 
amrimi 
Pachhiai 
•arias 
Sandstone and shales with 
plant remains and a few 
marine fossils. 
Unfossilifarous shales* 
Trigonia sandstones, 
Oolitio sandstones, with 
marine fossils* 
S« Katrol sandstone 
(tinfoseilif erous), 
Gtidjinsir bed (marine 
fossils)« 
Samia shales. 
4* Brown and red ironstones 
3. Banal /anaonite bed 
2, Jurun Belenmite marls 
1. Kantkot sandstone 
5* Dhosa Oolite 
4. Athlete stage 
3« ittieeps stage 
2. Rehmanni stiH^ a 
1. Oolden Oolite 
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iTppar 
i^ ower 
Vppmr 
Lower 
upper 
Lowar 
upper Macro-* 
cephalua beds 
Middla Macro* 
cephalus bads 
22 
68 
67 
10 
S3 
7 
80 
41 
87 
S3 
61 
46 
47 
23 
7 Forbeekian t o 
liTeocQntiian 
Portleo^diaat 
7 Uj^ WMT 
Middltt 
Kirraneridgian 
7 Lowar 
ArgoviflR 
DiTasian 
Callov'ian 
Upper stage, or Lower Macro- ^^  mmthtmlmn 
cephaus beds ** aathonian 
2. 
1. Lowar stage 
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(table Zi as it is be^ea on oKteneive researches carried 
out by & nursber of ^ o^srHers and is widely accepted. 
Before a diecuseion o£ the Jureeeio stratigraphy of Katch 
ie attempted* it is ctxisiderod desirable to discuss tlus 
pri^lem of nomenclature of these rocHs as considerable 
confusion exists regarding the noaenclature adopted by "s^ arious 
ixsvestigators vjorlsing on Kutch Jurassics (Bhalla* 197? >• The 
different subdi'trisions of the Jurassics of Kutch* i«o,» 
Patchean, Chari, Katrol« a«d tunia have been tenued as Series 
by some authors (Agratsral# 1057J while others i^ Bpath* 1933) 
have designated these stibdivisicnis as Groups* still others 
(Poddar* 1964 > have preferred to call these as FortaationQ, 
Due to lacH of a suit(^lo» stan^^rdieed nomenclature of t!^ 
Jurassic irocks of Kutch, it is logical to follow t3%o already 
established classification, i«e., Patches, chari, Katrol and 
Umia for the purpose of the present text« However, differ<»nt 
rock units, i^e*, series, stages, etc*, have been informally 
used and, in accordance with the Code of stratigraphic 
Nomenclature of India published by tha Geological Survey of 
India (1970/, they have hemt spelt with small initial letters 
(Art. 4*06, 29.01i and have been enclosed within inverted 
comtnas (Art, 3,OIK 
3,l#l PffghjBjro,^  ,;ger|e«^ ;I 
Patcham is the oldest 'series* of the Jurassic of Kuteh and 
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VBjB named after Patcham island in the Hann of Kuteh where the 
rocke of this 'series* are t#all«e3cp08ed, 
lHhte name Patcham waa proposed by v^ aagen (1873<»76K Xt is 
subdivided into tifo 'stages** the Lower 'stage* and the 
Upper 'stage* or hovmt l^sgroceghglv^ 'beds*. The lower 
Patcharo 'series* is QxposeA along the northern scarp of the 
northernmost chain of ridges. The roeles are dipping 
southwards with a low angle. The top of the hills as well as 
their southern slqpes are composed of a thick* massive bed of 
yellowish sandstone and lin^stcme ccmtaining abundant Cgr^lg 
lyrata* TrJgonia pullus* Astarte, Cucullae^ and a doubtful 
belannite-|leg§t§ttthis» Beneath this massive bed* more or less 
calcareoos shales and sandstusnes ere fooaad* having liima. 
GejgYiljLia* gh)fPGh(^ ella> and gxcgyj^ a* etc. The lowest bed 
found in Patcham island is a calcareous sandstone hatving 
abundant axggyrg. The Upper Patcham or ^ egrs^ej^alus 'beds* 
coo^rise light grey or yellowish limes tone and marls and at 
the top* very coiopact* uhite limest<^e with shale intercalation. 
Apart from its development in the hill ranges of islands in 
the Rann* it is exposed at Jarra* Kira hills near Chari* Jhura 
hill and Halanan hill near Lodai forming crcuital inliers of 
the anticlinal domes* surrounded by younger beds on all thm 
sides. The white limestone is best e^osed at Jarra nearly 
80 km northwest of Bhuj* overlain by the Chari 'seiries*. The 
lower part of tlM Upper Patcham division is rich in corals. 
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MacroceghaAltes is the dcminant cephalopod besides a host o£ 
brachiq;>ods and iamellibraxiohs • 
The Patchwct 'seri^ si * has a total thiclmess of nearl^ r 305 m 
and cor:TOsp»Qds to Lower Bathonian of Europe. 
3.1*2 Ch^ |..,^ affi;eB^  (« Habo •series'K 
Overlying Patchasn is the Chori. *©eries*, deriving ita naroe 
frooa Chari villago# a femous fossil locality* nearly 50 km 
west-north-weat of Bhaj* Tho namo was coined by stolicsJta 
(MS r^>ort) and Uaagen (1673-*76) pc^jularised it in literature. 
Agra^al (1957^ px^orred to call it as H^o 'aeries* because 
the rocks of this * series* are best developed at He3oo hill« 
northeast of 3huj but not found ony«^ere near Chari village 
after which it was named. However* the name Chari 'series* 
is retained here as it has been used frequently in the 
literature (accoapding to article 12.01 and 25.02 of the Indian 
Code). The Chari 'series* hsu» been subdivided into five 
'stages'. The Upper and the Hiddl© Kaerc^ e|)haltt8 'beds' 
together constitute the lowest Of the five 'stages* of Chari 
'series'—the Golden Oolite 'stage*. It comprises grey 
coloured shales with occasKmal bands of golden oolite. The 
golden oolite found nearly at the same horiaaa as in the 
Jurassic of i;.urqpe is an eanoellent strati graphic marker. 2t 
is a coarse<»grained oolitic limestone of golden colour and 
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is locally distxitmted in Katch. At a £ew plaeea, it shows 
thick esqjosures while at others it is thinly distributed and 
even missing £rora the Chari sequence, Caxmaa £os8ils o£ 
this 'stage' are Macroce|>halites macrocephalus, M. chariensigt 
j;nd9eeeh§lites ^gQfm§|i^, ]^£Si§ sRp.# Astarte spp,, and 
scxne beletnnites. Overlying this is the Eehmonni * stage* 
consisting o£ yellow limestones* typically developed in the 
Jumara dcane. Characteristic £ossil o£ this stage is 
Reineckeia ret«nanni» gtylloceras and l<ytoceras begin to 
appear in this 'stage*, /aacep »stagQ* is the next 'stage* 
coQprising dark shales* often black* t^ ith £errugenous bands 
and conacetioas containing characteristic £ossil Perisphinctes 
ancgE® along with olnmdant ger^ratal§ and a host o£ other 
brachiqpods* lemellibranchs* and cephalopods, Zt is overlain 
by Athlete 'stage* ccHitaining light grey shales, o£ten 
gypseous* with layers o£ limestones* consaonly white but 
occasionally yellowish-brown in colour, Peltoceraa athlete 
is the characteristic fossil, Zt also contains abundant 
cephalopods with some laaelllbraachs and £ish remains. The 
tcqpmost 'stage* o£ the C3)ari 'series* is Dhosa 'oolite*. 
Recognised as en important marker horizon* it is cori^ osed of 
grey* reddish or brown oolite* sometimes sandy and often 
nodular, aau^Bgidoceraa spp,* Mgi,y^ tes mj^a* Tarjamelli,c;erag 
lVSS£!SSSiSSi ^^^ ^ ^ typical fossils of this *stage'. 
chari rcKiks hove a total thicOcness of 336 m and the faunal 
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evidence suggests that this 'series* ranges tram Callovian 
to eoiddle Argovian of Europe, 
3,1»3 KgtfOi„*geyiea*; 
Resting unccaEJfortnably over the Chari •series*, is the Katrol 
•series % neiaed after Katrol hill« south of Bhuj, by 
otoiicsska (MS report) Where the rocks constituting this 
series display exceXXent outcrops. Waagen (1873-76) 
introduced the term into literature. 
Katrol 'seriee* coaipriseo five subdivisions. The lowermost 
is Kantkote 'sandstones* ccsnposod of grey and yellot^sh shaloe 
in the loi^r part while the upper part contains fin© to 
coarse-grained* grey and pinkish sandstones with Abundant 
aiomcmites* es:., gpimayaiteg transiense, Prosc^hiJictes 
virguloidea» Tor^atisjphinctes torguatus, etc. It is overlain 
by Jurun 'belesunite marl* having marls with belanniteu* ox,# 
Hj^litea spp« Lucc&eding it# is the Basal immonlte 'bed* 
(K8txx>l /ammonite *bed*) foarming the Low^ tr Katrol 'stage* 
comprising sandstones, shales* and marls %rlth abundant 
cephalopoda, ex.# Uibolitea katrolensis, Phylloceras aaxonicum, 
Tararaelliccraa kachhense* olochiceras de^lanaturo. Following 
this is the brown and red 'ironstone* of Middle Katrol 'stage* 
having Aulacosphinctoides meridionalis, VJaagenia kachhensis, 
Kj|troliceirss kftrolynse, etc. The Upper Katrol 'stage* 
as 
ccsmprises un£o8si}>lferous Katroi 'sandstones*. The associated 
Oajansar 'bads* and Zamia *shales* are regarded as the top ot 
KatroX, Oajansar *hads* though mostly unfossiXiferons contain 
FhyXXoceres* HiXdogXochiceras spp,# subdichotompceras spp,, 
HoXcophyXXocari^ mesoXcoro^ PtychophyXXocoras spp.« etc* Zamia 
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*shaXes* hwf& yieXded soate pXants and a CHsagra cephaXopod fauna. 
KatroX 'series* has a totaX thickness of 305 m and ranges in 
age from Upper Argovian to MiddXe PortXandian of Eurq^. 
The Uppermost 'series* of the Jturassie stu:!cession of i^tch is 
Untia 'series' nsmed after tsmia viXXage is Mest&m Kutch 
(stoXiczKa# MS reports The rock types incXude sandstones of 
various types and more or Xess sandy shaXes. Sandstones are 
usuaXXy soft* %(hite or paXe brown in c^Xoor, sometimes 
variegated with pink and red and often argiXXaceous tending 
to decoo^ose end form a Xoose eoiX tdiicd) covers a mffidber of 
outcrops beXonging to this 'series'* 
The Ucciia 'series* is overXain xinconformabXy by r^ecan traps 
and Tertiary rociks exco^t at one pXace in northwestern B^tch 
where it underXies the l«ower Cretaceous rooks at Ukra hiXX. 
The BasaX Uoia 'bed' has yieXd BsiSS3B9&5l:S ®P«' Pgfft^enocfffS 
hexa(3^oid«B« etc* PXant fossiXs associated with sandstones 
and shaXes of Umia 'series' are Pid[.XX<^ hyXum acutifoXium, 
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E* SH£S!2S5SS' Cycadites catchenais^ Slatpcladus tene^ima* 
CladophlcdQjljB defitlc^^Q^* etc. 
Oolitic 8andstacies« shales« and eooglOfoerates £orm the base 
o£ the iSnia 'series*. Marine foseiXs are £ound associated 
with these rocHe such as yiggafcoggh|PCteg d|emse|>iicatttg» 
Umigites^ etc* this is followed iy^ SSlS^^IS 'sandstones' 
having characteristic fossil Trigonia yentricosa» T, 8meei» 
®fi*^  S* SESSSi* Overlying Trigofii§ 'sandatcmes* are 
wi£os8ili£erotts shales* The topnaost division o£ t^ nia 'series* 
ccmtains sasdatoncs and shales with soo^ plants and marine 
fossils• 
USiia 'series' is ootimated to be ©13 m thick. *ShB £aunal 
record indicates en age ranging from Upper Portlandian to 
(^ JPorbeoJcian or ev^n to Heocotoian. 
3.2 BTRPaHGRAFHX OF JHimiO HXU. 
The Jhorio hill is one of the prominent domes distributed in 
i^tch (text«-fig« 2; pi. 1« fig, 1>« It is a doobly plunging 
anticline and, due to q^ iaqaaversal nature of dips, it has 
acq[uired the shape of a dome. l«ike all other domal structures 
in the Kutch region, the southern £lank of the Jhurio hill 
is gently dipping (8° to 25 i. This hill is 18 km in length 
and 7 km in width, covering an area of 126 sq km* 
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For the purpose of the presmit Investigations, a section 
ej^osed along 5onwa n3|s->cutting, 2 km ^ s t of Jhura village* 
was selected (t@xt*fig» 3> • Itiis section displays an 
excellently developed sequence o£ Chari and itatrol 'series* 
While Patoham and Umia 'series* are missing from this hill. 
Of the t%»o *series* present* Chari is best developed. The 
Katrol 'series* has yielded only leaked foraminifera of 
pc»9t-<rwra8sic age and* therefore# it has hemi esooluded from 
the present stud^* 
^•2»i c^^l;,, *serjLea 
The present section reveals a well-developed se<iaence of 
Chari 'series*. A total of twenty^three l>eds have k>een 
marked (tcdble 3 ) . Th& base of this 'series* is not exposed 
at Jhurio hill. The lowermost bed of chari 'series' in this 
hill is represented by a > 9.40 ra thick seqaance of 
yelloHlsh«'white* hard* C€K^act# and fine--grained limestoae 
with shaly intercalatiois (pi, 2* fig, 1} which is overlain 
by the f antoos Golden oolite *b®3s *. The topmost Imd is the 
Dhosa 'oolite*. The major rook types are shales and liimistones 
with subordinate conglomerates and sandstones, shales are 
variously coloured in shades of yellow* blue* brown* and grey 
and are oft«ui gypseous* Blue and grey shales are 
comparatively soft and friable while others are hard and 
compact. The dirty white* hard and compact shale of bed 
7ai»2» 3* ScqtMoctt o£ Jurassic rocAai exposed in Soows Bflyctttt laq* 
Jhurio M.XX0 cmitsaX i^itch. 
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ireddish-«lffO«n# f esxtigesoos* hard* eeoipaet* nedimn t o 
coarse-^graiUied* with lBi|«rsist«Qt h«Bds e£ whitish* 
7ellowUih# gre«Qish« oon^^aratiTely so£t* £riaa>le« 
sandstone (devoid of Jurassic forasiiniferai • 
O B C O H t O B M I T Y -——— 
reddish-brown* o o l i t i c * hard* eo^paet* swss ive . 7 .30 
bl«s* it&tg soft* friahle* thinly h<Mlded* gfpeeoas. 11*30 
hltte* sc^t* with thin beds of sandy l i swstene. 7.70 
yellow* m:^lXlm^ovm0 hard* cMM a^et* fine-grained* 6.00 
foss i l i f erons (bracdtiopods* l«MillibraBcdis and cephalopoda). 
yellow* soft* friable* thinly bed^Utd* 21*00 
fln»Hy* soft* friable* loose* pebbles ^lell-ronnded* poorly 5*33 
sorted* fossi l i ferects (bri^iopodUi and gastropods)* 
pin)eish«broiin* s«Bd^* hard* lasssiYe* nedii»-grained. 10.70 
yellowish-gri^* soft* f r i ib le* thinly bed^ted. 23.30 
SJinOeishi^roim* hard ceiq^ct* massive* eoars»-grained* with 66*00 
ferrvigaions partings of reddish-browtt c^loor* 
similar t o the conglonerates c^ bed IK>, Cd and C12, 9*32 
plakish-broiin* hard* coapaet* massive* coarse-grai»9d* witii 22*30 
shaly partings of yellow eoloor* 
siatilar t o tlw conglonercte of bed no* C9* 3*65 
g r ^ * soft* f r i ib le* thinly bedded* 64*00 
yellow* hard* coRp^ Mrt^  coarse-iptaiMid* thlejlely bed^h^* 39^31 
intercalated with yellow and bine shal«i« 
d ir ty f^Ute* dark brown on weathering* hard* conpaet* 4.66 
poljaiet ie* pebbles snbroonded* poorly sorted* with sandy 
matrix* 
yellowish"brottin* soft* thinly bedded, with bwds of bliie 7 .40 
shalMi* 
 darb grey* hard* eonpaet* fine-grained* thinly bedded. 4.60 
d i r ^ lAiite* hard* ^M^paet* thinly bedded* intercalated with 1S.32 
liatestones* showing atnd-'craek cast* 
sJjsilar tio the l in«itone o£ bed no* C2* 2*00 
dirty White* hard* eoB^pact* thinly bedded* 33*33 
yellowish-broim* hard* compact* aiassive* fine->grained. 21.30 
golden* oo l i t i c* hard* conpaet* nassive* coarse-grained* 4.70 
yellowish-white* hard* ^npaet* fine-grained* with shaley > S«40 
intercalations of d i r ^ tdiite coloer* 
( Base n o t eix^^om^ } 
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no, C6 exMbits imd-ocracH casts (pl« 2« £lg« 2>, Limestonott 
ar« yellotf (pX« 3* fig* Ih grey« and in various shades of 
red and brown» sanetimes sandy. These are often hard* compact^ 
massive, and thickly bedded but sometimes thinly bedded* 
occasionaliy containing megaf ossils such as brachiopods« 
lameliibranohs^ gastroj^)ds# and cef^alopods, conglomerates 
are hard to soft* pooriy sorted having subrounded to 
well-xtnmded pebbles (pi, 3# fig. 2 ) . st«pQdst<»:ies aire 
variously colo^ired in shades of yellow, pink, and brown. 
These are hard, compact, massive, coarse«>grained, often 
intercalated ^ t h sholy partings, and ore devoid of 
megafossils, 
The Katrol 'series* is ^fsll-devel^^ in Sonwa galg-cutting 
towards north. Zt overlies the Chari *series* with an 
unconformity. The rock types are generally sandstones, 
reddi8h<-bro«m, medium to coarse-grained, often ferrugenoas, 
with impersistant bands of comparatively soft, friable, 
whitish, yellowish, and greenish sandstcmes. The Katrol 
a o 
Strata show low dips (10 •20 ) towards northeast. These 
rocks are generally unfossiliferous and are covered by the 
alluvium of the Rann of Kutch towards north. 
OiAPTER 4 
SYBTEM/^ZC faCRQE»ia<E(»3T0I.0GY 
A number o£ cXassiSications of Forconiniferlda hove been 
proposea and followed from time to time by various researchers* 
Most of these classifications lack harmony and were unable to 
embrace all the important morphological characters of 
foraminiferids and other criteria* (^ ly a few characters* 
considered important by the authors concerned* were em^asised 
while others* of equal taxonomic value* were ignored* 
h review of different classifications of Fcrasainiferida 
proposed to^date revealed that the one adopted by X^^^lich and 
7appan (1964* 1982 ^ is the most logical and workable 
classification of Foracoiniferida* Zt has a 'horizontal 
approach* and esabraces nearly all the prominent diagnostic 
characters as n^ ell as phylogt^aetic i^laticmship* The 
classificaticm worked out by Loeblich and Tappan (1964) has 
been followed in the present work as the <m& proposed recently 
by these authors (Loeblich and Tappan* 1982; is only an outline 
up to suprageneric level* Zt does not* however* mention the 
various genera grouped under a family or subfamily* 
Zn the following* different genera have been arranged in 
accordance with the classification advocated by Loeblich and 
Tappan (1964) %«hereas different species within a single genus 
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are arranged in aXphaObetical order, synonymies have been 
r^uced to a coneiderabXe extent* References ccmceming 
important changed In generic names or species closeiy 
resetiilbling our©# have only been cited. In order to avoid 
repetition, suffix B% §3JS» ^^ 1^®^ added to the references 
yitiixih contain satisfactory synonynvtes. 
Variation is a widely reoo^ised phenopoenon in foraooinifers. 
Xn the family t;iodooariide» ^hich forms the buXH of present 
assembXage, it vas at its peak during the Mesozoic* fhls 
has not onXy hindered the identifications of Jur^sic 
nodosariids at secies level but also even at generic level. 
Xt has created considerable problem for the systcsmatists 
resulting in long synonymies of the nodosariid species. Xn 
the present work, an attempt has, therefore, been made to 
trace out intrespecific variation in those foraotiniferal 
species Which occur in fair <^undance in our material • Like 
variation, the phenomenon of dimorphism ccsnmonly occurs in 
foraminifers and it is common knowledge that dimorphic 
generations of the same species show variaticm, generaXly 
minor, in the foraminiferal test. Xt was, therefore, 
considered necessary to study the dimorphic generaticms of 
different species and wherever this ptutnomenon could by 
noticed, it has been studied in the present work. 
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ora«r voRmmwERiDA siohwald# 1830 
Suborder TEX^ ULABZZtiA Z}eiage and Herouard* X896 
6up«rfamiiy LITUOLACEA de BXainvilXo, X82S 
4.x FsniXy HQRMOSZHZDAE HaeclceX, X694 
UubfamiXy H0RM0S3^ XAB HaeokeX, X894 
Genua REOHiAX n<mt£ox%, X808 
Roo^yx houpftotttena i s LXofd 
pX. 4, £ig« X9 
SSS&I^ SS l!3f<?fflatoyt^ yps |.a LWW, X9S9« pp* 308*309« pX» 54« 
fig* 7a« b« taxt*£ig« Sd, a* 
DeagrAgitlanI Teat Xarga* eXoogate* aXightXy curved; proXocuXtt* 
Xarge« a^sphericaX* £oXXo»ed t>y s ix chambera* uniseriaXXy 
arranged* wider than high« enXarging progreaaiveXy as added* 
Xaat ehwober conicaX# nearXy twice the height o€ preceeding one; 
autiurea rather indistinct* dc^eaaed; aperture not visibXe; 
waXX arenaceous; surface sough. 
Dimensions, (^jin^ .wwjlt Iiength X»07« width 0*36. 
£Sffid£lSI* ^ soXitary specimen o£ Reo|»iax cXoseXy resembXing 
S* ho^ fflaf^ f^ffi^ gj^ y; LXoyd was encountered in our materiaX. This 
species was f irst described by I4.oyd (X959) from the ^pper 
•Juraaaic (Kinmeridgian) of EngXand, Our specioum ia Xesa 
compressed and differs from the EngXish fona in the shape 
33 
o£ the Xast chvabd^c which I s soiaewhat t^^erlng, 
Reposltorjf of type mater ial : maoD Cat. No, MF-298, 
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Re^^hax 8£f • R. mttltuilocaXagAa Haetasier 
pi. 4« £ig. 14 
^^* Re<gphax multl.Xocularjl,s HAEUSLER, 1690« p. 26» pi. 3» 
figs. 9-11, 26. • KALANTARI, X969, p. 18, pX, 1, flgs. 19-21, 
gt sjfn. 
DescgAgtionS 7eat; medium to large, el(»igate, coapressed, 
nearly parallel*8ided; ch«ra(bers four to six, rectilinear, 
enlarging irregularly as auMed, £inal chaznber higher than 
preceeding one, slightly tapering towards ^pertural end,* 
sutures indietinot, oimple, dopreseed, slightly caavex; 
l^riphery Idbulate^ aperture indistinct, appears to be terminal, 
rounded,* wall coarsely agglutinated; surface roughly finished. 
&tegS§l!9!?fr-JSI^ irWi * 3tiength 0,54 to 1«07, \fidth 0.21 to 0,25, 
thictoiese 0«09 to 0.12* 
Retfiffflcf; A few specimens of Reg|^|« showing affinity with 
R. mttlt4^ QC^ Xa^ i|B Haeualer, 1890, were recorded from the 
present material. Uaeusler (1890^ in the original description 
of this species mentioned twenty-two to twenty-five chambers 
v^ereas Cifelli (1959i and Kalantari (1969 i r^orted ^lis 
species with a much less number of chambers ranging from four 
to nine. Our forms possess a lesser number of cfhambers like 
the English and the Iranian specimens but differ in having a 
35 
more elongate^ ra ther cca^rcssed. and f ragile tes t* 
Ocfwrrance: Rar«» 
material* AKUGO Cat, no« MF-Zd^. 
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4 .2 Family RZEHAKZNXDAB Oislsiian, 1933 
QQQUS l^m^mow^mA Tappan* 1957 
p l« 4# f i g * 1 
iS^SiSSBSi^ bCTS^ef^ TAPPAN, 19S7, p. 211, pi, 67, figs, 
11*18, 22-24, • BHALtA and mBm, 1978, p« 167, pi. 1, fig, 1, 
peacriptl.<»iS Teat anall, planlspiral, evolute, otral, flattened/ 
cheiobers well-taarlt^ d, five to six in ntsober, tubular, half coil 
in length, enlarging gradaall? as added,* sutures distinct, 
depressed, curved; periphery entire, smooth,* aperture simple, 
rounded, at open end of last <^iaaher/ wall finely arenaceous,* 
overall surface smoothly finished. 
Dimensions^,, ,^in^ Bin,jj.! i^ ength 0,24 to 0,39, width 0,14 to 0,33, 
thickness 0,06 to 0,09, 
gaSKlSg* ggflSSlBSgglta bo%he£i was originally described by 
Tappan (19S7J from the Cretaceous of Alaska. Bhalla and Abbas 
(1978> reported it from the Jurassic rooks of Kutoh, Our 
specimens are similar to those described by Bhalla and Abbas 
(1978> and exhibit variation in the shape and siee of the test 
as well as number of chflcibers which ranges from five to six, 
9SSSSSSSiSSt* Rare, 
Repository__of__type _^matariai; i«OOD Cat, No. MF'»300. 
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4 .3 Vmllf LXTUQLZDAB Am BI«i |»ri l l«« IdaS 
8ifl»f«iilXy H X^^ OPfm^OKOZDZiiAS MaynOt i992 
p i * 4» f i g . S 
g»«iiQpin§ Iffy^^gffflf BO»M£34A»ll« im%» pm 339« p].» ].6« f i g . 4. 
Hiylyyiiryyiw^idfft i§t|fgf»fftffa (Boraaeiaiiii)» «> LUnm^ I9$9« 
pp» 3a.3*314# pi* S4« f i g . 83ft« b« f | f jg . 
f iga . 79# 80. 
DcacriytioiiS T«st aiBiaIi« s«a»<3itottI«r« pi«itispirai« involute; 
Xwt whoxrl with 8«iy«» oiiaiiibftim* s l i ^ t l y inflated* enlarging 
rather rapidly as added# isiibilieal area depreased; mttoree 
elaiple* depreaeed* atraightf radial* periphery lolnil«te# broadly 
roundedt aperture interionarginal* aeaiieir«Ettlar e l i t* at the 
base of final aiaiiber« wall finely agglutinated* aurfaee 
eneothly finished. 
|y^ffaa49l^_ _^ |^ .^ Hm^ ; Major diameter 0.21 to 0.26* minor divaeter 
0.15 to 0.21* thioicneaa 0.09 to 0.12* 
fiffffflf; A few apeelaMna belonging to Hay^egpft^fqeoi^ 
|f|^4ffff^i|f (Bomamann^* 18SS* %fere recovered in our naterial. 
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A coQipariscm of the present foxm with those described by 
Laioyd (2.939> reveela that both are eimilar . 
Moptapari (1977; reported HapXo^hra^pides subglctbosus (Sars) 
from the Lower .Ttirassio of I t a l y . Our fozms reseznble closely 
with those figured by him* 
Haplophra^^ides Ij^tidorsatcan (Bomananni ehows l i t t l e 
variaticm in aho^e and else o£ the t e s t whioh may vary from 
rounded to oval in outline • Tho nuEdtser of chcsabere in the 
outer %aiorl ranges from five t o sev^a, 
Qecnigceage I Frequent • 
materialt MUGD Cat. I9o. {^-301 • 
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Subfamily hITUOhWAB de BlaiavilXe, IQ25 
Genus MrnGBmUhlf^ Cushman^ 1910 
/tt«aobfst|XiJbcs cqtabfnj U>©bllch and Tappan 
pi. 4« £ig, 18 
garoo^ gculil^ eg j ^ J ^ I*OSBI.ICH mi& TAPPAK* 1950d# pp* 41-42, 
pi. 11, £igs. 9a*13. • WiOiL* 1960, pp. 31*S2, pi. 8, figs. 1«>4. 
pi. 14, figs. 3-6. 
i^fyiptAon; Test small to meditim; oarly portion planispiral, 
involute, closely coiled, conpressed, moderatel^f umbilicate, 
covering one-third l^tgth o£ test, with three to seven 
triangular ehanOsers, increasing graduallir in size,* sutures o£ 
early portion simple, depressed, radial, slightly curved,* 
later portiOD uniserial, with two to three broad, lov, chanibers, 
increasing gradually in height and width as added, last chantber 
about tuice the height of preceeding one, soEctewhat inflated,* 
sutures of uniserial portion distinct, siinple, transverse, 
depressed; periphery slightly lobulate; aperture terminal, 
rounded,* wall finely arenaceous,* surface smoothly finished. 
g4gggfflg!?g,a.Mlg.,.^ i * i^ ength of teat 0.33 to 0.S9, length of 
tincoiled portion 0.23 to 0.38, width of uncoiled portion 0.14 
to 0.22, diameter of coiled portion 0.26 to 0.29, diameter of 
last chamber 0.17 to 0.23* 
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SSSSSiSS* ffiwj^aculitfa cgbt>ffn|L was erected by Loebliclh and 
Xappan (X9S0e} from the Jurasslo rocks (Qxfordian) o£ South 
Dakota* U«s,A« Kutch speolmena are similar to the Dmerioan 
forms but differ in having a rather more rounded cross->8ection« 
However* Mall (I960; vAiile describing ^» o^t^ ftr|j^  from the 
Callovian mnA Qxfordian of Saskatchewan* Canada* observed 
that this feature may depend u|»on fossilisation and raay be of 
little taxonomic importance* Our forms are idcmtical with those 
described by him, 
Kutch forms e:^Ubit some variation in the shape and size of the 
test* dianeter of the planispiral portion and degree oS 
compression of the tmiserial part. 
Ogggj^^gg; Rare, 
Repository of type material; m^D Cat« No. KP-3oa. 
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Anni^aoulitfia <«>grolithifQCTaif (Scthwageri 
pi* 4# fig* IBt t«xt<-fig* 4 
Haploi^agmitroi eoprolithiformc 8CHWAQBR« a.867« p. 654# 
pi, 34« fig* 3 
;flmmobacalitea oaprolitJiiforraig (sohwagerK « G0HOG^# 1962, 
p* 52l# text-fig* 1(8*10^ 3| gJS* * GORDON, 196S, p. 833, 
text-figs* 2* 3(25»38>« - GC^ tDQEI, 1967, pp* 449, pi* 1, fig* 4* 
paxMCiptign? Test large, stout# elongate; early portion 
planispirally coiled, conprising nearly one-third of entire 
test, slightly compressed, involute, with four to five 
triangialor chambers^ increasing irregularly in sise,* uncoiled 
portion uniserial, rectilinear, with one to four druci-shaped 
chonabers, increasing irregularly in hei^t, last chamber 
sotnewhat inflated, conical; sutures of coiled portion indistinct, 
depressed, radial, slightly curved; sutures of uncoiled portion 
nearly transverse, depressed; perii^ery lobulate; aperture 
indistinct, appears to be a texminal, polygonal opening; wall 
coarsely arenaceotis; surface roughly finished* 
yS£isJliSS3* ^" attempt has been made to work out the range of 
variation in the present speciroens of ffBg9»?i<Sttli|fegft 
coprplitMfpxmis * Zt is « highly variable species and 
variation was observed in the shape and sise of thm test and 
number of chMbers* The uncoiled portion of the test varies 
Text-figure - 4 
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from n«arXy parallel-sided (text*£ig« 4# £lg. 2a> to sXightiy 
tap«rJU)g (t@xt*fig« 4# £ig* X a K The periplieraX margin in 
some foxsBS is almost entire (te9ct**fig« 4, fig. 2a) While 
foxina with moderately lol>iilate periphery are also encountered 
(text-fig« 4« £ig« 3a) • Ttm number of chamibera irariea frcxa 
four to five in ^ o coiled porti<si end one to four in the 
uncoiled portion of the test» Forms with broader than high 
chambers in the uncoiled portion (text-fig• 4, fig. Xa) aa 
umll as th(M(e having higher than broad chambers (text*f ig« 4* 
fig. 3e) are found in the presoat population of this species* 
Some of the specimens are seen with fairly overlapping 
ch«ai)bero in the uncoiled portion of the test <text*fig* 4« 
fig« Sa>« Xn a few individuals the width of the coil is 
greater than the width of the later portion of the text 
(text-fig* 4^ fig* 2a) while in some of the fcmmi the width 
of the coil and uncoiled portion is almost equal (text-fig* 4« 
fig* 3a) • The test shows various degrees of oompressicm 
along lateral sides •• the cross-sectional outline of the tent 
varies from nearly circular and oval (text-fig* 4« fig, lb) 
to almost triangular (text-fig* 4# fig* 4b) and trapezoid 
(text-fig* 4# fig* Sb)« The shape of the aperture may 
accordingly being rounded to oval* 
Pjiffftif j^<Sfflf^„ .j[ ji^ ,,.ifa41 Length of test 0*9S to 1*29« l«agth of 
uncoiled portion 0*70 to 0*93 # width of uncoiled porti<m 
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0,30 to 0«37« dianitttor of coiled porti<m 0,30 to 0«40, 
diamet«r of la»t chaoober 0,30 to 0»37« 
SSSSSM* f^lwrecaaa9ttlitea SSSjj^Highdfojnaig (schwager^ ia « 
rc^ust species originally described by Schwager (1367) from 
the Bajooian of imerttenberg, i t has been reported from 
Lias as well eys Middle and tapper Jorassio (Calloirian** 
Kiiiimeridgiani of variotis parts of the world and i s found to 
occar abundantly in Qxfordian. 
Some specimens of ^» f?9|>|po^^ifgrro|e were found in the 
present material which closely resemble the f osms recorded 
by Gordon (1962, 1965« 1967) from the Upper Jurassic of 
England and Scotland. Gordon (196S) observed a complete 
transition from stout forms having a coi l of four to five 
chambers with a rectilinear portion with each chamber 
ambraeing i t s preceeder to more s lender# elongate forms in 
which the s i se of the coi l SM reduced and in some specimens 
i t assumes the form of a curvilinear 69sl9» of chambers* 
Most of the specimens described by Gordon belong to the 
intemediate manibers of this series* Some specimens %>ere 
reported to have a prominent co i l not embraced by later 
chwabers* Our forms ccme well within the variation range 
of this speeiea as shown by Gordon (1965). 
'omis has also been reported f rem the Xiower 
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Volgian o£ the Saratov and Kiiit^ srshenr (3istricte of U.S«s,R, 
(Myatliuk, 1939 >« the Vppwt Qxforaian and Lover Kimmeridgian 
of central S^land (BieXeiTca and Foaaryski, 1954> and the 
Mas end trpper crurassic of Clorth Alaska (Ta|>pan« 195S) • 
Repository of type materialS mmo Cat, Ho, MP-303, 
llll<l»l<fclMillllllllllW>»l»l«>'«lll«<l«ll«llii«»<>ll>«»i«»l«»WWiMlli««—••» 
4S 
pX* 4« £49* JLI. 
Haploj^aoBitm gontinwcisa T£RQU£M« I870l)« p . 23S# pi* 24, 
£ig0« 29, 30, 
|»ra<>bfgtt3^ |Ltg| |og|feig^8l8 (Terquem), « CIFELLI, I959t p . 294, 
pi« 1« figs* 2«*5. • BROIMER, 1969, p. 25, pi* %, f i g s , l^a, 
- KAI*AE37ARX, 1969, pp« 21-22, p i . 7, f i g . 15; pi* 8, f i g s . 
3, 6, Q% SSS* 
Pescritgiop? Test small; early porticaa plcoiispirally coiled, 
centrally umbilicate, with five triangular chasiiHurs, slicjlitly 
inflated, increasing gradually as added, later porticm 
uncoiled, \]niseriai/. rectilinear, with two to three low, 
broad, choDPibers, sl ightly tapering towards apertural end; 
sutures indistinct, radial, s t r a i ^ t , depressed in planispiral 
portion; transverse, depressed in rectilinear porticm; 
periphery sl ightly lotoulate; aperture indistinct, appears to 
be terminal rounded; wall arenaceous; surface somewhat rough 
in appearance. 
D^ensicyns,, ,f Jn^ nam/! Length of t es t 0.27 to 0.48, length of 
uncoiled portion 0.12 to 0.27, diameter of coiled portion 
0.15 to 0.24, width of uncoiled portion 0.09 to 0.17* 
£Sgyi£2Sj|; Three specimens of AE||B s^SSil)^ SS f^ni^ensjLs (Ter<iuem; 
u 
w«c« wmox&mA from th« pr«««iit aftt«riftl* Ottr ftp«ol]ii«a« «r* 
Aimilar to tho«« ^«iorlb«a by &«id «na B«r«lc«t (1950) fmn 
the Jurosaie ••aimwits of Sgspt but differ in hanring « 
eiiglttl^r ioboiete periphery end a wider tmeoiied portion* 
7he present f ox»8 are identicaX with ttm Sngiieh epeeimene 
described by Cifelli (I9S9i from the Bathonian of England* 
l^ ie KuEtcdi speointcma also exhibit ei<Mie resaoa&lanoe to the 
Iranian fcmns figared by KaXantari (i969) bnt differ s i i#it iy 
in h(Vfing a lobuiate periptusry* 
Some variation i s obserred in the shape end sise of the test 
as weii as in the shape of the final e^mibtae yflxkeiti may end 
blumtly or may be pointed. 
2sl Hare* 
Repository of type laaterialS moGiD Cat* Sio» t!iF<»304* 
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pi* 4, tlgm 12 
<3£« ^jfi|>^ffy4j|$fs{ ^p]^f.€^i^^piii» cuamm, i9 io , p , 440« 
text - f igs . 12-14, 
|«gm<a>§c|jaitf» a£» ^* i^fOfhtxiitoxmp» Ctwhman, - GORDON, 19«2# 
p« S24t text'^fig* 1C2>« «• GOaoC»3, i9$S, pp» 034-83 5# text«»£ig. 
3- ia , 
jQeifc i^^ tiOQ; 'I'est larger 6l<mgata; early j^rtion planispirally 
csoiledf later tancoile^X early porti<:ffii with three triangular 
dbaaitbers# later i^rtion with five druQ-ahaped rectilinear 
ahmibotB, wider than higgii# increaaing gradually in width bvrt 
very l i t t l e in height aa added* final ohonber i n f l a t e , 
sutures of uncoiled porticm distinct, sinqple, trwuiverse, 
depressed, sutures of coilfiK3 portion simple, depressed, 
nearly straight, radial! periphery Ic^ulate; aperture 
indistinct, appears to be terminal, rounded; wall coarsely 
agglutinated; surface more or less Asoothly finishi^* 
fflgg^gj^fffy? f^ ^i l* Z<«^ 9th of test 0,93, length of uncoiled 
portion 0«7S, diwteter of last dhaiaber 0.33* 
SfliH^* A solitary specimen of ^taf^ji^tilitfs comparable 
with ^« ff^^ji^ifofflf Cuslman was obtained frcMR the present 
material. It i s similar to ^. ef • ^. feff^^^^fff|«j|f 
48 
ra^§rial>* mmo Cat* Ho* MF*309* 
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aeSlUSBllSH gP»S^ yfftff9ftff«ffi cuslwiftn and Alexander 
pl« A, f i g . 10 
jflgraobfffnjiIjLj^  glfecgflfgef CUSlSyOS and ALEXANDSR^ 2.930# p* 6# 
pJL* 2# figs* 9# 10* 
fflarecja^fctali^ g^^yfflfffpeotia CuAhman and AXexandeir, • BmTmaTBm, 
X9%Sb, p . 319» pi* 1# fig« e; pi* 2, figs* i*9; pi« 7$ f i g . i i . 
Desgyipi^loQt ?es t smaii# a i i ^ ^ l y coropreaaed* oariy posrticm 
ooiied« pianispirai* involute* fa i r ly lambilicatdf co\rering 
nearly half to <»a©«third of €»3tir© length* with s ix to eight 
dtiambers* eailarging greuSlually a® added* auturea of early portion 
simple* depresaed* radial* ai ight ly curved** l a t e r part 
uniaerial* with two to three c^ainbera* f inal chaoiher higher 
than hroad* s l ight ly cctnpresaed* tapering towards apertural &Qd^ 
sutures of l a t e r porticm simple* depreased* horiecoitaliT 
periphery lfi3>\ilate* aperture terminal* rounded* wall finely 
arenaceous** surface more or leas amoothly finished. 
D^enai^a.^. jjLyt, m,lI Length of t e s t 0.36 t o 0.48* diameter of 
coiled portion 0.15 to O.ai* width of uncoiled portion 0,10 to 
0.14* length of uncoiled porti<m 0.a3 to 0.30. 
BSSa£lSS* ^f^'i^^fgflAites g^jbcretaceous Cushman and Alexander* 
1930* i s rare in our material . I'he Kutch forma cooie well 
within the variation range of th i s species shown by 
so 
Bart«nstein (i9S2bi» 
Repository,,o£^„type matgyiai: AMUQD Cat, Ko, KF-306. 
Si 
MSSSSSSlSBl^ <^ «^ t< SEialSl ^ 'OebUch and Tappan 
pi. 4« fig, 17 
cf • SffiSJ9SSfi£2iBHiiBS grgfj^ i^ LOEBLICH and TAPPAH, I950c, p. 6, 
pi, 1# £ig8* 4a«'6» 
Desjgrijgtlon: Test small# flattexied# oval in outline/ early 
portion evolutely coiled; later portion trading to tjnooii; 
oater c»>il with seven triangular chacnbers* ^ aalarging gradually 
ea added* sutures distinct* somenijhat thickened* slightly 
depressed* nearly strei^t* periphery entire* keeled* apertural 
&nd brokoa* wall arenaceous/ surface smoothly finished, 
pjiRen3i,<^ s^ _ iSjq tmlI liength 0,44* width 0,29* thickness 0,09, 
gfc^ ffflcf; h single specimen of ^ ^^^S^assinBil^S "^^ £ound in 
our material. It closely ressmbles A, craoinj Kioeblich and 
Tappan* 19 ^3c* described from the Umer cretaceous of Horth 
.Pnterica, However* our speclmcai is consider^ly smaller in 
sise, 
OjpguTfencf : Rare, 
Re|)Ository.. of type material I AMUQD Cat, No, MF-307, 
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4.4 Family TKKTUJUARIXDAE Ehranberg« 1838 
i^ ubf aiaily TSiSSVhmimm Ehrenberg. 1838 
Genua Ti^i^ULPiRIii Dsfrance* 1824 
ggxti|agia iHSSSiSS ©'^JEMBEL, 1862, p. 228, pi. 4, fig. 17. 
Tggtularia j^ uraasica (QuenibelK *• LLOYD, 19S9, pp. 314-31S, 
pi. 54, fig. 26, at ajn. 
£S§Sl?l&£l9S* "^^^t small* elongate, sli^tly curved^ small 
proloctiltts folloi^ ed by seventeen, low and broad, enlarging 
gradually dhosibers, later cheanbera sli^tly inflated; sutures 
distinct, simple, slightly depressed, oblique to the loog axis 
of teat; median sutures simple, depressed, zigaag; periphery 
slightly l<^ulat«; aperture indistinct, apiE^ ars to be a 
semicircular opening, at the base of final chaniber; wall finely 
agglutinated; surface granular in appearance. 
SlSSSii^S^iLS^SSi.* length 0,36 to 0,48, width 0.09 to 0.18, 
thiclmess 0,08 to 0.12. 
ReaarHs; Textularia j^ urassica (Ouembel^, 1662, occur frequently 
in the Kuteh material, our forms are similar to those described 
by Lloyd (1959; from the Kinmeridgian of England. 
S3 
Ogcursgnigot Frequent to r a r e . 
>aitory^_o£^ t^ype_ r^oatgria I^ mv^D Cat, No, MF-308, 
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Suborder ROTALXINA Delage and Herouard# 1896 
Superfamily t^ODOSARXACEA £hrenl>org# 1838 
4»S Family MOOOSARZZDAE Ehrenberg* 1838 
Stabf amily nonoamimm £hrenberg# 1838 
Genua HODOSARZA luamarek* 1812 
H^SSSSlS ^ ^ * i* coluronairls Franke 
pl« 4# £ig« IS 
a**» Jg^gggglS g9lHB,§fl§ FRAKKE, 1936t p . 48, p i , 4, f i g . 
19a# b , « K0RViU:iG, X957# pp. 73-74, f igc . 73, 76, g^ sjgj, 
PeaeriptionS Test medltna, elcmgate, cyl indrical , uniser ia l , 
r ec t i l i nea r ; proloculus large, sanisphericalt followed by five 
chaambers, broader than high, penultimate chainbor nearly twice 
the height of preceuding ones* etxtures d i s t inc t , simple, 
transverse, flush in early portion, depressed l a t e r on; aperture 
indis t inc t , appears to be terminal, rad ia te ; wall calcareous; 
surface omannented with eight longitudinal r i b s , running ful l 
length of tes t* 
glffiSSS42SSjLl^SSi» JEiength 0.56, width 0,13. 
SSSdE^* ^ o poorly preserved specimens showing affini ty with 
ISSdSSHifi columnjg^is Franke described by I30rvang (1957> from 
the Jurassic sediments of DeniRark were found in the present 
mater ia l . They differ , however, from N, colucanyis in the i r 
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exceptiCRQaXly high and inflated penultimate chantber* iacHing 
the aperturai neck and the i n i t i a l spine on the prolocultui« 
Otsr etpeoimeoAs also pcMSsesa less number of r ibs* 
.OgcuTjggnge t Hare • 
l^ sg9gl-lsyy.iL*^f•iffyp i^i 'I'^ ^T y^^ g?'* awyGD c a t . sio, KP'-309, 
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S 2 § 2 S M 4 S ISS^yteSSSM TERQUBM, 1870a, p. 333, pi. 26, figs. 
1*9. - SUBBOTINA and SRXVASTAVA ^  Subbotlna S£ 3|.« I960, 
pp, 13ol4, pi, 1, fig, 3a, b, 
BSSS£^&$l!^* ^^^t small, elongate, uniaerial, rectilinear, 
broken^ chambers two in number, almost o£ equal size, higher 
than broad; sutures distinct, simple, transverse, depressed* 
fairly constricted, periphery lobulate^ aperture teintninal, 
radiate, raised on a short, stout neck^ wall calcareous/ surface 
omsmented with tmi longitudinal costae, uninterrupted by 
sutures * 
l?iSSB2i^SJliSjaSJi» l^ ength 0,24 to 0,37, width 0.10 to 0,14. 
iSSSSlSS* '^^^^ specimens belonging to Modosfurii^  fpi^ tinensig 
Terquem, l&70a, were found in the Kutch material. 7hey closely 
resemble |^ . iHl^lfiSSSlS described earlier by s\d3botina and 
orivastaya <iQ Subbotina e| gj^., 1960) from the Jurassic 
sedimttits of the same region. 
Repository of ty|)e_material: AMUOD Cat. No. ^ -310. 
S7 
p i . 4, £ig« 7 
godoagtrif hoyiffljSjUg TERQGEM* 1866, p . 476, p i , 19, f i g . 13, -
OQRDOH, 1963, p* 646, t@3Ct«*fig. 7<19, 16), §% g ] ^ . 
l^ gCjri.gfci|»> * Tost: 6SBall, ^longatkO, unlo^rlal , rdcttlllnoaz*, 
nearly p a r a l l e l - s l d ^ I prolooulxis globular, followed by five 
to six cheeobars, s l ight ly inflated, of nearly equal eiaa; 
atttures d i s t inc t , simple, t r ^ s v e r a e , depreaaed, moderately 
constricted; perif^ery lobulate; aperture terminal* radiate^ 
wall calcareous7 surface ornamented t^rith t%^lve s t ra ight , 
longitudljial costae. 
pimeiiB4<»ig,,,,,5|ii,,,m§;|I liength 0.30 to 0.43, %ridth O.C^ to 0.12. 
gtgmgffkfti A few forms belonging t o g . hgg^fQais Terquam, 1866, 
itfere found in the prescoit material* Z^oablic^ and Tampan 
(19S0b) described ] | . SSH^osj^ geghg from the Callovian of U.S.A. 
and differentiated i t from ^ . !}9|r|fng|§ in having a smaller 
t e s t and more omeBoental r ibs • These two characters are rather 
insignificant in the erection of new species of Hesosoic 
nodosariids, especially when they show a wide range of 
morxidiological oirerlaps and make ev«i generic separation d i f f i cu l t . 
In a l l probability g . 9j?|fh9S|ogg f^lf i» a Junior synonym of N. 
I^ SSlS&SiS Terqusm, but more specim^as and a thorough comparison 
i s required to arrive a t a definite conclusion. 
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Ogjgurfjmcf I B.ar«« 
Repository of _ t^gpe„.ra|ntfria3Lt mVK^ Cat. Wo» ^ - 3 1 1 , 
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t|o<|ois.ftgJlf IJLjguIfft^ LoebXlch and Tappvxk 
pi* 4, f i g , 2 
S2iSSS£i§ Min?I.S^ LOEBZ*ZCH and TAPPI^ ir 1950a» p, 49# pi* 13# 
figs. 12-14. - WALL, 1960, pp, 87-88, pi, 4, figs, 3, 4, 
Deacxrl^imt Test emalXt elongate, tapering, tmleerial, 
reotilinear, el<mgate proloculus followed by two sii^lobular 
chacnbers, increasing gradually a& added; sutures distinct, 
simple, transveiroe, depressoi; periphery lc!ft>ulate; aperture 
terminal, radiate? wall calcareous; surface omamented with 
tea Icmgittidinal costae, 
PiS^Sl2BS«i^3-aSi* Length 0,30, width 0,11, 
BSSaSlES* A single specimoii of N, lirulata loa^lit^ and Tappan, 
1950a, originally described froca the Oxfordian of south Dakota, 
u.^,A«, was recovered fron the Kutch material. It also 
resambles g, U^SBlg^ reported by Wall (1960> from the Jurassic 
sediments of Canada but has a somewhat elongate proloculus, 
Occu^nrgncf: Rare, 
Repository of type mytarial! mVQD Cat No, MP«312, 
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pi* 4, £ig* 8 
SSJ^iiiSfi gfiglgtg TERQUEM, 1866# p. 490* pi. 20, fig, 5a# b, 
SaiSSMlsfi C^^ftt§ (Torguecij, • TAPPAN, 1953* p» 72# pi, 25, 
£|.g0« 1**5* 
Desc£i£ti^: Test mediucBf narrow* elongate* tapering towards 
both mi6a0 uniserial# rectilinear* proloculus aemiapherical* 
followed by five low asid broad* chaiidsers* increasing gradually 
as added* final chamber pyramidal* higher than broad* about 
twice the height of preceeding one; sutures distinct* simple* 
transverse* nearly flush in early £»ortion* depressed later fm! 
aperture indistinct* appeazrs to be terminal* radiate* produced 
on a asall* fragile neck** tmll calcareous; surface omemcnted 
with six* widely spaced* thin, flange-like* longitudinal ribs* 
running along entire length of test* 
Oimangiona^ Jjin^  vmlt Length 0*48 to 0,34* width 0.12 to 0,14* 
SgffiitflSl* ^^o specimens of ggdos§ri§ closely resembling 
K« ££dij|ts (Terquflnij as described by Tappan (19S3> from the 
Jurassic of Alaska were found in the present material* However* 
the Indian specimens are smaller in size* do not show initial 
spine* and the last chandoer is slightly more drawn out than the 
/toerican form of this species. 
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Repository ?f n.l^ yPSa f^^ Jrf^ ^ .^^ * AHUao Cet» No* KDP-313» 
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pl» A, fig* 4 
Dgntg||Liiff aimi>Xex TEROU£M, %85B, p« 599« pl« 2« f i g , Sa# b« 
SS0S2SSi§ SlfPlgj? (Terqu«n>, - KALANTARI, 1969, pp, 73-74# 
p i . 4# f i g s , 6# 15»17# g | gjn* 
jaeggylftfic^; Test ffinaiJL# elongate* cylindrioaX* uniseriaX* 
recti l inear* gl<:di>i]lar proXoouXus foXXowed hji two apherioaX 
ohainberd* sXi^tX^f inf Xated# increasing graiSaaXXy as added* 
Xast chamber higpiier than broad* increases rather rapidXy in 
siae* statures distinct* simpXe* transverse^ depressed* 
perii^ery XobuXate/ ap«urture texaninaX* radiate* si tuated on 
a smaXX neck* waXX oaXcareous^ surface smooth. 
ginyg|ge|.qa§^ill?„.ggit* Z^nngth 0,33 t o 0,4X* width 0,X2 to 0.X5. 
Remariat; Kodosaria simpXacx (Terqucro) i s a weXX<*3cnown Jurassic 
species reported from various parts of the gXtibe by different 
workers. Our specimens cXoseXy resao^Xe the forms described 
by Said and BaraHat (X9S8) from the Egyptian Jurassic and 
KaXantari (X969; from the Jurassic 8edim«ats of Zran. 
SS^SSESSSSS' ^f*^* 
Repository^of_^_tyge^^raateriaXI mtfQD Cat* No* MF<»3X4* 
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pi. A, € lg . 13 
jDesg^j^on; Teot small* stout# elc»igate# uniseriai* 
raotiiinttar* vecy aXi^^tiy tapering^ s l l ^ t l y caaxpximtMQd 
along ver t ica l axis* prolocultis large# spherical* followed 
hf £oiar Chamb«aps# broader than high* increasing i r regular ly 
a@ added* £inal chaitiber very large* in£lated* sutures dist inct* 
simple* transverse* depressed* periphezy lolmlate* aperture 
indistinct* appears to be termljaal* radiate* wall calcareous; 
sur£ace omcmented with numerous £ine s t r ia t ions* 
0|Biensj^ |^;is,, jiia^ p^ffl.;; I Length 0*41* width 0.13, diameter of 
last <^amb«r 0*16* 
jggcgtjiykjgit ^ e present specimen somewhat resesdbles |[« 
^gflt^ggg^ff^ originally described by Heugeboren (1856; from 
Eumania* However* a single sjmcimen was found and more 
individuals are required before a trivial name could be 
assigned to it* 
Re|>ository^,of_,t I mmo Cat» No, MP-315. 
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0«DVUI A3TACOL0S Monttort, 1808 
p i * 4, £i9« 9 
jgrifltf|>|fflc|a an^epa 7£R0U£»l« 1870a« p . 428, pi* 9# f ig s , 11*21, 
SSSSSSlSiS SSSS^ (TerquenK - BHUJUUh and ABBi^ , 1978# p» 17 5« 
pi* 3# £19* 1# jgJI S2QS' 
g igggg |g | j^ : Test small t o meaiiim* eloogate# strongly 
compressed; ascia ounredi; chanlMNrs distinct* eight in ntBidber« 
tjriangular# lou' and broad# enlarging gradually &3 added« final 
chaEDoiber ooovgpying major portion of ent i re length of inner 
siargin; sutmres dist inct* rather lic^ate* flush t o raised* 
peris^ery entire* outer margin strongly keeled* acute in 
apertural vietr^ aperture dist inct* terminal* radiated wall 
calcareous; surface smooth. 
JBlffi^2^2*ilS-SSi' Jl'ensth 0.36 to 0,51* width 0,12 to 0,22, 
thickness 0,04 to 0,06, 
£S5SI^* ^ ^<^ specimens, which may be assigned t o £ s t ^ o l ] ^ 
SS^SSBB, (Terqusrai were r^iovered from the present mater ia l . 
Our foxms are similar t o those daieribed by Bhalla and Abbas 
(1978; and Subbotina and Srivastaira (in Subbotina $& ftl,« 1960) 
from the Jurassic sedimcmts of Katd>, 
The present material yielded specimwaa with flush as well as 
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raiAQd sutures. As pointed by BhalXa and Al:dt>at (1978) flush 
to raised sutures may occur within the same species • 
i£f; Frequent to rare. 
?£,,.type,,mgterjlal; J^iXSGD Cat . No* MP-316. 
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Aytiicol.t» ipamapyrattta <Jond» and &^ ark«ff> 
£1.9« 39* 
Aff|ff^||ig f^pfif^ ]^)!^  (Jones and Parker)* •* BimM«ii ana icmm, 
1.97d# p* H6« pi* S« figs* 3«4* ^ yyi* 
0^ff|p^9i|iS Ttmt amail.« aUH t^Jiy eOR^ nrttsaad* axis otirv«d# 
early portion ooii#d with three tAms&msB* weii-tnarlcedU 
trianguiar In ©hape# IsroaS and JLow# enlarging gra^Maiiy as 
ada«3f iater pQrti(8) uncoiic»S with three low and hroaa chesibers 
tending to reac^ proloculus* Sinai c^ asitifiee' aoeui£ i^ng majar 
portion o£ ®)tire leng^ <^ inner f>targin; 9ttture» diatinct* 
aimpie* depressedi moderateiy cnaeved; periitiary s i i ^ t l y 
iol)uXat«« aperture indistinot« appears to he terminal* raaiat6« 
at dojoial angle^ produced an a tinjr nao^ cl wall calcareoiis^ 
surf aoe amooth, 
Siaa^^smJMJssU* i^ «»gth 0,93 to o,3g« width oaa to c«2i« 
thieteiMs 0*06 to u»ll* 
g f i i l ^ : SpecinM s^ of |^ |^ y?o|lii^  pyiit^ fffa^^ (Jones and Parlceri 
<A»taitted from the present material reseeihle with those figon^ 
hf Broviwer (1969^ frcm the him of northwestern L^ urope b«t 
differ to having less niMber of ehaoDhers «n<? in jpos»«Ksing 
a tiny apertural neck* ovur foxms are also similar to those 
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descrllMid by Bhalla and lilabas iX97B) fron the Jtxrassic rock 
o£ Kiatdti« but they have a dXi<s t^ apertturaX neck and Xest 
QGmps&aaed test* 
SgssSS^SSS* Frequent to r a r e . 
of type materials i^l^^fXSO Cat* Ko, £#*3I7« 
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6«nu« CITHf&mA d*Oxt>igny* 1639 
gA$||gyiag Slia^^irgts (Terqutta) 
pX, 5, f ig* 2 
Mj^ginyXin^ lpi^ 5jffaffBiiy|. var. clathrata TERQOEW, 1.864a, p . 4oa# 
pi* d# f i g s . 16# 19a# b* 
S i i S S ^ ^ gj^ ft|i?f^ tft (S'ergucira) • - KiAUA and /yBBAS, 1978, 
pp. X76»X7f, p i , 5# f i g . s; p i . 9# f i g s . 1»5, e | ajQa. 
Pfffqci|y^iot>: Test small to large, elongate, raaximum width 
app]»3xiiaatel:7 at the middile of t e s t , compressed to s l ightly 
inflated, flaring, triangular in outline, chancers well-inark^, 
three to fifteen in ntaodaer following globular proloculus, 
enlarging rapidly in width but gradually in hei<^t as added, 
later ohanabers very low and broad? sutures distinct, linnbate, 
flush with surface, gently curved, suln^arallel, obligue to 
axis; periphery entire, keeled; apertural margin straight to 
gently curvmi; peripheral margin coovex; aperture simple, 
radiate, at dorsal angle; wall calcareous; surf«:e omaa«»ted 
with four to nine Icmgitudlnal costae, uninterr\ipted by 
sutures, sometimes bifvuraating in las t two or thiree ch«ii>ers. 
SiSSSl&lsSSSiSLJ^JS&l* X«ength 0.36 to 1.80, width 0.15 to 0.51, 
thickness 0.10 to 0.16. 
iWfff^* <?^^ftrin§ p|,i|hffflfft (Terquem; i s abundant in our 
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mat«ri«l« Bhalla and Mthaa (1.978) desojril3«a i t froa tha 
Jiiraaaic rocHa of Kutch and i#orHad out i t s variat ioo and 
dlmosphiara. These authors notad tha t C, paau<il<>lf^issimf 
reported by suhbotina and Datta ( | s suwaotina g£ §i.» I960) 
frcm the Jurassio o£ Kutch i s similar to C, glg^^gityii in a l l 
res|»0cts and that the iormee should he treated as a Junior 
ayncxasm of g« slr,§ft;fffff« Our speoimens bear close reseoiblanoe 
with the forms described by Bhalla and M^as (1978) and also 
t o those d e s c r i b e by StJibbotina and Datta (1960)« 
"ShB r ich population of g* f:||^|ffir^^§ recovered from the present 
material displays a wide range of variation in the shape and 
s i s e of the t e s t as well as in nuQ >^er of chambers and 
omamiSKital r ibs* 
Oggugrgjcg; Abundant t o r a r e , 
Rfposi^oyy....^^ ,^yi;^„,g>f|^^p|; PiVJGD Cat* No* MF**316« 
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pX* S« tXQ* 3 
M§ygiSSXin§ llSSESfiiSSIS TERQUm, 1868, p , 116, pl» 7, f i g s , 
19-2S. 
Sl^lSSlQS hetrppleqra (Teirquem)« «» BHiO^ IiA and ABB^, 1978, 
p , 177# p i . 5, f i g . O; pi* 9, f i g a , 6-10, e | a ^ . 
|^39f|.pt4fffii; Test meditaa, elongate, f lattened, 8t:ft}triangular« 
greatest width at loH'er part of t e s t ; chambers d i s t inc t , s i x 
t o ten in nutnl>er, broader then higti, enlarging more in width 
hut l i t t l e in h e i ^ t as &Sii&&SLS chambers in l a t er portion of 
t e s t very broad and low, stronglj^ drawn towards proloculus, 
outer margin of l a s t chand>er occup^ring nearly two*third of 
peripheral margin; sutures d i s t i n c t , rather lint>ate, s X i ^ t l y 
depressed; periphery ent ire , fa int ly keeled; apertural margin 
gantly curved, perifOieral margin convex; aperture rather 
ind i s t inc t , appears t o be radiate, at peri£dieral angle, prc»2uced 
cm a short neck; wall calcareous; surface omamont^ with 
numerous f ine costae, running along the ent ire l«mgth of t e s t . 
fi|iitei^s^cms__ ( ^ ,m|ai/ ! Length 0.54 to 0.68, width 0,21 to 0,26, 
thickness 0«1S to U.21. 
iSflSMl^* ^o^^ well-preserved specimens of Citharina | i f j^pleyra 
(Terqtt«B> were recorded from the present material , ^ e s e fonM 
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ore similar to those <l«scril>«d tff Bhalla and /ODbas il91&) 
from the Juranflio (Callov^iatirOxfordiaii^ of Ktttc^ and Clfe l i i 
(1939^ from Oathonian o£ England. 
ggggi^gnga: Rare, 
mater ial ; Pmsw Cat. ^o» NF-319* 
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Qmm ciTHmmBLLA i^ iaria* 1938 
gl!fl?§y4!?gMSf <!<£• c« gorogfury Lo^Uc^ end Tappwa 
pi* 5# £19• 11 
aff • ff|l^fff|jt^fll§ ggn^ g^ fffft IX)£BLXCH and tAPPAH* 195Qb« p , 14*1 S« 
pi* It £lg» 368# !>/ text^fig* 3A«1>« 
|)^S£|s£l9!2* ^ ^ t largof lanottolat«* £l«tt«»ed; early portion 
Citharine* oval proloculua £ollawod hg four loir and broad 
ohaiid>«ra# anlargliig gradually i» width as addad; latar portion 
g^gig^lSglSS^ga* with a&9mck chevron-ahapad dtiand»ar8# enlarging 
l i t t l e in height and width aa added; atituraa distinct* llniibate^ 
a l i ^ t l y depressed* gently curved in early portion* acutely 
arehed upwards in later part* periphery s l ightly l^ulate* 
apertural and hrokan; wall calcareous; surface smooth. 
gteaag^QBff,.,|4? ,^„?#2' S<«igth l^OB, breadth 0«30* thiclcness 0.07 • 
Renarks: A single specimen of eitharinella with broken 
apertural md was recovered from the present material. I t 
shows affinity to c« S9SS^^ originally described by Loid>lidi 
and Tappan (1950b> from the Callovian of North America. 
However* the present fozn poa9mB»«m a l e ss flaring and 
unomvrianted test* liinbate sutures i^i^h are less acute in the 
later portion of the t e s t . 
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pgfygff^gfS Bwtmi 
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|>1» S» £iga* i3» 14 
gl1=?><^teMf S l?«^l^t» W»EB1*ICH «tia 3JAPPAR, 1950a, p* 58, 
pi* 16» fig9« l -Sb , •» WAUi^  1960t p* 103, p i* 6, £ i g . 13* 
£iSSSSlS£l9S« ^ *^^  small to mediiiii, poliitat*, irtiooiboid, flattened; 
e«rl]f portion S|^|Si|!ls# oval prolocttlos followed tsy tturee to 
four triangular ohaoibera, asaarging gradually as added; later 
portion groe<|j^ ffli|>frl«e# with f<»sr to six oheirroii»aha$}ed 
chanibere, increaaing in width but irery l i t t l e in he i^t as 
added; sutures distinct, liiabate« sliglitly depressed, gently 
<f^i"i^^f^ in gjf.i!|l^i^g portijmt acutely arched upi#ards in later 
part; periphery entire, may be teeeled; aperture distinct, 
teraiinal, radiate, placed an a short nede; wall oaleareous; 
surface smooth, 
5liB0gphiffiy.^ an^ ,„y'yyffi^ <^ S Dimorphism was observed in the Xndian 
spacimens of C« jj^ ^S^Sldeg. The laegalospharic test i s 
conparatively large in sige with four chambers ia the Cithyrinf 
portion and a greater ntxeiber of Qh«irron*shaped ^wsbers in the 
later portion of the test amounting to six (pi. 5, f ig . 14K 
The microspherie test has a enlarged g^gisrj^ portion with 
five chaiBbers and a reduced later portion consisting of four 
cherron-shaped d s^mbers (pi. 3, f ig . 13K Moreover, the 
megalospherie individuals are broad and stout while the 
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mierospherio twm» «r« ir«l«tiv«ly fragile and mor« tiqpering 
tow«rd0 apwrtural «isd and h«y« Iceelad tsargin in the aarXy 
portion of taat. Tha proXocuiua diwietar of tha magaiosFliario 
and mieroapherio tomm i» 9Q|yi and 4Q^  raspaotivoly, 
P|ijaa»i^ fftn^ ,,^ ||f, ,«a§j; Length 0.36 to O.08, width 0.1.8 to 0,43, 
thiqlmeas 0«04 to 0*09 • 
Rgfa^ fykf: h few speolmans belonging to 9|tt^ing||>f ]Ste»boidf^ 
ware found in our material.* ^ey are sintilar to those desoril^s^ 
originally by Loeblidti and Tappsn U9^a> fraro the QKfordian 
of 0!orth America* Howfl0rer# the Kutch specimens are not as 
perfectly rhaxboid mid palmate aa the Aaerican iossm* Moreover« 
the dK6vr€flQi*8haped autores of the prasaat foxm thideesi at the 
CBntral part of the test* 
BSSMXMS^i Abundant to rare* 
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Qtama DEHTALXNA RISSO* 1626 
Pg!?!ri,lte ?^iai?fll ^eiiMAgtr 
pit S« f ig , 4 
SSB%S^BSt gig|>fM SCH»JAOBR« 1869t p« 101, p i . 2« £ig, 20• • 
BHAXXA and ABBAS* 1978« pp« 17e**179# pi* 7« f i g . 4# f | gjQi, 
D<agfff|.p|iogS Vest small to !&edivn# elcmgate« s l ight l f to fairly 
oarved* miisarial* raotiltoear* chostoeirs five to e i ^ t in 
nvmtamxt s l i ^ t l y inflated* enlarging rather rapidly aa added; 
auturea distinct* simple* depressed* horizontal to sliglitly 
inclined* parallel to one another* oblique to a^ cia* s^rij^ery 
lobiJj^ ate* rotmded in «i>ertural view; apcorture distinct* simple* 
terminal* radiate* eccentric* on a tiny neck; wall calcareoias; 
surface smoc^h* 
D|mer^ i<»jfB,,,j^ in,_fro,| t Umgth 0*36 to 0,66* diameter o£ last 
chflodoer 0,06 to 0«12. 
£S5iIlBI* l?ei^ |ff|>jt«i>flf SHi^ SSM ^ ^ originally described by 
Sdtiwager (196S) froa the Oxfordian of Geneany* Zt i s an 
extramely variable Jurassic nodosaTiid and ^dnibits a wide 
range of morphological overlap. Different species of 5SS|§lin§* 
v is .* o« suss^eli Schwager* 1065* O. coarognis d*C^bi^y* 1826* 
^^ £• pffftSf^ fffl^ gTOfynis Franks* 1936* are perhaps different 
morphovariants of the s«ne species and should not be treated 
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90 •eporate apecios, This vi«w has b««n eiqpressad by •arlowi 
worKears inclydin§ Ta|>pan (1943 J, Gordon (1965J «nd ^ui l la azid 
Abbaff (i976K 
A few Bpeoim&na of g ^ t g l l n g haring meooth twfit were recorded 
from the preseeit materiel xs^ioh are ccoeidered as beXcmging to 
D« SSS^^II* Our apeolmena closely resensble the forms described 
by Gordon (1965« 1967; from the Oxfordian of England wd 
Calloviim oi Scotland* D« SSSSi^ll described by BennBrd (1963) 
and Shalla and itibbas (1978) are also similar to our spaclmens. 
Dm Sgao^li. recovered from the present material exhibits a tilde 
range of variat ion in shape and s iee of test* ntsnber of chambers, 
curvature of test« inclination of sutures, and shape of ehatiibers* 
^l Frequent to rare« 
Repository^^^of^^^type^^^mfteriai; pmOD Cat. No. MF»322. 
AZAf),, . 
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pi* % £ig» 5 
«£<* ^Irff l l^g Sl£!9SllllSSl BARTHNSTEZN, 19S2a» p . 310. «• 
BAHTEMSTSII!! | s B«krt«0«teill f | 5^«# 3L9S7« p» 34« p i . 7* f i f« 
a.47a# b« 
SSSSSleM^* ^^^ maaium to Iwegm, broken* olongate* narrow* 
imiserial* ractillaaAr; ohaEit»«r« thr««f pyrl£oxiii* higNtr than 
broad; tttttiiraa aln^ia, di(pr«saaa« a l i ^ U y inelined* nodarataly 
eonatrietedi; pari^atry l<^ b«i3.ata/ s^erture indistinet* appaars 
to ba taxffiifial# radiate; waii oaiearaoiaa; surface mooth, 
g|fff^ g|<aa ,^ jij^jmll Iiangth 0.94 to 0*9S# width 0»ia to 0,18• 
gfPjglfS sona broktti apaolfflans o£ ^l^§||ftf were raeovarad 
fran the praaant metarial ^AtXdh abow affinity with SssSftUSi 
f^^^^^fff Bartaatain (i9Saa) in the ovarali abaipa of the 
teat* 
t» 
££gSg|SS|as|g |fil#fftt»M »»»«iia and Akai>» 
gSffl^gg^Hlg IfHlggllffM e^ "^AfcLA and ABSi^ , 19t6, p. 179, 
Ogiify||)|4f|^: test fimaJll to aaedium* @l€»g«te, tapering* 
slightly (xxe^Ba»@&J Gihmibm:» ei» to eight in n«niber# 
inoreaieing gradtuiliy i s height end width «s addedt final 
chamhcr tmch hi^er m& wider thioi tha praeaading ona; atitiuras 
distinct* siB^la* de^resaed* csasvad in aarly portion* invertad 
*v*-^ hepad in latar portion; aparttir« indiatinot* as^ attfra to 
ba »impX«, tai8iin«l# radi«ta; wall oalearaoiia; aurfaea «9&ooth* 
aomatimas omaBoanted with f ina atriatlons * 
pjiflfjffflffl^  ,^ 4^i^ ..ifif^ S^ length 0*30 to 0«60* width 0»13 to 0,21* 
thicknaaa o«Q9 to 0*08 
ftapff^S Bhalla and J^ MNUI (1978) araetad « nmt »p»cim of 
Frondieularia «"-*£• ky^ f^ ffyy^ fi fron tha Jtirassio (Callovi«ft* 
Qxferdian) of Kittoh, Tha authors diatingaiahad i t front 
S* Ifyff^flt originally daaeritoad hy Tarquam (1866) from tha 
liiaa of Franca* in baing anallar in aiaa and hanring dapraaaad 
auttsraa. mwrnt/vte* yf^^f | | | f |r | f lffl|#fffff|ff isolcs tha 
rhODhoidal outlina of £• j^yf|f^f. 
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A f «w «p«Qi»«»s Of Si:9B f^1l^ *y|^ j» j^f f l^f | i j v^tm reeoir«red 
from th« prMeDt oiAtArial ultiai are siiBiiar to the holet^rpe 
of this speoiea described hr BheXla end Ahb«s (1978) In groae 
morphological feattirea* A few of our specizsens are ornamented 
with fine atrlatlcma, Bosraver* thle feature m^ not be of 
significant taxonaalc value since Barnard (196l> has shoim 
that certain Middle Oiirasslo species of F^<mdi,cu|,iir|g hare 
ffinooth m well as ome^ented t e s t s . 
A considerable range of varlatlcm In the shape and s l se c^ the 
tes t as well as nutober of chai^ bers Is eadilblted bjr £• k^ 3t|<;^ «^ gjLg, 
The test raasT be nearl^ r parallel->slded to stronglsr flaring tiAilch 
reflects the oiegalosj^erlc and mlcros£^erlc generation 
respectively* tt& degree of coettpresslon of the test also 
varies* Detailed variation and dimorphism In this species has 
been worked out by Bhalla and /ttbas <1978) • 
QffSggfSH^ ffg* Frequent to rare« 
Repository of type material; mOQD Cat. tso. m^$ZA, 
BX 
a«nu0 XiEMTXCULZNA l*amarerk# 1 6 0 4 
pi* 5# f ig . 9 
C^ifB%fXX^l^ gffi^ f^ fijjt B£BXHEL2I}« 1880« p. 49» pJ.. 3(a6J« 
f i g s , i9-i9* 
|i|ag;|ig|ilioff gemi;^ in§ (BerthelinK • KAl>liH!rARX# i969» p« 145« 
pl« 12* figff* 8<»12a» b* ^ gyfl*. 
S^USSlSUSS* ^^^ laeiSitim to lairge* ietstictaar* planispiral# 
iirroIote« elosely coiied# promincoiti^ f £»iiimbonate« dtiambars 
%fell««narked# tmx to twelve in final t^ horl* rather rapidly 
enlarging» eGiDe«3tiat inflated; autures distliict* sl ightly 
limbate^ gontly axpvmSL baclcHarda at periphery* peripliery esitire* 
prominently keeledi? aperture distinct* radiate* at dorsal angle 
of final chamber« wall calcareous* surface amooth* 
pii»ynyjL<afta„„ |j||ji,,,ftajjf t Hajor diameter 0«59 to 1»03« minor 
divneter 0,36 to 0«7S* thickness 0*29 to 0»36. 
SflBSSM* &fiSllSBlMi gfulflf^f (Berthelia># 1880* i s a robust 
species of frmflf^ll^ftj Xt i s similar to |;» SSS^Si ^ ^ possesses 
prominently raised urnbonal regions, Kalantari (1969; described 
this species from Iran, 
Some specimens belcmging to J^j^ieuling SSiJiSiSS ®^^ ® 
recovered from the preswit material which are identical 
BZ 
t o the foxmo figured ana described by Kalontckrl (1969>* 
9fflff|ff^5^f; Abtindant t o r a r « . 
R@|)ogitory, of, ty|>c...matarifti; mmo Ca t , Ko. ^ - 3 2 5 . 
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Crig^ailari^ <y^ M«»tea»i GUEMBEII, 1862* p* 3a«, p i , 4, f ig . 2«» b. 
Lfffitiefl^ i^ f guffiitgaU (au«oa»«iK - BHAU*A ana ASBAS, 1978, 
P« i80« p i , 6* £19* 4» $1 S2S* 
ppacriptio^S T< t^ amaii to lairg@» i«nticui«r# pi#iiapirai# 
iiivoiu<:«* tighti^r coiicd« biiaBboii«t«; outer coii with sevm to 
tw»ivtt cdiaaiib«r«# vniarging graduaiiy a0 mm»&l tmturtts distinct* 
iiiabate* rai0«d« siightiy corrttdu eoaiaace near wobilicas to 
totm a £aint ring aroimd i t ; perijphery acute* IceeXea; aperture 
8impie» radiate* at peripheral angie* wall oaloareoua* eurfiaee 
anooth* 
yffflfMgg* ^ ^^ <legree o£ variation in the shape and sise 
o£ the teat o£ fcfsMs^llgi flffnf|^e^tJ^ (Quenbell* 1862* was 
cAiserved in the prescmt population, coiled tm well as uncoiled 
tests were found in the present material* when viewed 
separateljr* they appear to he quite different from one another 
md one is tsmpted to split thorn under different specific nmies, 
A visual comparison of tlie differant specimens ^ &• qyefiffedti 
ranging fron coiled to uncoiled fonss (text-fig. 5* f igs, 1«4)* 
however* suggests that they are the mor^ologic variants of the 
Sffite species, A total of sixty-five well«preserved specimens 
of this species were selected for the present study. 
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7h« most ccnroon types aro thu tightXy oolied individuals 
l]«ivi&9i eea oval cmtline (text«-£ig« 5« fig* li» ^ i « intorgrades 
into iosma with a tendency to uncoil (tasct-fig* 5, fig, 2>* 
Tha furthar uncoiling o£ tiMMia fosma rasultad in alongata 
testa showing a h i ^ dagxaa o£ uncoiling with a distinct 
coiled poirtio^ hairing seir«ai to nine cham^oars at the perii^asy 
and a reotilinaor uncoil«<}d portion consisting o£ two to three 
cdiaBdMuirs (taxt^fig* $$ £iga« 3, 4}« 
fhe total speoimtaas were grouped under £our different 
categories on the basis of the degree of coiling o£ testSt 
each having a distinct visual appearance. Theme mocpSiovarlant 
have been designated as MV and* in order to distinguish one 
from thet other* eac^ one has been suffixed by letters A to D. 
C9ut of sixty^five specimens of |*« gi|ffis^ e§t^ |,, forty«nine 
belong to HV^A, tan to MV»s« and three each to KV*C and MV*o. 
HV*A is tightly coiled and oval in shape «id intergrades into 
m-B Which is more elongate with the final ohwabar tending to 
uncoil. MV«c shows a step further in uncoiling «id possesses 
a distinctly elongate test with two chambers reetilinearly 
arrangad in the uncoiled portion. m^D exhibits extrocie 
uncoiling of the test with thre^ choftibers in the uncoiled 
portion and the test being distinctly elongate* 
m vimt of a large population of L* guenste<^ i^ i ia the present 
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iQat«rial» i t wwi f «it d«slrable to maikm a statistical anaiysia 
also in or^ar to confiina the above mentioned obsexratioiia • 
Ttm avarage elongation ratio (l/b> of all tha s i x t y five 
speoimaiis ware maaauri^  and a graph was prsftared (textHEig. 6, 
fig* h)* Zt was oi^ sarved that the entire population falls 
tmder four sets of morphovariants (MV->A to MV*D) which l i e 
along a diagonal straight line showing ther^^y a oontinuoizs 
and systematic increase in their elongatioo ratio. This 
eonfimts tiliat the different mor^hovariants belong to a single 
Ttm airerage nuoa^ Mr o€ <difiiQher8 at the periphery of all the 
marobers belonging to the above four different morphovarii^ts 
^^ h» ff^f^f^^^ was plotted on a ^ai^* All the points fal l 
on a horisBontal straight line« clustering aroiand tan ohanibers 
(text'fig* 6« f ig , BK This shows that thou^ the different 
morphovariwit of this speeies have differacit loo)(s» tlwir 
average nvuber of chanbers at periphery IB the s«iBe« i,e«» ten 
chandlers* 
The distribution of chandtier* at the periphery in all the 
sixty»>f ive speeistans was also studied in order to obserre the 
trend of distribution of ehanber in h^ g?WW!l^ f#l (text-fig« 6# 
fig* c; , The histograei shows that the nunOaer of ehaiR^ bers have 
a unlAOdal distributiem and ranges from sevwi to twelve* the 
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Scatter diagrams showing relationships between 
different parameters of tests of 
Lenticulina quensfedti (Guembel) 
9» 
modal cl«s« cempKiMixkg t«n d%aiEBb«rs and Inelud** tmnttT-on* 
oat of • total of oixt^Siv apoelnwi* (3a«3?i^ « Fifty 
apeclBMiiA show «ight to t«& <tbmSmm at parifiliarF and 
conatitttte 76*9?& of tha total population cotasiating of 
aixty-fiva apeeimatta of lUiia apeeiaa. £$p>aeicMHia having amallar 
nxmdotat of dhmHomre than tha xsodal elaaa OXOIMNS thoaa harisg 
greatar maohar of ohaoibaira at paripheey* thua ahowlag that th« 
diatribation ia slightly akawad towarda apaoiiaaas with leaa 
Qissbar of chaieihaffa at thair parlphaty* 
scattar diagrama plotting tha nmd^ ar of ohaii3»asa at the 
pariphecy iraratia length ais wall aa hraadth of tha teat 
caapactivaly itaxt-fig* 7# figa« h$ Bi ravaala that mii^ tha 
incraasa in tha length aa wall m haraadth of the teat# the 
ntmbar of chamhasa at tha pariphasy al«o inoraaaas* HovmfBz, 
no poaitiva relationship was fotmd to eaciat betwaea tha ntxabar 
of chflnaMra at tha periphery and thicknaaa of the teat 
(text-fig* 7# fig* C), 
Scatter diagrema of l«igth varaua breadth and length veraua 
thiclcneaa of the teat (tesct-fig* « figa* X>, n) ahow that with 
inoreaee in the lengthy the breadth ae well aa thidsneaa of 
the teat alao ineraaeea* 
A poaitiire relaticmship eaciata between the breadth and the 
thiokneaa of the teat wherein an inereaae in the thickneaa of 
St 
thm tmt iM r«f l«et«d with an iner««Bi« in i ts l»r««dth 
<t«3ct^ £ig« 7* fi9» FK 
Vftriatioo w«s alao ol»8«cvftd in cwrtftia oth«r raoirp^iogie 
£«ati»res of th« t*st o£ ^* SSiHSti^ll* ^ * diamttter of tho 
taaabiiioai ring whioh ia a Ohas^otoristio ieattiro of this 
apocioSf varies firom 7S M to 139 M* The paripheral keai in 
some apeolmwia i s faixriir h^ iroad and distinct <taxt*fig* 4» 
figs* a* a« 4>» whoreas in othOKS* i t is narrow and rather 
indistinct (text-fig* *, fig* Xi * The leeel may he fotmd 
throttgduTitt ttM odtire perii'hery' or laay he niissing from the 
last tifo or three cdiaEishers* some of the forms haire a distinct 
aperttirai nmik (text^fig* 4, f i^« 2* 4> ^^ l^iie in others« i t 
i s not <Meii<«>davelc^ ed (text-fig. 4# f ig . 1) . 
The above studar eovering different aspects of variation in the 
test of ig» fl|fffls|f4i^ clearly detaonstrates that i t i s a hi^ily 
plastic species* Xf sti^lied soparately* the different 
•lorphovariants may seem to belong to different species bat 
when grouped together* they all show a morishologic contimnm* 
This is* howsfrer* no exception to the mend»ers of the family 
NodosariidM which show a high degree of variation* especially 
during the Mesoaoio* This i s but an exwiple to demonstrate 
that species belonging to iiodosariidae as also sane other 
f viiilies of For«Binif erida* should be thorou^ly studied in 
order to determine their morphologic boundaries for their true 
«8 
tttxoncnic pX«ein«nt» Th« aibov« atudy B\xppott» th« eoAtcnticm 
thttt th« phtaomniQa of irarlation IJI one o€ th« s i ^ l f icvnt 
ttipcets of forminiferftX 03f«t«ai«tie« • 
glffif|.|>jnf ,„ i^.Ml * >i<Mos^  diametor o*3S to 1«0S« minor 
dlonotor 0*83 to 0*6S« thlelQi«sa 0«X0 to 0,30. 
Rffff^t A l9sg9 p&paXatioa of |fl|£|SB||Bfi <sffi|ft|ff |^. 
<Qu«ii^ bei^  w«8 Ql»taiii«di ict»i tho pr«s«ait matarial* Tho Sndian 
8|>eoiiEi<»)a 4«8curUNKl hara ac« almiJLar to those jn^ ^^ oirided tuf 
Kalantari (1.969 J tt<m Jucaaaio of Xrant shoeing markedly 
iraiaad autMUPas m^ 'mttX'-'^ieivmlop^a^ kmoXm Gme Mcaam are r^olatiat 
and w«J.X»»|3sra3fiunr«d t^onrieg oiear is^ilical ring as compj^ rad to 
thoaa deeoriibQd ^ ^)aila mad itibl»aa (l.978> from the iJixraaeio 
aadimants of Kut«^ » h tmt &p&cissmiA of the prasasit material 
•how uncoiiiag aimiiar to the Gasman f osa® of Criateliaria 
,ifr»^lr^l?>f^ ff^fllftrigftH reported by Bartanatein and Brand 
(i937i« 
l!flfiSl£Slljtei i||rj>-ftffl^ f?ff?lt9« « ne» apeci«s of liantieuiina v«i 
ereeted by Svibbotina and ^rivaat«rva ( ^ &idlA>otina s i d^ «« 1960> 
from the Jurasaic rocka of Xuteh and Kajaathanr Xndie, The 
diagnoatio f e«t\iree of thia apeciea aa laid dovn by theae 
authora are the mma& aa of L* q«eiiatedf|. and Bhalla and iOabaa 
(197a^ eonaidered ^* #||ffPJIiglW»li* ft Junior aynon^ rm of 
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gggHOa^Sf; Abfundant tQ r^m, 
R^?o«itegy of tyiHi mafgialS ^inoo Cat* So* MF-3a6« 
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py |^Mi|3t,a|ria 8|#gjtf^» RSUSS« XB$%, p« 6e« pi* 3S* fig* 1.3• 
Lfn|dy j^4iPft fitt;ffiH>f|f (R9U89>, '^ mvOdJi and ABBA3« I.978* 
p* i8oiei# pi* 6# fig* 6; pi* io^ £ig&* i*4, o| fs^, 
Deacrig|i^* l?«9t oraoii to iiete<ai\im* iantienior* piaaiftpirai* 
iavoiutOf rounded to eiongate# biiiiabonat«# ohaa(b«ffa weii«iii«rked, 
tiraiTo in ntimbaa:* triangular in shape* enlarging gradually ae 
added* autui^s distinct* lix^ate* rai««^* gently enirved; 
perii^ery entire* prominently keeled* aperture diatinct* sintple* 
radiate* at dosral angle* wall caleareoua* surface auiootli* 
D|l|».^ nf|9f^ <s,„ .f;.|i^ „,.^ j[! tfajor diameter 0*a4 to 0*90* minor 
dianteter 0*30 to 0*84* thicJoaese 0*24 to o*4a« 
RjffSjiflyaS This well-tooifn species of iif^Hijifll^i^ was originally 
desoriJMd by Reuse (I894i from the Cretaoeous of Gexmany* 
|«ept;|ff||f§ ft^.|f|§ (Reuses shows a wide range of variation 
in shape and sioe of the test* A detailed variational study 
of this speoies was carried out by Bhalla and Ahbas (l97Sb>* 
These authors observed that sonte of the speoies of liff^fftja.inf 
erected by previous workers are ixk fact different 
norphovariants of L* njOyfJlftf* These inoriiiiovariants were shown 
to intergrade with one another* The present foxms of 
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If* S)^ .j^ ffj|ft aro idontical to tho9« desaribad kqr BhalXa and 
j^ }:^ es (i978i £ira» the ^urasaie sadiaiweita of Kutcd) and eschibit 
a 0imiX«r trend of vaaeriatieoi* Oor apeoiamm tucm also almilar 
to those desorJUoad tost ciffeJUli (i959> and Kalantari (1969) 
firom the Jurasaic roclNas of aagl«ad and Iran respectively* 
SSSSBSSSS^SB* ^^mdoxit to rare* 
Repository of type material.; mmo Cat* Bo, MP-3a7* 
«iiW»li>«ii»n>iiiiiiii«»w«>i»»«»>if>l|»1b«»i«»«iiiim» III nnniii •• 
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SSlfilSilMii i^ i i l f i l ld£ lS i $f|Sgfl*lf^^f ^^^f^S^t XB6i, p . 68« 
p i . 7, fig* 9; pi* ia« figa* 2-4* 
S€fftl9l?l#^fr |y^cfy|t^#|>lf (R«iiosn * 8IIAI4A and ly^ BASt i97@« 
pp* 18a.«a.82* pi* 6« £i9» 9; p].* ll# figs* 1*64 f | fy^* 
S ^ I ^ S H ^ * T«st oedliisii to i«rgo« subcounded to eiiiptiea2.# 
paralidl*8ided lo front iri«ir« faiiitiy bivndbODate; eariy portion 
coiied# pieni0pirai« with four to fiire tsh&^i&snl lator portion 
uncoiiea# Yi«i^  thr«e to fivo chanilMKrs forming a rectilinear 
serifl»« dtiambers bro«dl# ionr* ^niarglng rapiiSly a» added* 
tendiUig to reach proiociaiua^ outer margin of f inai cAiainber 
oecupsring half to three^foiirth of peripheral margin; dYstvures 
distinctf ll](d>ate# raised* curved* obligee to axis of coiling* 
periphery entire* triearinate; aperture distinct* aimple* 
radiate* on a short neo^* at doraal angle* wall oalcareoua* 
eurface mKKyth* 
mfm^^m%JMmr* **»9th 0.60 to 1.14, width 0*30 to 0,55. 
thicleaese 0*18 to 0*24* 
BflBSdai* JJifBtrlfffllllfr ff4car|b|y||.f (Reuse) i« a famous and 
well-est^lished Jurassic species of |«fi|f|fy|.4i[^f. f i r s t 
described by Reuss (1863) from the Lower Cretaceous of North 
93 
Qmsmmxf, It has ba«n vrnpoxtaA from various parts of tha globa 
by <Uf£«r«at %mtkmr»^ Bartansteia and 5ra»d (i937i recordad 
i t from tha Vppms Bajocian of Rorthwast oaxmany. Said and 
earakat (X93B) and Kalantari (1969) daseribad and illustratad 
this spaoias ixma the Jvurassio rocks of Egypt and Iran 
raspeotivaly* 
A prolific population of j^ « i|pfi<|||ffj|jcM 1^Lift (Reussj was <^»tainad 
froB tha prasant matariai* Oisr fossis ara sluiilar to thosa 
daaeuribed t3fy &art«ast6ln and Brand (193t)# Said and Bar^tot 
iX9%e}t Kalantari (1969) and Bhalla and iyb3»^ (1976) hvt they 
ara sl ightly larger in siase and comparatively %rall*praserved« 
h^ ;|f|>9ff|»>fillf|> (RatissI displeora a wida variation in the shape 
and siea of the tes t as well as the niatibar of chouc^ bers 
comprisjUig tha coiled and uncoiled portions* A <tetailed 
variatiiM of this species has bean worked out by Bhalla and 
Abbas (1976)* 
9gfjf|jltlffl^ 9y* Abundant to rare* 
Rspository of type matariai; .AMUQD Cat. iio* £4F*328. 
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pX« 6# £l0« 4 
SSlS$$ll i£lS Vp'jt,g?g BORNEMANN, I8S4« p . 4 i , pX, 4* f i g S , 32-34, 
Ijfint^ulina variuos (Bomemann) • <» BHALiLA atu3 ABBAS« 1978, 
p« X&3t pit ^0 iig, 5f « | B^Q* 
fiffffffjLptiofi! Test «n«ll to medium, pla&ispirai, involute, 
siabrotmded, tightly coiled; chaotbere distinct, s ix to e i ^ t 
in outer coi l , triangular in 9tiap&4 enlarging gradually as added,* 
sutures distinct* simple, depressed, gesatly curved, periphery 
lobulate; umbilical area depressed, f i l l ed with matrix; aperture 
distinct, simple, radiate, at dorsal ^agle; wall calcareous; 
surface fflnooth, 
£liSSSISlt@Sft*ilSJSii* ^sjor diameter 0,36 to O.sa, minor 
diameter 0,18 to 0,33, thickness 0,12 to O.IS. 
Rfii£lES: A few well-preserved specimens of L, ygfifinf were 
recovered from the present material which show close resemblance 
^° h* yj|yjt>ff»|s (BomemannJ described by Said and Baralcat (1958i 
from the Jurassic rocks of Sgypt but differ in having larger 
te s t , lobulate perii^ery and depressed sutures. Our specimens 
are also similar to those recorded by Cife l l i (1999) from 
Jurassic (Bathoniani of Sngland, A comparison of the present 
fosns with those described by Kalantari (1969) from the Zranian 
9S 
jtorassic reywals that ^le Xndian forma closely r«8«Ribl« the 
Iranian specimens but the totmmr possess a lobulate peris^eey, 
speciroaofi of hm fflgj^ Sfllg described by Bhalla vad Abbas (1978) 
frcxn the Jure^sic sediments of Katch are similar to our forms. 
Ho»ever# oar specimens are larger in sisse and exhibit better 
presenraticm • 
Ocearrejfice! /^yndant to rare« 
material S ti^^OQD Cat« llo, MP-3 39. 
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p i . S« £ig» 10 
pgacriytiWj^S Test mnall* planisplxal* <rrolute« loosely collod* 
t&adSng to uncoil; eight chanalMurs in final whorl« enlarging 
gradually aa added* autvtrea diatinct* aimple, depresaed# fairly 
ounred/ periphery loibtilate* apertural end broken; wall 
calcarctoiis; surface smooth* 
PifHHHfl'91?*gwi[fe,..''!W'l* Major diemeter 0,22 to 0.33« minor 
diaoaeter 0«17 to 0«27« t^iclmess 0,09 to 0«12« 
RgSniyilcs* The present material yielded a few poorly pmsserved 
specimens of Le |^igi^ j|ygig hanring some resemblance with 
^ | igu i4 l? f 8p» B of Bhalla and iisbaB (1978^ described froa 
the Jurassic (Qxfordian-Calloviaoi sediments of Kutch. They 
may represent a new species but more sswcimens with good 
preservation are required before a trivial name cotild be 
assigned* 
Rejgositery of type material: mOQQ Cat. No. MP-330. 
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Genua MAROZMUliZHA d*Orbi:gny# X826 
^iEglS»illBi gffiffrllH!'* CU3»4AEt« 193e# p« 34« pi* St figs. X3, 14. 
P<Mi5;!fip|5AcatiS Test m&all to ni«dltsn# elongato; early portion 
coiied with fomr distinct^ tiri«xigulaar# gradually <ailarging 
chainbsrSf inclUMUng gldbular pjpoloculus, becoming more inflated 
as added* u»c»9iled portion with two reotilinear* fairly 
inflated* considerably overlaying ohattibers* increasing rather 
rapidly as aflded* final ehaodber globular* highly inflat<^; 
sutures of early :portion simple* depressed* slightly curved 
while of later portion simple* transvezise* fairly depressed* 
periphery sli^tly lobulate* aperture terminal* radiate* with 
a sli^t neck* wall calcareous; surface smooth* 
jg|flf»|e^ 9|^ , |||>,.^ ff^ : liength 0*33 to 0*32* width O.IS to 0»23* 
thickness o*l2 to 0*17* 
gjgjyla* Cushman (1938> originally described Mffginuli^if 
gliljgfftuyy from the Cretaceous of Horth Merica* Our specimmis* 
though few in nuniber* closely resertible his forms. A slight 
variation in the sha^e of the test and the degrae of coiling 
iBf however* Observed* 
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fiffgff^ftOJ^, Q^  .,?tyPff.,.^,f^1«'W* -fiM^ OD Cat. HO. Mr-33l. 
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p i , 6# f i g , 3a« b 
«»*• D«;>|ff|||^ .ft ^oUlfiigfi TERQtffiW, 1870b, p, 336# p i , 28# 
£lgs« S»15» 
^MS&SBMSd «*. 9<?|JHM<f?fi <Ter<n*«aii» - KALAHTARI* 1969, p» 
54*S5, pi* S, £ig8, 7«^, §£ s ^ * 
g^ffflgllggS Test amall* dloogftte; proloc^tis larg«# globular, 
folloved b^ r £our chambdrs, s l ightly inflated, iocreaisiiig 
g]ra<aually in height end width as added, final chondder 
relatively hi^^ and more inflated, tapering tcwards apertoral 
end,* sutures distinct, simple, depressed, s l ic^tly €bli<|ue; 
perii^mry s l i^) t ly lobulateX aperture texminal, radiate, at 
dorsal peripheral angle; wall calcareous; surface naooth. 
li>tefa«^«f„.,<lte„.Wi' Length 0,39 to 0.43, width 0.09 to 0.12. 
fifiidSI* ^ ^ present specimens are similar to ^fffiftji|4nf 
c£* S?2MlMg# described by said and Barakat (1958) fron the 
Jurassic sediments of Bgypt. Xt has also been recorded by 
Kalantari (1969> from Bajocian of Iran. 
£$» cf • ssMIMSI ss described by Said and Barakat (1958) and 
Kalantari (1969; does not show either coiled or tending to 
co i l in i t ia l part, AS S U ^ , this species should retain i t s 
original name, i . e . pei}|ffl|n§ ^ | | . f |^yy Terqusn, 1870b. 
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Vn£ovtwi9LtBXj0 in our mfttMriaX only two 8iMBelm«n8 of this 
•p«cl«3 ar* «ncotmtered md» a« sttoh# a dtttailed work on 
this aspeet could not bo owrried oat* AS in other elongato 
forms of nodU^sarilds* \^Mre i t has heea observed that 
megalottl^eric gsneration in certain 8|»eoiea slcips the coiled 
in i t ia l part i^hile the microspheric generati^i shows both the 
in i t ia l coiled portion as well as rectilinear later part* 
this iBi(;^t be the case with specimens of this specie® described 
by Said and Barakat <1950i and Kalantari (1969)« 
gggljafjceii^ e: Rare • 
Repository of type materials tiA\^t> Cat, i3o» MP-332. 
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pi* €t €i«* 10a« b 
fl^ pfgiif^ T^ lj^ f^ gggj^ft^ims OOlUXaJ, 1965, p . 842, t«3et-fig. 6, 
f igs* 26*31• 
S53§£l&IISi* ^^^ meditira to lara«# gently eurvea, s l ightly 
compressed; early portion sl ightly coilea with three tri^gular 
aiwibers, enlarging gradually as added,* later portion with s ix 
low and broad c i^ambers, reotilineorly arranged, beconing 
gently inflated, apertoral cdtaaiber pyriform, nearly twice the 
height o£ pseeeeding one, drawn out Into a s l i ^ t necH; suttses 
o£ early portion distinct, aimple, nearly £lu8h, fairly 
curved; sutures of later portion simple, depressed, nearly 
straight, cblique to axis; periphery sl ightly lobulate; 
aperture distinct, terminal, radiate, on a draim out neck; 
wall calcareous; surface omamentsd with numerous fine costae, 
Gtoliqua to l(»g axis of test* 
l?l#ffiff^ ^Mm I4#. -^(I * Lwkgth 0.?2 to 1»2S, width 0,18 to 0«27, 
thickness 0«12 to 0*30* 
&»tSlSi* ^^ >^^  esicellently preaecved speciiaena of Karginuili^f 
fid(<^fdif|a§ Qordon were (Obtained form the present material* 
They are identical to the f oxms of this species described by 
Gordon (196S) from the Upper Jurassic (Qxfordian) of England 
in the overall shape of the te s t , number of o^anbers, sutures. 
X02 
mTm^t!9m,sLnBf,x0mM' ^^^ cat. so. MP-333. 
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p i . 6« £ l9* 2a# bt o ; %e3Ct*£ig» 8 
SiS98j^ USS* ^®^^  small* eloag«to# g«Btly ftroti«te» s^parallel 
in side yrimi, mtmisami width lying near the top; early portion 
sl ightly coiled* later part uncoiled; coiled portion with two 
triangular c^mSaweo following glo!3»alar proloculus* enlarging 
gradually as added* uncoiled porti<m with three 1CM and broad 
chapaber9# xrectilinearly arranged* enlarging gradually as 
added* final dbtoaber relatively imaoh inflated* about twice the 
heitg^t of previous one; suture® distinct* stople^ s l i ^ t l y 
depress^^ fairly curved in early portion; simple* distinctly 
depressed* very sl ightly curved in later portion; periphery 
gently lobulate; e^erture tenninal* radiate* at dorsal angle; 
wall calcareous* surface smooth* 
y.fyAfMfS>* ^ * specimens of £|i£3J^Bil5S SSSlfCT^  ^* ®P« ^^ ^^ ^ 
soBe variation in the shape and siase of the test* number of 
chantoem, inf lati<m of last cdianiber* development of apertural 
neck* and degree of in i t i a l coiling* 
A variation froro nearly parallel*^ided tost® (text-fig* 8, 
fig* U to moderately flaring ones <te3;t*fig* 8, f i g , 2) i s 
noticed. C^he degree of coiling also varies s l ightly from 
somewhat loosely coiled forms (tesct-fig. B, fig* 4} to 
comparatively tightly coiled on<»i (text*fig« 8; f i g , S). 
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Some o£ tlio speeimMis po8««9a a r«l«tiv«2.y I.M» infJLated fi^ aX 
cihafobar (taxt^flg* 8« £ig« I^ «hi2.a othara h«va a mora 
iaflatad last chambar (taxt-fig* &» fig* 2)* A fair individuala 
hanre a dlatioot apartural naolc (taact-fig* 8# fig* 1* 3> 
ifliaraaa i s otham i t ia %i'&kwe faintly davaiopad (tastt^fig. 8« 
fig* S^  or i s totaiiy absant (taxt**£ig* 8« figs* 2« 4K 1!hm 
DUBibar of ch«mbars in the tmeoiXed portion varies from thraa 
to four* Howavar* tha coiXed portion pcmB«m&«m only thraa 
chamhars in aXX tha spaoinans* 
;l HoXotypa Paratypa A Paratypa B 
(pXata 6# (ta2Ct->fig* 8f (taxt-fig* 8« 
f ig* 2a# h# e) f ig* 3> f ig* 4> 
Haacitmm Xaimth 
nwdmm width 
Maxinum thic^ass 
O.SX 
o*xa 
o*xx 
0*32 
o*xx 
0*09 
0.30 
0*X0 
0,07 
Othar spacimans: Length 0*30 to 0*3X« width 0*09 to 0*X2« 
thiolcnass 0*07 to 0*09* 
ffffffffiSI* Mfffflltylj^i fiffflfflfl' ^* *P* ohovs Sana rasaodbXanea to 
^JgglHyiUSi fiSHi «^PI>«n# X9SS# originaXXy raoovarad froni tha 
Jurassic sadimants of AXaska httt diffars in baing naarXy half 
of i t s siza and in having sXightXy mora inf Xatad ehambars, 
incXuding graatXy infXatad f inaX chvnbar Whieh i s naarXy twiea 
tha siaa of tha praviooa ooa* 
^'^^""^ Mffffin^iiia g»t3^ >1fr§ i^ oabXicd) and Tappan# X980a« daseribad 
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froQ th« OacfoirdlQii of North Anttrica* g|j|fg|iittlii^f| §9f,^ CT4 n . 0p« 
differs in having a raiooth t e s t and in possessing a less 
prominent apertural neck* 
?yPf fi9fl-^9"« Chari * ser ies*; 0 ample C302« ^r^llow* 
argillaceous* herd« cctnpect* fine-^grained# fossil iferous 
limestone* 
Qeoloffif^^fgy; Callo^rian to Oxfordian, 
yype„l9c^4ty: Sonwa ||fii§# 2 to west of Jhura vil lage* Ohiirio 
h i l l * Kiste^# India* 
>.. 
lf§g9§llfgSY.,.*>f • '^ YPf Ni^ ff^ y^^ fi^ * Holotype PMfMD Cat* Ho* MF-334; 
paratype A* ^SP3D Cat* So. f®«t35; paratype B, imMT> Cat Ko* 
MF-336* 
Etianologgl This new species of f^aroinnlina has been ereete»l 
eA*ev4IMiVei^4MMIw<ffHSv ^^ ^ • ^ ^ • • ^ ^ • • I W B M I ^ ' ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
in hcmotar of Hr* M*V*A« Sastry* £meriti3s Scientist* Geological 
survey of J^dia* for his monumeoital contributicms to the 
Mesozoic palecmtology and stratigraidiy of Xadia* 
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pX* 6, fig* 5a* 1» 
<^ » £?S£9lS2il^ 2l£^ilSSS 1?APPi^ # 1943, p, 495, p i , 79, 
f i g . 26a, b* 
ggsgrigj^i^: Test medltiR, elongate, sl ightly compressed,* early 
porticm slightly coiled, n i^th three chanOsers; later portion 
uncoiled with £our chacrtbers, broader than high, enlarging rather 
rapidly as ^kied, last chandber globular, highly inflated; 
sutures distinct, limbate, nearly flush in early i^rtion, 
s l ightly depressed later on,* periphery entire; aperture tezmlnal, 
radiate, produced oa a short, stout necx; wall calcareous; 
surface ornamented with numerous, very fine costae, 
jD|meryaj|Loi>a,,.,,j[if ^ ff^I Iiength 0»S3, width 0,20, thickness 0.17. 
BSSlid^* ^ single specimen of MfSglSul^ QS whldh i s coropare^le 
with ^^ssglQHliSS SlS^I£S£§ ^appsn, 1943, was obtained from the 
present material* M, s|^j^|ff£§ was originally described by 
Tappan (1941^ from the liower Cretaceous of U«S.A« Our specimen 
Is someiiAiat more compressed and possesses a highly inflated 
final chamber as compared to the i^erican form. 
oeoun^uoge; Rare, 
Rfposlfefy„Qf ..'l^ jfpf ^ raff^ erlfjt! AWtJOD Cat, No. MF-337. 
X07 
Mfy9#fjL||f^ |gi y99^ BhelXa and Atob«s 
pX« 6# £iQ« 2>Xa« b 
^iSSSkS^m W9^ BHAUiA and ABBA8« 197d« pp« X83«'ie4« pX, 7« 
figs* 6*d» 
pgjt^jf^ll^ifflt Te«t siaaXX to medi\sa* eXongftt€i« nearX r^ 
p«reXXeX«>8idea< geatXy arcuate^ moderateXy infXated; earXy 
portion XooaeXy ooiXed# pXanispiraX* Xatar portion uncoiXed* 
reotiXinaar; dtioobars of eoiXed portion waXX*iBarked# three 
in nuoiber* incXiiding gX^tiXar proXoctiXua; micoiXed portion 
witli s ix broad and Xow oiianbera* sutures distinct^ Xinbate* 
f Xiiah# very aXightXy ounred in earXy portion^ nearXy s tra i^^ 
Xater on» obXi<|ise to aacis* periphery entire* atrongXy keeXed; 
aperture distinct* simpXe* tescainaX* radiate* at dorsaX angXe; 
waXX caXoareous; surface smooth* 
Di^eij^i^e^^.ji^ ii>r^ .| I I<ength 0,42 to 0»9X» width 0*X7 to 0.a6« 
thio^ess 0*X3 to 0*ax* 
SSSi£Ja5 g§Eatollg» aSSSi ««» originaXXy described by BhaXXa 
and iOabas (X97d) from the Jurassic (CaXXovian^Qsefordiani of 
Katch. Our speciatffiis were oonpared with the hoXotype of this 
speciee and were found to be idttsticaX* 
The specimens of {SnoiJ^XIgf y(f>9<^  recovered from the present 
materiaX exhibit aXaMMt the same range of variation as worked 
out by BhaXXa and iti^as (X976>* llie shape of the tes t may vary 
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from n««rly straight to slightly arcuate* Some forms are 
nearly parallel-slded while other* are slightly tapering. 
The number of chamber* ranges from two to four in the coiled 
porti<»i and £oxir to six in the tmcoiled portion, A slight 
variation in the degree of compression of the test is also 
noticed. 
Ogguf^encg; Frequent to rare, 
&gEgsltgfy»^^..?-yR9...i>i^!fgirl§^* ^ K U O D cat, wo, M P - 3 3 8 . 
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l^ffy^tff^gP* *^*''^  roeaiua* «Xcmg«te« tttpering* sl ightly eoxvadt; 
earXy portion Xoosely coiicKl «fith thrtto <3h«aiib«rs# later portion 
uncoiXea* tski8«riaX« rectilinear# with £oiir chaeiibere, £«irly 
isolated, increasing rather rapidly in hei#it but very l i t t l e 
in width as added* last chamber s l ightly smaller than the 
pr^oe^Ung one* sutures of early portion lisihate* s l i ^ t l y 
evunredt d^r<uised* sutures o£ uncoiled portion lioibate* nearly 
s tra i^t* depressed; periphery distinctly lohulate; aperture 
indistinct* i^peas^ to be tecminal* radiate* produced on a 
prominent neck* wall calcareous; surface omomwated with 
numerous costao* 
^j^g^si^ns..^|ti^sx^l: Length 0«63* wid^ 0.18* thicloiess 0.17* 
gsmmlai: A solitary speoiioen o£ t<fftyg4fiy^ |^ j^  which could not 
be eciapared with any known species of the genus was reeonrered 
from the present material* Perhaps* i t represents a new 
tp^oiw but more specimens are jniguired before a tr iv ia l n«ae 
could be assigned to i t* 
R«^^itory_of_type_materiall mOQH Cat* Ho* MF<»339* 
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QmnUB BARACENAiaA 0«fr«lie«» 1824 
immmmH fS9w§msim (sc^ '^^ ag r^; 
pi* 6« £igs« 9t 9 
^4s$fi;^fyi^ itSqyftgc^ayia .^ ^yfiig^itff 8CHW/I6£R# 186 5« p* 181, 
pi* 9* fig* 7* 
§|yppf|giff|>f gfilifftfigf (Schwafttr> • «*• SAID and BAa^AT, 19S7, 
p* 43, pl« 1, £ig* 8, 1998, p . 2S8, pl» 3, £ig« 17a, b* 
.s,ftrjajRfDfl|.ft g9f^ < i^^ a@ <Sc!hwag®ri • - KAWiSTAM, 1969, pp. 
IST-^ 'ISS, pi* 14, figs* ?, 8, ll*12a, b« 
iS Test ineaiwa« elcmgate, triangular in oro«8*secttion; 
earl^ portion a l i ^ t l y ooiled« socxn becoming imcoiled, 
rectilinear; dtimtowts aevmk to nine, triimgalar in ehape, low 
and broad, enlarging gradtially as added, last dhmH^er relatively 
higher than preoeeding one; suttirea distinct, depressed, oblicpe, 
gently eorred; periphery acote, keeled; as>«rtural face broad, 
f la t , with depressed and transirerse sutttres; aperture texminal, 
radiate, at peripheral angle, produced on a short neck; wall 
ealeareouJi; surface seKioth* 
piiafflcyh^ sm,^  fg4 y f f | f | i f n ; The Indian specimens of Sfy^^eijuylf 
<gyinfiii5^p^ show dimerphisn* Thm microspheric fonos (pi . 6, 
fig* 9> are narrow, elongate and slender with comparatively 
large number of ehnbers ranging from eight to nine* The 
I l l 
«rMriigo diimet«r o£ th«ir prolooulus i s 30 M M«galo«pliQrio 
indiviauala (pi* $# fiig* dl havre bro«d and stout tests with 
suvoBQ chwBlMuni sod th«ir anrttrage dlam«t«r of proloculns in 
60 M* Tho megalosphsrie speci^«as h«v« a broad and distinct 
psriplieral Icc^l t^i le in miorosi^mrio fosms i t i s relatively 
nsrroitf* 
fifelKISlSSS-ilEJESi* i^nsfth o«63 to 0,79, width o«16 to o,39. 
iSiidSS* ^ ^®* specimens ot B, ^oimucypiie (SChwageri were 
recorded from the present material* They are similar to those 
descrit^ed ha Kalontari (1960i Irom t^e Lower Cretaceoos o£ 
Iran and also to those reported lay @aid end Barakat (19S7# 
19S8) froDEt Jurassic of Hgjrpt, 
ffjggyyyfftt^e! Frequent to rare. 
1X3 
0«nti8 TRZBRAOiZA Schubert« 19ia 
yfj|brjaea]4,^  |»el,eff^nfj8 Lo^ii<d> end Teppan 
pXm &0 ttgm 7 
| f | ^ f § g | i | g j^ ^ j^lfffflOa LOiSBLICH a&d TAPPAN, X9SQb» p» X6, p i , 1 , 
f i g * 39&« b» 
figggg|El49S« Test meditm, elongate* sl ightly tapering* 
triangular in cro38*secti<m# dtainbttxv wall««niarked« eig^t in 
nmHsQJtt reetilinoarly arranged* tr i fo l iate in cro8s«*«ection« 
gradually increasing in l»readth but very l i t t l e in height as 
added* sutures distinct* siUi^ l^e* de|»re80<^* highly aro^ed near 
the centre of test* strongly curving bacdcwards towards 
proloculus at the angl^i* apsrture terminal* radiate* wall 
calcareous* surface smooth* 
>• X<ength 0,S7* width 0,33 • 
Rffyfirkfl '^^ipK^JM li^ff^e^a^ was f i r s t described by Locadlich 
and Tappan (19SCl»i from the Jurassic (Calloviani of Sorth 
America. 1%kis species was designated as the genotype of the 
genus fy^fftg^^ Schubert* 1912* 
A solitary speciinen of ?^ fJif>?ffffqM§ ligj^ffjli U»ctblich and 
Tappan was recovered from the pemBvat material. The indisn 
form closely resembles the Anerioan speoim«i but i s smaller 
in s i s e . 
in 
o^S^Sj^gS^SS* ^BTtti 
U 4 
GtttlUB VA0ZNU];.XtiA a*Qrbig»y, 1826 
pX» ft £19* lit* b 
^^* YSSlSSlISS ^fgpiff^ CC^£X^« 1963» pp« 832»eS3* text*£ig* 7» 
£ig8* 9# 24« as* •> BHAUiA and ABBA3« I978« pp. Ie4»ie6# pi. B, 
figs. 2* 3, «| a m . 
;^ !S^ st amallf Qlc»gat6« slightly compressed* early 
portion coiled* later uncoiled? coiled porticm with three 
chmibmto, triangular ia ahape* ^alarging gradually ea added; 
uncoiled portion %fith three lour and broad cheanherSf enlarging 
gradually* outer niergin o€ final chaniher occupying nearly half 
o£ peripheral margin; sutures distinct* simple* flush and 
curved in early portion* nearly straight* depressed and oblique 
in uncoiled portion* perii^ary almost entire* aperture distinct* 
simple* radiate* at dorsal angle* produced on a ssaall neck; 
wall calcareous; surface smooth« 
|)|aKpnsi^ s^ .,^ in^  m;,: X<«igth 0»a7 to 0.40* width 0,12 to 0,15* 
thiclmess 0,06 to 0.09. 
StSMtiM* y#ff4si?||B8 bf||>§f^ originally described by Gordon 
(1965> is a highly variable species. A few specimens were 
found in the present material vdiieh resemble the foxms 
described by Gordon (1963) and Bhalla and Abbas (1978) • 
l i s 
Howvfmtt our foxnui «re mnallor* with Xtm» nvaabwt o£ chwnbem* 
and Imve d«i>r«sted suttares in the ift%«r po£ti<m of the test . 
>: Raire* 
Re|>oeitory^^of,.t|^ ^»ft|MMriei% mxxm Cet* Ho* MF«*342* 
Text-figare - 9 
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pi* 7« £l9S* 2a* h$ o« 3a« b« e« text»flg. 9 
BiSSBSSSiS* ^^^^ naalX« s l i ^ t i y eQiBpr«ssea# gently arcuate; 
early porti<m closely coiled# later unooiled* coiled poaeticm 
with five dti€Bsil»er0 including gloibular prolcMsialue* sl ightly 
inflated* imcoiled portion with two low and broad chanbera* 
fairly inflated^ rather rapidly enlarging «i added* final 
chaiBber relatively inflated* larger than previous one* sutures 
distinct* rather thici^ened* depressed* slicititly curved; 
periphery almost entire, dorsal margin distinctly Iceel^U 
aperture distinct* t^esntloal* radiate* placed on a sl^rt* stout 
nec^* wall calcareous* surface omeonented with ten distinct 
oostae* intemj^ted by sutures* 
p||ifgi^ l>his^ _^ and^yayj|at:ion I Ifhenomenon of dimorphism i s 
exhibited by HfiSl^ dl^ y^ S |>||fft|§| n* sp* The microspheric footis 
(pl« 7* fig* 2a* b* Ctf text*fig« 9* figs* 1* 3* 4, 5) have an 
average proloculus diameter of 30 M and are tightly coiled as 
compared to relatively less coiled megalospheric specimens 
whic^ have an average proloculus diameter of SO M (pi , 7* f igs. 
3a* b* c« te9et*fig, 9* figs* a* 6J» The megalospheric foxms 
possess a total oi s ix ch«id>ers While the microspheric 
individuals have sav«a to ei^ ^ t^ chsmbwrs* Zn the microspheric 
specimens* the final chao^ ber i s drawn more close to the 
proloculus* occtupying nearly two->third of the ventral margin 
Ill 
(text*fig« 9g figa<. X, 3, 4« S; «^«r«a« in ]s«galosph«rie tests* 
tKe £inal chont^ er in well away £rora the proloouXue oeeupying 
only half of the ventral margin (text*£ig. 9, figs* 2# 6K 
ygglllffljl^f Iy|^ fi^ |.fl4 n» ep* shows variation in the shape and 
eisie of the test* nutober of chmah^rs* oRd inclination of 
autures, A considerahlo variation in the inclination of the 
sutures of the uncoiled portion from highly inclined (text^fig* 
9, fig* 1) to sl ightly inclined ones (text^fig* 9, f i g . 6) has 
been noticed* "ShQ ventral margin of the tes t i s gi^aerally 
l(d9ulate (text-fig* 9, figs* 2« 4, 5* 6> but in some forms, i t 
i s entire (ti^^*fig* 9# figs* 1* 3K ^ e number of chi^ tsbers 
varies fran s ix to o i ^ t * 
DlTOffiip f^fpf ^ ,^  jli>„..iTOjj I Holotype Paratype A Paratype B 
( p l a t e ft (text-fig* 9, (plate t, 
fig* aa# b« o^ fig* 1> fig* 3a« b* c> 
MaximiSD lengtiti O*^ 0*46 0*43 
Maxinmii width 0*18 0*ld 0*a3 
Maximum thieicness 0*11 0*12 0*14 
Other specimens! Length 0*37 to 0*41« width 0*12 to 0*18, 
thitkness 0,10 to 0*12* 
Slgfg^* XSSlfeaiiS* b|iaLfij|i n* sp . shows some reseniblanee 
^ i^ SleS l^HS c;|>l|.49psis Tappan, 195S« deseribed from the 
Jurassic sedlm«)ts of Alaska but this new species possesses a 
considerably less ntaaber of dhaoibers whidh are more inflated 
il8 
in titm l&tMc portion of tho t««t and a reiatiirttly lajc^ ge and 
inflated final chamber tending to r«ac3i the proloculna and 
occupying nearly half to two*third o£ the ventral margin • 
Moreovert the ooatae in yggi^ujlinf ^ l^ f^ jLai n, ap, are 
interruys>t«dl by sutures and they are present throughout the 
test except the initial two or three cha&bers whereas in 
Agigcolttg cgl^|opsis» the costae traverse only two to four 
chapobers and are ccmtinwms* in the present new species« on 
either side of the test* about two to three costae start from 
the third or fourth aionber with the additicm of one costae 
to each succeeding chaodoer* so that the final chao^er possesses 
a total of five to BXX costae* 
A coHEiparison of ygg|»5BliS§ bh||i^ ij|i n, sp* with ^ t f c o l ^ 
SJ^SSi^BS i^ 'Odblich and Tappan* 1950a# recorded from the 
Oxfordian of North America reveals that the present new species 
possesses a more prominent dorsal keel* a much inflated and 
higher final chamber* and a distinctly omamented test 
decorated by costae as compared to smooth test of MilSSSlSS 
SXSS.!i9Sl2SS* Chari *series*; sample C6*3* dirty white* hard* 
compact* thinly bedded shale, 
SfidlfifllSLJflS* Callovian to Oxf ordian, 
SZfiSJLSSftiUixS sonwa B§lS» ^ ^ ^*^^ o^ Jhura village* Jhurio 
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h i l l # Kut^# lR<3ia« 
5Sfiffl!ilSE¥.2l-$XBS«SS^SS4a|2 Holotype, mmi> Cat. »o, !^-343; 
paratype A# mVKSD Cat* £lo« MF-344, paratype B, /^ UQD Cat« No, 
MP-34S. 
£j^ 3@Sl99X* ^ ^ apecias haa been named jUi honour of 
Professor s,B* Bliatia# Departm«mt of Geology, Panjab University* 
chartdigach, Zndia« for in i t i a t ing serious research on 
foraminifera in th i s country» 
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Qmxm VJ^mtShWOfSlS SllveatrU 1904 
yggj^gj^j^ftgilg ggltbglgg Lo^lich and T&ppan 
pl , 7# fig* 9a# b« 
SSSllQBll&SSfilS Sifll??g|gS I^ EBLICM and TAPPAN, 19S0b, Rp. 9-10, 
pl« 1# figs* 9*13» • HAZiL, 1960, pp. 77-76, pl» 1, f i g s , 1-5. 
yS^gJBSllQggflg ^ *^ girl(SlfglfS ^«^^ioh and Tappan. - StlBBOTZNA 
and SRZVASTAVA# |n Siikddotina S^ S^*» 1960, pp. 33-24, p l , 2, 
f i g , 4a# b, 
ygg|fifl|LnQi>g|g ^j^lfflie (Te«i«taaK - KAlWasiTARI, 1969, pp. 
86-87# p l , 6# f i g s , 7-9, 
^laggljgg H l l ^ <Terqaero>, - KAIIANTARX, 1969, pp. 47-48« pl , 3, 
f i g s . 3—3a# b , 
Deaorigtli^t Teat medium, elcmgate, s l ightly compressed; early 
portion cl^iely coiled# with a prominwit wtbonal boss; later 
portico) tmooiled, tini8erial# rectilinear; early portion with 
eight triangular c^hoabers, oalarging gradually as added; later 
portion with three low and broad chambers, oval in oross-seoticm, 
enlarging gradually as added, last chamber large, scmet^at 
inflated; sutures of coiled portion distinct, limbate, flush, 
sl ightly curved; sutures of uncoiled portion simple, depressctd, 
nearly straight, oblique; periphery almost entire; aperture 
terminal, rauliate, produced on a short neck, at peripheral 
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angle* wftXl oalc«r®otts; siufaott smooths 
Plg?g||g|lS?SiJi1feTTfgi * l<cngth 0»61f wiath 0«19# t^iickness o, l i« 
SfSHiSS* ^ eoUtacy specimen o£ Ysgiagl|no]gs|,g SSl^SiSI ^ ^ 
obtained from the present material* This species was 
originalli^ dieserlbad J^ y Loeblich a»<S Tapp&a (19500^ froro the 
Jurassic (Callovlani rocks o£ Horth .America and was suibsequently 
recorded by Stibbotlna and Srlvastava (l$60j from the Jurassic 
o£ Kutoh. 
Our £oxisi i s similar to those described by t^all (1960^ £rom the 
CaXlovlan o£ Saskatchewan* Howeirer* the final ohanber of the 
present spocimen i s larger and more inflated. 
fffflgtil^ggStlf ef^$fgl|>e (Terquem) end MISSSiHS Sl l l id 
(Terquflm^ described by Kalantarl (1969) from the Iranian 
Jurassic are similar to V^gini^lljln^ifis ey^^^l^a • the only 
difference being their more compressed t e s t . This, however* 
comes %fell within the variation range of v . ffj^ M f^f^ ea as shown 
by Loebllch and Tappan (195ab; and, therefore, V« g ^ ^ s H S 
^^^ &• 8Xlkk3^ ^ described by Kalantarl (1969 > are being 
considered here synonyms of V. erit^e;iea, 
laa 
4 .6 FamUy POLlfMOEHIZiSIZDAB d*0i1>igiiy« 1839 
QvSbtmiir poh-mmmmmm d'oirtoigny^ X839 
Genus SOOUTTUliZNA Cusbm«R en& OatsvQt X930 
B9gt^ tttOLija§ ggj^ TOOfll^  <T«r<ju«m> 
£>i« 7« £lg« 4 
f j g l B ^ ^ ^ i g9lyg!^g^ TERQtlS3, i8e4, p , 30S* p i , 14, f igs , 
X6»41, 
Epqutfaij^i^f l?QJ|ygop§ (TerguenK - Udm>^ 1962, p , 372, p i . X, 
fig* 4a«e# text*€ig« 3iw:, «• KiyUJ^ TAaX, i969# p» 95# p i . 6# 
f i g s . 19* 20, g£ §2g. 
Des^yiptjlcm; Teat snal3.« elongate, e l l ip t ical . , spiiidle«>shape(3; 
diaiabers well^marlced, five In nvaSs^&r, following gl€&iilar 
proloculus, oval, b iaer ia l ly enrimged i» l a t e r par t , inflated, 
s l i ^ ^ l y overlapping, l a s t dtimixsg <K»nipsring nearly one-third 
of ent ire testJT sutures diat inot , simple, d^s^reaaed, cosved; 
perii^ery alm<K3t en t i re ; aperture terminal, radiate , produced 
on a short, stout neck; va i l calcareous; surface smooth. 
pj^ nflns^ ooa ,^,.^ j[i4,,.pa ;^ liacigth 0.33 t o 0.38, width 0.16 to 0.18. 
gi|Bftfy)||! A few specimens belcmging t o Eggfu^f^ing g<^ ly90»>f 
(TerquamJ, 1864, were recorded from the preswit mater ial , 
these are similar to those described 1^ Lloyd (1962> and 
Kalantari (1969) from tiie Jurassic of i^gland and Iran 
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r9spwstl'9»lTt * Itowwrer* our speoim«as are s l igh t ly larger 
in s ise* 
E^yttt|gl|l!?§ <^« l^ o^lygcMT^q reported by ^eM. and Barakat <19S8> 
£ro{n the Egyptian ^Toraasic ^^>ears to be the aafse as 
I* P9^yg^^ with i t a depresaed suttirea* radiate aperture* aaad 
overall shape and else <^ the t e s t . 
Ci£elli (19^ i dSKScribed ^ ^ t | u l | A § SSS]!H1§IS (Terqusrai* 
1964# from the Bathonien of i^gland* This spasies le similar 
t o il* poly i^Ofj'§ in oQ'erall morphological features (fide 
Kalimtari* 1060 >« 
iggS Eare« 
§gP9Si^^Sy^,gll..^¥g!^..1!ff1^l^l-^« MIK?D Cat* Ko, KF-347, 
ia4 
4*7 Family OLAHOULXHZDAB RmsBB, i 860 
sta3tffliBii.y QihmssQhmwii^ ReQss# i860 
Oomas XRZSTZX Mecf «dtsr«Q« 1941 
pi, 7# £ig» 12 
|f|$|ff|>f 99ll^gSf 'SERQ^Jm* 18d6t p« 60» pi* 7* £ig# 3a« b« 
g)^J>fj^ j)fj^4f^c^ (Tecgnam), • QOBSmt* 196$« pp. d49»8S0« 
teaet-fiig* @« 10(3^ 4)« s | §XS*« 1967^ pp. 494# pl« 3» f i g . 14. 
i^cgiyit4^* l^est erndll to Isrg^^ eloogate* triangular in 
oros8-»8eoti0(a« ebaodsers niimerot}s# as snach as fourteen* iollowiag 
glti&ular proloculus* rse^iliaeerly arranged* enlarging very 
gradually t& a(3ded# egpertural dtvmi:m3r pyramidal* drawn out into 
a email apertural neck; sutures distinct* simple* sl ightly 
depressed* curved* periphery entire* sharp* acute* promittaatly 
keeled* aperture cioitral* tecminal* radiate* wall calcareous* 
surface smooth. 
Diraensions ^ i n y j ; ! Iiength 0.42 to 1«34* width 0.18 to 0.3S. 
I^SnHM* f f l f f ig pf^lithica (trexmien; is a famous Jurassic 
Species* originally deseril>ed hy Terquam (18861 from Fullers 
Earth of Warsaw. Gordon <1962* 1965* 1967) recorded this 
species fran Upper Jurassic (Qxfordian) of England and Middle 
Jurassic (Callovian) of Scotland. Me (Gordon* 196S) made a 
X25 
detaiicid variational study of thia species and observad that 
thajra eaciata a gradixal variation from elangata fioxma with 
angular to non^carinate margin to broad individttala with 
oarinate margin* Variatioa in the siae of the pcoioctilua vaa 
also noticed with no clear identification <3£ miorospherio and 
megalospheric goaerations* 
In the pres«aiit materials a few species 0£ yfistf^ o<>lithiC|i 
were found ^)ich come well within the variatic» range of this 
species as shcnm 1^ Qordcm <lf6Si« ilo«ranrer# one of our 
specimens di8pl€^ an e^eptionally large ntap^ ber o£ cd^ ambers 
amoimting to as much as fifto^fi* 
• Rare* 
Sopeffiamily DiSCORBtCSh £hrenbor9« 1836 
4«d Faeoily P2SCCSUBXDAS Shr«iiberg# 1638 
Svdbfaroily DZSCORBXHAE GluriHib«urg« 1.838 
Oeniis PiiS£U«XB£liLA Ciisl»iadri» 1928 
pi* 7« £ig« 8 
)ffityl|.iiiellf ppad^i suBBorXKA and SRJVASTAVA | S suHdtjotina 
§£ Sl*« 1960# pp. 43«'44« pi* 4* £ig* 7eird» • BHAUA tmiA A8BA8« 
1976« p* 188« pl« 13# £igs, 1«»2. 
^f<^ipti<«; Test flBall# ]^ aDCK»»vex* ccmieral^  hl^i trocdiold* 
early portion taperlng# with three aientberfi in f i rs t %dtorl# 
later portion broad* with eight t» fifteen (jhfgnbers* horizcmtal* 
low and broad* «Rlarging gradnally &» added* Dearly parallel 
to one another* e l l visible from dorsal side/ sutures distinct* 
simple* sl ightly depressed* straight to gently eiinred* 
perpendicular to long axis; nedian Stttu»i sigaag# depressed* 
periphery nsooth; aperture indistinct* f i l l ed with matrix* 
appean to be cresentic* at the base of final chondMur* opening 
into wbilicus* wall calcareous* sturface ra{K>oth« 
ppnm^mi^KfB,,, 1%,,niB^  ; Length 0,21 to 0«33« width 0*18 to 0,24, 
subbotina and Srivastara {in Stabbotina et al«* 1960> from the 
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harass i c (Ox£ordlan^ of Kut^, h large population of this 
speoiea was reeorared trcm the prasent material, <^ sr speciroaiui 
closeljf reaend»le the forna recorded b^ f Sid:;a>otioa and 
Srivastava (l9do; and Mialla and Abbaa (1978^ from the 
Juraaaie sediraeota of Kixteh* 
Dimorphic generations were < b^sertred in the present material 
^^ f • B?^fy| ^^^ ^ o^ ® fo«Bid to he aimilar to thoee noticed 
hf Bhalla and Miibas (I97di« Megaloai^eric testa are longer# 
more flaring* eoA poaaesa a greater nisnber o£ diar&lMura, 
h considerable range of variaticm ixi the ah«^« eiee and the 
curvature of test axis as i#ell as ntxober of chambers was also 
dtMserved in this species. 
Abundant to rare. 
&»riai; mmD cat. NO. m^$49» 
IS» 
4.9 Femily SPZRILZiINZDAS R«IW«« 1863 
SubfamiXy QWmiLLWmm Reoss* 1862 
OarittR SPZRZLLS3A SturaDborg* 1843 
spixi l l lpa polygygqta Ocusobel 
pl» 7# £ig« 5 
Spifi l l l^f SSllSHilS 6UEH8BL« 186a# p« 214* pl« 4* f i g , 
11«*»0* «• smUA and ABBAS* 1978* pp. 188-^ 190* p i . 13* f i g s . 
^^^IgUSg* 7e8t smell* flottented* diso»8haped* oonpressea* 
glolmlar pxrolewnilus followed lay closely coiled* tt33»ular* 
imdivided* aecoQd ofhaober* o<xislttiiig of £iv« to alenrcn «tiorl9* 
8utttr«8 distinct* spiral* dspr«NBs«a; ^peirtt)ur« simple* at open 
end of tube* wall calcareous; siurface smooth. 
pl^ gasioiiii..,..(in....iBiif;^  I Diameter 0,18 to 0.46* thictaiess 0,03 
t o 0«08* 
SWffJg^* Sy|Ur^lliaf p l^y^yii^ f^f was originally desorilMd l>y 
Guandbel (1862> from the Jtsrassio (Qxfordian) of Oezmany. ^ e 
present material has yielded a large nuriber of specimens of 
this species. They are similar to those described by 
Bartenstein and Brand (1937) from the Jurassic (U.as«Malm) of 
Oexmany* by Kalantari (1969> from the Jurassic of Iran* and 
XZ9 
hY Bhalla and iOstoas (i97di frcn tha Jnrassio voeks of Kuteh* 
§:• WlygS^lfM ^ '^^ ^ ma&ariaX ahoms cc«i9ia«rai»la irariaticn 
in Bla» and thicScnasa o£ ^ba taat* Tha nunbar of ^diorla and 
tha d^praa of cantral daprv^sion c^ tha taat also variaa, 
£diaXia and iibbas (1978) mada a datailad stwStft of variation 
eoid dliaocipliisni ei^m^itad t>f S« ^Jly^^ f^^ ff* 
Abimdant to rare* 
itffOGO Cat* !9o* SSF«350« 
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Qmixm PXSEU^mh vnili&saaa, I8S8 
fSltW^ff S f^effgflfilff* omimm and Aleacandoc 
pl« 7, fig* ta^ b 
£%l§IM&d si%gyi»iJM!^ Tg§ OBHMuys and Ai^x/^OER* id3o« p« i o , 
pX« 3# £i>9« l>« 
Pafefniaa cfi« s^toegftaeaa Ciislman and Al<Miander. - KAIJAHTARI, 
1969^ p . X72.« pi* ld« fig* dare* 
jgl^lgglgllggt T^it small* soal6*»liIC9# l(3i»«9pired« dorsal side 
coDvaxx ^antral sida €»»oanra; rcnmded prolooultis f ollowad hf 
a sliigla undivldad uhorl* latar whorls three io aoaber* eacth 
divided into two dhusiftKurs* enlarging gradually £^ «dd»lf 
las t imt iSamltmta divided 1^ inccxnplete* secondary^ transverse 
septa* sutnres distinct* simple* flush with surface* spiral 
sutur«9 fairl^r curved* medi«D sutures aigsagiT periphery acute; 
apearture indistinct* appears to be a low arch* at the cmitre 
o£ ventral side* wall calcareous* translucent* surface aaiooth. 
SISSS!ISSSLHUSJ5I2* PiiKBeter 0*21* height 0*09 * 
£9ii£lft* Patfg.j^ 4nf f i^fl^e^ef cuahman and Alexandtur* 1930 
i s a leir-spired* scale-like species of P.gt4|ll|gg* originally 
descrihed fx9m the Lower Cretaceous of U,S«A* 
A single £ragll4»»loolcing spsQlmm o£ .Pfjf0l|.^|| f^fdygptf^ftf 
was reeovdUKS £rom th« pr«8«at materifti iihicAi is similar to 
tbe itotaricaii £oxm bixt is a l i ^ t l y snaXiar in siaa* Pati^l^a 
^^* ff j^^ q^flfSffft dttscribad by Kalantari (i969> bears close 
rttiOBblanee to our form but the latter is analler in siee 
and possesses indistinct Becxm€L&ef septa confined only to 
the last tmg db«Bibers« 
»fpo»lf?yy,.^f„f|gg.,ft1>fff^ff!* «^OQi> cat. so. Wf-351. 
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SQperf amiiy cmamxjhmtc&A d'Qxbig&F* 1839 
4.10 FmiXy jmoimmmm Bu«tselkU# 1880 
QQBUS 7R0CH0LZRA PA*i»OW« 1932 
a?foeh9|.ln<^ y^aixwg^a l^lf StUdsotina and Sriir«9t«ra. 
pl« 7* £ig« 6a« b 
Tygfiholipf c<^DOi|t|^l|f QUBBCfsmA e»& SRXVASTAVA ^ Stilabotiiui 
f f ^ g ^ § <^* S» conoaimilJg Stfl^ Katlaa and Sriva»t«ra. • 
BHiiUiA aaa MBAS, 19td# p . 190» pl« 13« fig* S« 
g ^ j ^ g H ^ S Teat amallf aiiil>eoisical« with l»foad apical angle, 
Qteap paripharal margin* tsochospiral« low-apirad# spiral 
aids avoliita; s^erioal proloetslits followi^ by spiral* 
undivided* ttabislar* aaeond cdianbar* toakifig thrae or four 
cl<^ely a»iled i^orls* sttturm spiral* distinct* s l i ^ t l y 
llnldata* flQsh* vsntral sida poorly prasarvad* imroluta* 
flat* w^bilioal araa £illad with ooaraa caleita crystals in 
Sofia of irragttlarly seattarad pi l lars; apartora indistinct* 
appaara to ba at opan and of tvdia* wall ealearaoos; surface 
mootti* 
pjbaafisi^ tts ^ jjiiff,.,qf ^  2 Diamatar 0»30 to 0*36# height 0*13 to 
0«16, 
S f l S i ^ : The present fexnui of yr^fiaiolinf 
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Si](b)30titta mA Srivaatievtt is similar to thCMi* d«iacrib«d 
originally by Stibbotina ana Srivastav^a (1960i €ron «h« 
Juraasic (Oxfordian^ sedimanta o£ Kut<& «nd %faa avAksaquantly 
daserlbed by Bhalla and iU^as (1976) also from the awie 
ragion« vsiiile aiiibbotina and Srivastadm (gg §||*) desoribad 
tbia apaeias aa baring sharp periph^ry^ lOhialla and fSSi&a 
^SB §11*^ obaarved i t as ahotfing rath«r rotjndad outline* 
aowev«r« in the |ir«Mi«Bcit material^ apeoimana with ahasp to 
blunt paris^ieral margin are found and they hanre eosiparatitrely 
lesa nu(Bib€Hr oft «iSsorla« 
• Rare* 
itor;if,„ of,ty^,,iQaffgl.f 11 mmo Cat* Ko* KF»3S2, 
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S«g>«rf « n i i y EOBJBSf^ ZNACEA R«USIf>« 1850 
4.X1 Fani ly CERA^ OBtlLZHZNXOAB Cu0}»«a« 1937 
6id9£«iiii:r EBisTcmmmfiB weaokiiid* 193? 
Gonus EVISTmmh i^ edekind* 1.937 
S&MlSSl&d f^ ypcyl^ al^ f MyatXiuk 
pl^ 7# £ig« 20 
gp|cf9E^gi SlZaSlilA MYATbZUK* 19S4# p* il7« pi* 30« £ig« 
51a» b. - szeKai» 1977* pp« 30«3i# pl« I* fig** l*6f gl ff^. 
D^orintion: Vest smalls hiconvettg nearXy oiffcmiar to oval.# 
tirodti09pirai# eioseiy coiled^ moaife sttroogly conTox dorsoliyt 
cliaBd^ dirs &£ ^ssmk oide ve3,l.«watrlt;@d« olK x^t amrmi to eiglit in 
£iiiei vi^ iori* tirap@soi<l# incpeasing gx^ alldhlAily a* addctd* 
{^ hanOMTS o£ ir«ntr«X side triangular ia ahapa* inoraaaing 
gra&saXiy aa added* doraaX autures distinct* fairiy raised* 
siighti? curved* making reticulata pattern on the initial 
i^ orX* sutures of vantraX aide Ximl»ate* raised* nearXy 
straight* converging at umbiXicaX area to f osm minute 
reticuXate pattexn* perlpherjr smooth to •ersr sXightXy Xa9suXate* 
promineotXy feeeXed* aperture indistinct* appears to be an 
eXongate sXit* paraXXeX to pfHriphery* waXX aragonitie* surface 
flanooth* 
BA»8Bf4«tf„.ilflJWJlS Kajor diameter OJie to 0.42, thicikness 
0*09 to o«ax* 
ns 
RglUffiEgS Some specimmm of Ep|gfotaj^ fy thouglh r8tli«r poorly 
pr«aorv«d tmt •trongly resembling §• §^ffp^^a l^atliuk* 
X994# wttr« dbtainea from the prvsent material. Our £oimi 
eschibit close similarity to those figured by Bia^ (1977) 
from the Jtarassio of Kotch* He (Singh* 19771 ecmsidered the 
presence o£ small pits or reticulate pattern on the central 
part of both the dorsal and ventral aides of the test as the 
chief diagnostic dbaracter of this species • 
*3?he present specimens of S* fij^fqola^ sho» scne variation in 
the shape and siee of the test* 
Stihtx3tina and srivastava (J^ suidx»tin8 e | ^»« 1960> described 
Bf^ ifyftt^ ft f^|w «^jMfis# 8 new species frora the i7ur«ssie 
si^ Utoients of Katch* This sp^ies has al l the diagnotitie 
features of Q« flYf<>lyt§ and has ri^^tly been considered as 
i ts Junior synoops by Singh (1977) • 
OggjiusssS* i*»«n<2a«<i to rare. 
fiegffff^tfry,„<^,„|ape,,iiif|erifp AHBOD Cat. Ho. MP-353, 
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ggift^ OBil^ f iBOggyjaaeia UfiI>Za« 1@83« p . 7?6# pX» 7# f i g s , 
i«3» «• 8IHQH* 1977# P!p» 31«*3af pl« 2* figs* 3 ^ * 
IS^fef^la' qui^ Sff^ O^M C^^igU • KAIAEPEARtt 1969* p , 10S» pi* 
XO0 figs* i« a«rc» f i SS3&* 
Dgg^^^gUgg; 70St onftil t o meai«ni# MeGn<r«x# nearly cijpcalar 
to oral in oaetslinof troeAiospirsl# closely eo i l^* more strongly 
convex ^rsallyX Ohambors of dorsal s i ^ wall«iaarkeai« about 
seven in last idiorl* tr^>e8»id# inoreasing grodtsally as a<S<3ed* 
KUttm^bmm of vsntral oiSm triangular# snlarging progs^ssively 
Qj» a<Med; dorsal sutures distinct* liiB3bate# distinctly raised, 
s l i ^ t l y carved* ctaHing reticulate pattern on in i t ia l whorl* 
ventral sutures limbate* raised* nearly straight, converging 
at mdbilieal area* connected isy a raised circular rim* 
perii^iery fairly Idbulate* distinctly leeeled; aperture 
indistinct* f i l l ed with matrix* «qE>pears to be an elongate 
s l i t* parallel to perii^sery* wall of aragonite* surface 
smootli* 
piq^ygglgf^ l^i^ „i.ifti * Major disBeter 0,4a to 0*S9* thiacness 
0*21 to 0*24. 
Sffiifli* Speeimeas of Epistqaina woscuensis Uhlig* 1883* 
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ext3r«et«a Ccon the Rutcih m«tdri«l afftt coo^wrvtlirttly 
iMiia.*pr«tttsv»a and qioseS-sr wmmsblm Wm Stmim tcmem 
S^ttmerllMd tsif Kalantari Ci969> in htfring weU^asvuioped 
a^mal xetlcu2.«te pottcsm on tim init iai ^ l^ori aad iraiMid 
oiireulair tmtoilieal rim en ir«»tral tfldft* Our Cosos are olao 
Qkailm: to those €ig«c@dl t^ s i a ^ (3l9ttl £P3BI Ssat«ih 
Jiaressie* ooiae vartetion In tlie sh^pm end ais« o£ tl»» test 
is# foowwrer« ca^iibited t^ tlie present foms. A ioiH range 
of neaclsr c i r c u i t to fairly oval tests aro encoontered. 
QeiairrwntceS W£9cttx&tkt> to rare* 
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CHAPTER S 
S.l CXMWOSHStm OP FCmjtfaZlSZFERAL ASSEMBLAGE 
A £airl]r r ich foramlniferal asseniblage comprising £i£lqr->thr«te 
species has been recovered from the Jurassic sediments e s ^ s e d 
a t Jhiurio hilX« Kutch* The iaiorc:^aana includes two new 
species* vis*» ^fyylimling f§f|tiry# and Vfiginniifef &!?ffMgl» 
The foiloisring ti^ent:?^foar spasies are being described for the 
£ i r s t time froca the Indian regicsiS Re<i>^^ ltQ|ffns^o^i|gns||^, 
R« aff. H* roultJ.^ocuJlf^ri§# Hj^ piotaarftffcncyideB JLfft|.do;^ fituig# 
^SS^§SH^§§ S ^ ^ * ^* l9nt |n^fs is , A. c£. A« 
£g9l^frSlrl9lgj^§» &• g|tbsget§g^9ff§* Amqtgffirginulinfl c£. A* 
S£§S£S^« fe?efiii?yi^ iBS^SlSS* iSSSSl^S ^ ^ « S* SSlS^2MiS« 
^» £f§|ffl|§* Ci|hfrinel.|>^ a££, C. gom|>af§< C. J^^n^|gss« 
S^iSMSf a££. D. Sq|?ga|Mff£g* SfgSUggllSi S l g i l l ^ ' 
Mgjgg^i^nf SSSSS^SSB* ^* c£* M. og^ithicf* |3« ^ ^ § i S 2 S « 
>$• «<• £!• ff^ftHHB* ggg^cfflffri^ SS£S!^SeiS' W^B£SMB 
ineleyang, gOfu^tiain^ poXygqi^ g, Tr i s t ix opiiti^ic;^* and 
Pf^ellinj^ subqretacef. 
The fwiily Hodosariidae dominates the present assemblage 
constituting 64,1S% o£ the t o t a l fauna* I t ccmprises 
thir ty-four specdes belcmging to twelve genera <text">£ig. 10) . 
Other families represented in the present assemblage are 
Lituolidae having sev^m species belonging to three genera and 
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constituting X3.20^ o£ the total popuXation; Spirilllnldae 
with two species belonging to two gonera (3.77%); Hoxmosinidae 
and Ceratotbuiiminiaae eacfh represented by two species and one 
genus and each comprising 3*77% o£ the whole £oramini£eral 
QSseiQblage* *ShB ttmiXieB Rz4^aHinidae# Textulariidae« 
Pol:ip)orphinidae# Olandulinidae, Di8coxbidae# and Involutinidae 
are represented by a solitary species» each o£ them Corming 
1«89% of the entire foraminiferal populaticni* The frequency 
distribution of the foraminiferal species is displci^ fed in 
text»fig, 11• 
Xn addition to indig^aous Jurassic £orexiini£era« the Jhurio 
hill assemblage also contains a few species of post"<Jurassic 
f or^ DodUaif era belCHEiging ix> gemta g£l£2j^Bll£§« ^ainguelogulina^ 
Triloculina# l^igerina* ^mmaajta# s|^^diign« G^ofolgerin^, 
Amghisteginffij and Cibicides« similar p(^t"-JUrassic 
foraminiferal elements have also been recorded by various 
workers on Katdh Mesosoics. Agrawal and Singh (1961^ reported 
the pre8«3ce of Tertiary genus Elghidium in the Jurassic 
forandniferal ^s^sonblage of Kutch. However# they did not 
provide any explanation for this unusual occurrence* Bhalla 
and Abbas (197SaJ reported thirteen post-%rurassie 
foraminiferal g«aaera front the Jurwisic assemblage of Habo 
hill, central Kutcb« These were represented by a small 
number of specimens with obliterated ntori^ological features # 
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frosted siurfaces and weXl-rounded shapes showing the 
characters c€ wlnd->bome sediments. In contrast to this^ 
the Jurassic foraminifers occur cihundantly having good 
preservation and display clear niorphologioal features. These 
authors (Bhalla and Abhaa« 19?3a> suggested that the 
pait<"0^ sra8sic foraminiferal species were hrcnx^t in by the 
westerly winds and ^bmt stomas from the western «md 
northwestern parts of the regioa whsre marine Tertiary rocks 
as well as Recent beaches a ^ well-e:Kposed* Shringarpure 
SS Sl* ^^^f^^ recovered species of foraminifera# ostracodes, 
bryozoa^ echinoderm spines« togotli^ r with microscopic plant 
tissues and insect skeletons of Tertiary* suboRecent and 
Recent age from the older Mesozoic sedlzoents and attributed 
this mixing to natural agencies like storm waves* stresro 
currents* wind action* ice rafting* and birds. 
The post-JUrassio foraroinifers of the present asseiflblage 
exhibit rounded outline* dt>literated roorx^ological features* 
and abraded surfaces. They are not being included in the 
present study as they are not indlgcmous and most prci>ably 
are brou^t in by the action of wind from the Tertiary rocks 
and Recent beaches ei^osed nearby and thereafter entombed in 
these sediments by percolating rain water as suggested by 
Bhalla and Abbas (1975a>. 
A few o£ the species* e.g.* S^sSSloculina* Triloculina* 
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gvigerJLgaf and fimptilat&^iaf show excall«snt preservation and 
appear to be o£ Hecent origin* These forms may hma been 
transported by the wind from the beach sand £otind in the 
southern and western parts o£ the regicm. Although 
fiS^SSfilSSBilS§ ^^ Tfi.i9c^Xinf originated in the Jurassic , 
the specimens o£ these genera found in the prescmt material 
occur with other pc^it'-Jurassic elements and show different 
looks than other Jurassic f oraminif ers • U^ice, the sp^siotens 
of these goxterQ cKieurring in the Jhurio h i l l mB&nc^l&s^ are 
considered to be of pc^t-Jurassic age b r o u ^ t in by th@ wind, 
l ike other postKTurassic species. 
Fcxraminiferel assemblages have been extensively employed for 
deducing the age c^ the sediments bolcsiging t o different 
geological ages, especially post*i:esossoic sediments. However, 
foresEiiinifera lisve not been adequately applied for precise 
dating of the Jurassic roclcs. This i s mainly because of the 
fact that the majority of the Jurassic fcaraminiferal species 
are long*ranging and madcer species are liKOcing in Jurassic 
rocks (aielecka and Possaryski, 1954* shal le and Abbes, 1976b«* 
Bhalla and Talib, 1980) • Borne of the species extCHad ev«n 
vp to Cretaceous, e*g«, ti^ntif^li^g g^bglg^f and L, 
jt£4£f£||iel|§ and a few of ttism reach even to Recent, v i z . , 
:;ul^t;es £SS]^^IIS£SSi<3 ^ ^ SSSl^l&S SIBSSS^ fiAJt* 
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HoxmavBT, the Jurassic foramlni£«ral osseinblages axe dominated 
by nodosariids %ihi<3h sbow great variation in tl^ir roorpholcgy* 
This makes them difficult to identify* eometimes even up to 
generic level* resulting in long synoaysiies and injecting 
much confusion in their ayatematies. sorae of the lQng»-ranging 
species< vie** t<enticulii^| f.uh^at^ and h* tric|U||tiellfi 
esidtiibit extreme variations in their morphology and could be 
of some stratigr^E^o value only when their variation with 
tic^ in thoroughly recognised, 
3!he Jurassic foraminiferal fauna ha£i not heen subjected to 
intensive study in various regions of t»tie world* Xt is vital 
to establish the occurrence of in^tx species of Jurassic 
foraciinifera from the different regions of the world. 
Therefore, ccmsidsrable effort in this direction is needed 
and only then the Jurassic foraminifera could be effectively 
xised for more precise dating of these rocSes. 
The foraminiferal species fran the Jurassic aedimenta of Kuteh 
are rather endonic as euggested by some researchers wcHtking cm 
the Jurassic microf auna of this regicm (Bhalla and l^ bbas* 
1976b; Bhalla and Talib* 1980K The pxresent assocrO^ lage of 
foraminifera also exhibits this, Th<ucefore* they are not very 
reliable for the accurate age determination of these rodtui, 
Xn view of the above mentioned shortcomings, it was not 
possible to assign a precise age for the Jurassic sedisMOits 
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e9^>osed at •Thixrio hllX* Kutch# solely an the basia o£ 
foraminiferal ass€SBbla98« Ho»evair« the presence of a tev 
species with restricted vertical range and wide ocmirrences 
helped in assigning a someuhat reaseoxahly accorate age to the 
present Jtirassic seqtaence* isevertheless* a more precise age 
could he deduced with the help o£ megafossils^ especially 
aBBEK3nites« Which occur abimdantly in these rocks both in ttm 
nunaber as well as in varieties and if^ idh have been widely used 
as age marHers of the Jurassic and Cretaceous rocks in the 
different parts of the world. 
The foratiiniferal e^seinblage from Jhurio hill ccmtains some 
well-known species which have heen reported from the Hiddle 
and Upper Jurassic sediments belonging to various localities 
of the world (text-fig, 12i. Cith.frinejLl,ii off* C, connaar^ 
had been described from the Callovian of l3orth /^ smerioa 
(Loeblidti and Tappan* 195C3bi and Canada (ifall^  1960i while 
Tribrachi^ inelegjaanta occur in the Callovian of U.S.A. 
(Loeblich and Tappan# 193Ci>>. Mj^ginulinf oxfo;|rdiana has 
be«i reported frotn the Qxfordian of England (Oordan# 196 3> 
j^ namobaculiteg cgprolithifomiSt though ranges frem Lias to 
Kimmeridgian (Gordcm« 1962; 196S; 1967>« it is ccmsidered by 
Oordcsi (1962) to occur abundantly in Qxfordian. 
A fairly good number of foraminiferal species which are 
restricted to Callovian-Qxfordian were found in the Jhurio 
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h i l l assoroblage. jRmanobaCTilitiBS e<A)ibanl was rocor^led from tho 
Oxfordian o£ Korth i^erica (Loebllch and Tappan, 19 50a ^  and 
Callovian-Oxfordian o£ Coonada (Mall# 1960K Pantglina guembelji 
was described from the Callovian and C^£ordian o£ Scotland 
(Gordon* 1965, 1967) as well as Qxfordlsaa of Germany (Sdiwager, 
1665i and England (Gordem, 1965i. Frcmd^calarif kg^^^ihenfig, 
^SS^SlSSlISS S9SSI' Pgte|,jj^inel|at |>od4far|.# and Trocholinft 
c^ogiinil is were reported from the Callo7ian«0»fordlaa c^ 
Katoh« Xndia (Siibbotlna ^ ^^ I960; Bhalla md /^ £:d&8S« 1976bK 
Y§gfeu|Lin9l?f|LB e^ilhelea was reported t o occur in Callovian 
of £iorth i^erica €tnd Canada (Lo^sblich and Tappan# 195€&>; Wall* 
1960> as well as in the Callovian and Osefordiim of Rajasthan, 
India (Suhbotina e£ s i * 1960>. i^all (1960> cemsidered V. 
erifthelea as one of the species ^tiich are diagnostic of 
Callovian s t r a t a in Saskatchewan* Csaaada* 
A few foraminiferal spmsies hotring fa i r ly res t r ic ted 
occurrences in the (iiddle and Upper Jurassic were also 
encountered in the present material* Citharjn^ l2S££S&ISH£§ 
ranges from Bathonien t o Callovian (Bhalla and /dobas 1976bJ# 
^"^^^ ^ojlfs^jfg. li£Bl:3l^ ranges froEo Bathoniati t o Qscfordion 
(Xioeblich and Terpen* 1950a; Mall« 1960K Species confined 
t o Bejocian-Qxfordian include Reoghgx aff • R* mttltil<?ci)tlaris 
(liaeusler* 189o; Ci fe l l i , 1959; Kalantari« 1969), i S ^ ^ a r l S 
foni|inensig (Terquem, 1866; Suln^^otina e t a l , I960; Kalantari* 
1969>, and HIcl^lHS gfPcf|>» (Bhalla and Abbas, 1976b>. 
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TrlB^p/i joolithlca* though* ranges from Callovlan t o 
PoartXendi«D» mostly occurs la th@ Oxfordian o£ iKorth 
America and England (<3ordon« 1962; 1965; 1967)« 
6ome species with res t r ic ted range within the Jurassic ware 
aiao £i»aM» l«(anl:iculin§ 5|uensted|i^ fjffr9inu|.in§ c£ . M, 
oolithicfit* and Eogattulin§ poiygpna hanre h&m^ reported t o 
range from Bajocian to Kimmeridgian (Terquem« i67o; Said es^d 
Barakat* X958; Lloyd* 1962; K;alantari« 1969; Bhalla and i^bas* 
197^K Vi^gii^tflinft afif« ^» ^§rn^d|, rangeo frcia Bathonlan t o 
O^ithonian o£ ^gland (Gordon* 196SK 
Other species with considerably long rapogea within the 
Jurassic are also preseait in the Jhurio h i l l asserabl^re. 
|amnctoaculites £c»atinef|gis> ranges from Lias t o Bathonian 
(Cifelli* 1959; Brouwer* 1969; Kalantari* 1969;* However* 
Kalantari (1969i oonsidared i t as representative of Bajooian 
s t r a t a in Iran, fist^^ffolua ggit^eu^atus and C|Lthgringn cii^thfata 
both range from Lias to Callovian and Nodosfri^ t^grtensia 
from Lias t o QKfordian (Bhalla and M>bas* 1976bi. Nod^griji 
f4mpj|.e;y and L ^ ^ g ^ i g i g Z3£ |^§ range for Lias to iciinmerid<3fian 
and Sp^giJ^ling polygyyai '^]^ from Lias to Halm (Bhalla «id Aiabas* 
1976b)• 
jiwracbaculitas aubcretaceoue^ Leoticulina subalata and L, 
^^^tm^tHKt^t^mtHt9^Mmi^i0l^^tf^^i^^ ^P"^^Hi'^|lp<BIWBiKpS^|fc^B>^*^BIMII*^Wfr ••^(•••••IfcOiUB^^I^^IiP^BlMifc^lBJ 1||IMiMNIIBViMBMitif4M4Nv W^ 
Ifjlgfrinellj^ are long>-ranging and extend from Lower Jurassic 
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to Cretaceous (BHalla and ^ bas# i976bK However* Kalantari 
(1969; cMisidered jtomobTOttliteg aub^grataceoas as an Ind^c 
£ossil for the Qscfordian o£ Iran. 
some species which are confined to Cretaceous are also 
recovered in our material. They include Pgjmminogeltg 
bogahggi originally described by Tai>pan (1957) from th© 
Cretaceous of Alaska* However* this species has also been 
reported from Callovian-C^dEordian of Kutc^ 1:^  Bhalle and 
Abbas (1976b; • j^ mmgmffrgintjlin^  cf * A, cragini has been 
recorded from tho Umer Cretaceous of V.s.A, (Loeblich and 
Tappan, 1950o> 90 ^^H as Oxfordian of Canada (Wall* 1960K 
Lentiojflinf gftultina* Maf^inulina curvettar§» U, cf • M. 
sfj^ atiferg* and Patellinet s\ibc3fetac:ea have been described frem 
the Cretaceous rocks of various regions of th© %rorld (Berthelin* 
188o; Cuslsaan and Alexander* 1930* Cushnoii* 1938** Tappan* 1943** 
Kalantari* 1969J. 
For dating Jurassic sediments* species of gpistoraina may prove 
to be valuable as diffurent species of this gentxs seapn to be 
restricted to different subdivisions of the Jurassic 
stratigraphic column. Gordc»o (1967> opined that species of 
Epistoroing may prove to be of greater stratigraphic importance 
than most other Jurassic foraminiferal species* However* only 
two species of l^lgtoming* vie** L. gtlyjgolata and E, s^SHSnsia 
could be extracted from the Jhurio hill samples, apiatomina 
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aXveoIffca («aBgotggni§ khawdenslsj has been recos6.e& from 
CaUovlan of Kotch (SulLdsotiae §| fl, 196o; Oingh, 1977^, 
Kinameridglan o£ U,Q.s»R« (Myat2.iuk« 1954;« and early Callcnrian 
to late QK£ordi€aii of Madagascar (Cspitallo and Sigal* 1963b;. 
The ZBRge of this apeoies may be taloen as early Callovian to 
early Portlandian. However, according to 3ingh (1977J, the 
age of £• slYSSisM °*ay ^ ® cc«QSldered as early Callovian to 
early Oxfordian for the Kutch region because of its association 
^^^ fEff§!rS^^& ?»i»Bt^ gf1rA?^ 1^^ ^ here which has been reeor<^d 
from early Callovisn to early Qxfordian of Madagascar 
(Espitalio and 3igal, 1963bi, 
iSilS^ i9Sill§ gosgae|?3i3 has hoexi described from the Middle and 
Upper Jurassics of jaJurqpo (xiSS Singh, 1977;» U.s.s.R, <Uhlig, 
1663i# end Ivadagascar (Espitalie and Sigal 1963a4 b; as well 
as from the Callovian-Oxfordian of Kutc^# India (Singh« 1977;. 
;Bin^ (SQ» ^^m> assigned a Middle to Late Jurassic 
(PortlandieBo; age for this species and according to him 
(SjUigh» 1977;« ^, m^ fgtjtensija may be considered as an index 
foraminifera for the Hiddle»Late Jurassic. Kalantari (1969; 
recorded Epiatoni^j^ tn^ ggtiensis as Bsiotsaijig moscruensis from 
the Callovian and Oxfordian of Iran and suggested that this 
species may be treated as a representative of Callovian, 
According to him (Kalantari, og, git*^* the base of Callovian 
could be marked with the first appearance of B. moaguensis as 
this species has not been recorded in sediments older than the 
Callovian• 
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The new species of £oramini£era# viz., ^JE^SISHMSS g^atxyi 
an4 Va^inulin^ bhg|igi are o£ little help for datiag the 
enclosing C3iari sediments o£ the Jhurio hill. However^ 
^§£SISB|4SS Sfflptryj somen^at resoribles M. gsilg and M, cgelata. 
The £ormer was described froa tkm Lovmx: Jtaressic o£ iU.aska 
(Tappan, 19$5> while the latter Stem the Oxfordian of north 
/America (Leoblich and Tappen# 1950a>. ISSl2SiiS§ l?hg^ tiai 
shows scxae resemblance to ^ j|acolus g^ alliopsis reported fros 
the Lower Jurassic o£ Alaska (T€|>pan# 1955> said also to h, 
,gi|3hr§stus lioeblish and Tappon {19S0a> recorded from the 
OKfordiiffli o£ tiorth itoorica* 
2t is evident frora tlie above discussion t^at the Jurassic 
foracainiferal assemblage esdiibits scarcity o£ truly marker 
sj^cies« However, cm the basis o£ an overwhelming laajority of 
a nundt^ r of cos^aratively short-remging species which are 
confined to Callovian to Qxfordiemt, a Callovian to Qssfordian 
age is being assigned to the studied sequence of Jhurio hill« 
central Kutch* The two species of ^ gisJ^ISS' ^^^^t £• 
glveolg^Q and ^ , gosgugnsis proved to be good marker fossils 
in this region sad they also favour a Callovian-Oxfordian age 
for the present sequence. However* conclusive evidence 
regarding the age of these sediments should come from a 
thorough study of aoomonites in addition to forandnifera and 
other groups of microfossils. especially ostracodea which have 
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proved to be moro effective than foraminlfera for dating and 
regiOflal corceletion of the Upper Jurassic sedlntants of 
western interior, Canada* as observed by Wall (1960K 
5.3 CALLGVZAH-OXFQRDXASI BOUNDARY 
4^ mentioned above# the foramiiiiferal assemblage suggests a 
Callo7i€ai to Oxfordian age for the oitire Chari sequence 
exposed at Jhiurio hill« I^ t^ch, The foreaniniferal species in 
the assemblage ore rather long-ranging and the paucity of 
restricted vortical*ranging species makes the finer subdivisioms 
of the sequence rather difficult. Ho«70ver# an attec^t has been 
made to delineate the boundary between the Callovian and 
Oxfordian strata in the present area. 
Various species of Lpistoaaina are fairly holpful in separating 
the Callo7ian from the C^ tfordien part of the sequence as 
diffeirent species of this <^nus differ considerably from csie 
level to another in the Jiorassic (Gordon, 1967>• ttofortunately 
only two species of iiiBiSS®^§» vis,# E , alveolata and ^, 
gosgugnsis were recovered from the present material which 
together with other cccaparatively short*ranging species have 
been used for marHing the boundary betv^en Callovian and 
Oxfordian strata exposed at Jhurio hill, Kutch. 
C^ the basis of foraniniferal evidence, the entire Chari 
sequence of Jhurio hill could be divided into two portions -
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the lowor (beds Cl to C6i end the upper (beds C7 to C23)# 
representing Callov^ ian and Qxfordian strata respeetivoly. 
The lo»er |K>rtic»} o£ the Chari sequence at Jhurio hill is 
characterised hy the £oIlo»ing species» via,» £SlS£2l^ 
i8S9£S' £I^2S£4S§ cXgithrata, C. hgtsogleurs, Ci^s£lS§ii§ 
af£. C, con|ss£§' Ifihrachip 4SSl§9^2£' ^ ^ §Bl^ $gc>in^  
roogguengia > 
Subbotina e£ §!• il960) have pointed out that the Upper 
CaXlovian deposits of Volga region, 0.s,s,R„ have abundant 
occurrence of Egi,s|grojLnaf mosguensis. Kalantari (1969) 
considered £• roos^ensis as a represirantative of Caliovian 
strata in Iran and» according to him (Kalantari og, git.), 
the base of the Caliovian strata could be marked by the first 
appearance of £« rooaguensis. Bartenstein et §!• (1962) have 
also given a similar range of B. mogg^ enisig in Germany. In 
the present section, E, mosquensis appears at the base of the 
Chari sequence, i.e., bed Cl and extends upto bed C6. 
S!lM2§£lSS £3Sil£S&2S2^ ranges from Bathc^ian to Caliovian and 
has not been recorded in sedis^nts younger than Caliovian. 
This species occurs only in beds Cl and C4 of the present 
sequence. 
CJ^fginellf aff • C. comgara and Tr^brgchla Inele^ pgns have 
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boen recorded only from the Callovian sediments of North 
America, The former is present in bed C6 and the latter in 
C4 of the present section* 
yagjLnulinogsis eritheles though ranges from Callovian to 
Oxfordian* has been considered by iJall (1960j as aae of the 
diagnostic species of Callovian strata in Saskatchewan* 
Canada* V, orithelos is restricted to bed C6 in the present 
area* 
^SSSSil^ go^Qpf and Ci^ar|.nQ Si§^ »£^ fei are rather 
long*»ranging but hwm not been recorded in oediraents younger 
t h ^ Callovian* 7hese-t%ro species first appear in bed CI of 
the present sequence and extend only up to bed C6. 
The abos^ review of the vexrtical r&a^ts of different species 
of the present foraminiferal assaoblage indicates t^at beds 
CI to C6 of the Chari sequence at Jhurio hill are of Callovian 
age* 
The characteristic Qxfordian species are not found in the 
present assemblage* How9ver# this porticm of the Chari 
sequence in the present area contains ^ arsfihuliha oacfordiang 
which has been recorded from the Oxfordian sediments of 
England and 8««as to be restricted to this stage* M. 
Qxfordiana is found in the upper portion of the present 
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@oq^ eiic9 (bed C18^. 
££j^iS95iS§ g,j>ygola1^ a» according to Singh (1977i* ranges £rom 
early CaXiovian to early Portlandian, Kotsretrer* it has been 
mostly recorded frcm the Kiimneridgian strata in U.s.s.E. 
(Myatliuk, 1954) and se^is to have reached its acane after thB 
Callovian* C* glveojlata aptpears very late in this section 
(bed C17J and is £ound upto the last bed o£ the Chari sequence 
in the present area (bed C23 Jl« Zt soeias to be confined to the 
Oxfordian strata in this section. 
The upper portion of the present sequence is also characterised 
by the disappearance of EgjLstoming SSSSSB^SS^ similar to the 
l«ower Qxfordian of Volga region, U,G,S,R, (siiS SS4SS 
subbotina §| gi* 19eo;. 
Zn view of the above discussion^ it is fairly reascmi^le to 
infer that the chari sedimentation in the present area 
coranenced with the deposition of bed cl and continued up to C6 
during Callovian times. Thereafter, accumulation of beds c7 
to C23 tooH place diuring Qxfordian. The Callovian-C^efordian 
boundary, in all probability, therefore, lies between beds 
C6 and C7. 
The above division of the Chari sequence exposed at Jhurio 
hill, Kutch, into Callovian and Qxfordian is, however, only 
tentative and is liable to revision and/or modification when 
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mora evidence based on odtxacodes end raegafoseilSt e9|>eclally 
Qisracmites, are available which are abundantly present in 
these sediments but need detailed study and revision. 
CHAPTER 6 
P/^ L£0£C0L0C3Y 
Foraminifers are greatly lQ£luenced by envirozsiiental changes 
and h&sTQ proved to be relid^le indicators of the emrirosxi^nt 
in t^ hich they iive. Xn vlmi o£ their ^ ide geogra^iical 
distribution and «^ 3undant occurrence throughout thB major 
portion o£ the geological coluron# they provide eiicellent data 
for paleoecological interpretaticnas and have been successfully 
eo^loyed for inferring past environments, Ho^ Tever* ^ lile 
interpreting t^e depooiticsaal eavirosmimt of Cretaceous ^ad 
older sediments based oa foramini£era# great caution should be 
obserred as certain groups of these microorganiaoEis have changed 
their habitat since the commencement of t^e Tertiary era. This 
fact has been pointed cut by various workers on foraminiferal 
ecology and paleoecology (Katland# 19S7; Skolnlc^, 19S8«* 
Phleger* 196o; Bumaby/ 19621 Ager, 1963 and others;. 
Recent ecological studies aa for^ninifers ere gmierally 
confined to individual species rather than genera and families 
ttfhereas none of the Jurassic species except a few doubtful 
oneSf have surviv^ »i till Reowait* Moreover* as opined by some 
workers (Said* 19So; Wall« 1960>« different species of a genus 
may thrive at a wide range of environment and, therefore, the 
paleoecological interpretations based osa genera and families 
are rather unreliable. However, the paleoecological 
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interpretations based on individual pre-Tertiary species are 
also xmreliable as certain forms occurring in the older rocks 
may represent quite a different paleoecologicai cceditions as 
compared to their living representatives (Phlcgor# 1960K In 
the absmtce o£ ecolc^icai data on individual Jurassic species 
one has to be content with ^ihatevcr meagre information is 
available on the ecology o£ the genera and families yhich 
dominated this p:>rtion of the geological column, ThB 
situaticm gets further complicated by the fact that the 
Jurassic foraminiferal assemblages are nearly alwai^ 
dcsainated by nodosariids which have evidently changed their 
habitat after the Cretaceous period* migrating from shallow 
to deeper waters (Barnard, 1946; Ohalla and Abba^# 1978}. 
Xn view of the above dratiA>ao}cs> the interpretations of the 
depositicsial environment of the Jurassic sedimeHats based 
solely on foraminifers« are tentative and lioible to 
modifications* "Z^ herefore, an foraniniferal evidence, only 
broad generalisations of the environmaat of depositi<»i of 
the Jurassic sediments es^osed at Jhurio hill, Kutch could 
be made* 
A glance at the frequency distribution chart of the 
foraniniferal species at Jhurio hill section ruveals that 
the entire sequence can be broadly divided into five 
paleoecological units (text-fig. ll>« The depositional 
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dQvircN^nent of each o£ thes® units as infarred £xam the 
£oreeaini£aral. avidenca combined with lithology and aoma 
£ial.d <>bseirvations« i s no» being disctisaad br ia f ly , 
th is i s the ioweriQOst paXat^oolc^icai tinit of the Jurassic 
ae^ence o£ Jhurio hii i# Kutch. The rode types are 
s 
predominantly lime^one with subordinate shale« This Unit 
hosts a maHiraura forsninifaral population represented by 
forty^siK species belcaiging to t^isajty-throe genera. Of these, 
t h i r t y e i g h t specios arc c<^lcorcoiis and e i ^ t aim arenaceous. 
Of the calcareous opocies^ thirtycaao belong to t*ie family 
Kodosariidae, 
£Jt£l!§£lS§ c|athratg» Cithjarinellg yhomboidef, LenticijLlinft 
gaultifijgi, h, gsjSSgtedti, i*. sjjb^latg, end L , ^ i c a r i n e l l f 
are abundant to rare / Ast§co3Li|s aneegg^ A, pfupera'fgaa^ 
HSSlSiiSS 9BS5^i4» Fr<mdicularJ^§t |gu|5:hens|8# Lani |^.<gulina 
Ysa^SHMSS bhfti,a|> QTB frequent; and Kodosgrig aff. g . 
S2ia2B5Ei£# ^» fonl^ensis^ U, ||2£tSSSiS» U* i4SJli§£§* 
S» y«|^i^§* N, simalex, Hpdosyri^ s p . indet«» £ith§£in§ 
lJ*fe£2EiSI£S# £iS2a£iSSii§ ^ ^ » 9* S9E5BSES* 2 § S ^ I S S ^ ^ « 
U* subgijtl^fegg, !:!3ISl|nt|lins SS££SJ^ 2£S* 1^ * <^* ^« 02l| |hicfu 
M, cf • M, atfftiJaira, Marginul|jta sp , indet,# T r ^ r ^ h i f 
jlSSiSSffilS' YsaiSSjiiSS a*** 1* fea£SS5^» and Vfgioulinojgglg 
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f3E'i|he;ji.es are r a r e in occurrence* 
Arenaceous e lenent l a r ^ r e s e n t e d by ireqptxeat spectoens o£ 
Siffisl^hrmjmoi^gs Xatidorsattim as well as r a r e occurrence o£ 
S^^^SS hogggt-ojatengict ggatsmigsgeltg bgwsheri^ ^pn^jgiculitea 
SS^Siyi^ ^» ffoprolfilthif^rmis« A, fontin^is|Le^ ^ . cf• A, 
fg8B&§£rlfl9S?^§« <3nd A« g^bcfetgtceoagi. 
Species belanging t o other famil ies a re P a t ^ l l i n e l l a E 2 ^ ^ 3 £ ^ 
^>^^ Sp i r i l l ing , ^olYgyrat§ - both a re abundant t o r a r e , 
iB^SSSiSlBS goQ<3uensis is £req[uaat t o r a r e t^^iile £ ^ ^ t t u l i n a 
6SilitSS!2§' g r ig t i g ooli^)ic§« Pfi tel l ina eutygret^eg, and 
Trogholina c|m<^|mili8, a re r a r e in occurrence. 
The £auna i a dosoinated by nodoaariids with a f a i r l y good 
nuEDber o£ aranacecus forms. The depth d i s t r i b u t i o n o£ Mesozolc 
nodosari ids remains c o n t r o v e r s i a l . Oomo authoin9 (2?ort<»i# 
193o; £iatland# 1933^ Olaessner* 1943; have infer red a 
moderately deep marine environment £or the nodosari ids ^ i l e 
o thers (Barnard* 1948/ Bxroawer* 1969; suggested a shallots-
marine environment for t h i s group. Barnard (1948; qpined 
t h a t nodosari ids inhabited a wider range o£ ecological 
c<mditi<ms in Mesozoic than in the Recent. Xt appears t h a t 
t he nodosari ids have shi f ted in depth aones from near-shore , 
shallow waters during the Mesozolc t o deeper water fsroED 
Ter t i a ry onwards. However, they alw«;:t's preferred open-ixiarine 
water with normal s a l i n i t y (Bhalla and Abbas* 1978,* Bhalla 
X58 
and Tallb« X9eo;, TherG£oxrQ« the dominance o£ nodosariido in 
the present paieoecological Unit suggests its deposition in 
a near«>shore« shallow* qpon-marine envircnunent with normal 
salinity* However, the presence of o good ntirober of 
arenaceous forms indicates influence of lagoons and/or marine 
marshes nearby having low salinity and low pH values <Bandy« 
I960; 1963 K The lower portion of the paieoecological Unit Z 
(hed no* C2> consists of oolitic limestone indicating its 
depositi<m in shoal ^ ivironment (wilscm« 197S) having agitated 
waters saturated with calcium carbonate end pc^sessing 
ccmsiderable energy (Francis* 1956^, 
Lowmon (1949> observed that the dominance of f^^ily 
Ziituolidae indicates dciposition in shoaling waters. The 
presence of five species belonging to Lituolidae among the 
arenaceous assenblage of the pr&a&at t7nit« thereforej. 
indicates that the site of depositicm was near to shoalJjig 
waters• 
The upper portion of the paieoecological Unit X (bed no. C6^ 
displays mud-crack casts suggesting that towards the closing 
phase of deposition in this Unit« the shoreline c<mditions« 
most probably the intartidal envirosment prevailed (wilson# 
197 5K 
?rom the above discussiont it could be inferred that the 
major portion of the paieoecological Unit I accumulated 
1S9 
In a stoallow* iiear«>shore# open-marine envirozso^Qt with near 
normal salinit^ r* prob^ly in the vicinity of lagocms and/or 
marine marshes. However, ocoasicmal influence of 
shaiXou'-fisarine* titrlsulent conditions in the lower portion 
and intertidal environment in the upx^r portion is viaualissed. 
This paleoecological Unit IB composed mainly of shale with 
subordinate limestone. The fauna is substantially reduced 
comprising seven species belonging to five genera, 
i^ renaceous forms are totally sbBrnxt* Family ^odosariidae 
forms the bulH of the fauna represented by six species, 
Among the nodosariids, ^ enficulina su|&gl<^ t5;^  is iO^ undant to 
rare/ L. varians is frequent; L, tricarinella is frecnient to 
rare/ and C|>^ gffinQ|.la rhaniboi^ef and Marginuling wood! are 
rare, species belonging to other fa^ i^lies are 3j;>if|.l|.in§ 
e2iXS3KSl§ ^^ r^o<;!hf>lj|U?tg cgngajLmilis both having rare 
occurrence, 
AS mentioned earlier, the dominance of nodosariids suggeata 
a near-shore, open'-marine enviroTMent with normal salinity 
for the pre^Tertiary sediments. The absence of arenaceous 
fortns in this Unit indicates that near-<>shore# open-tnarine 
conditicms having calm and quiet envircmment prevailed 
during its deposition, How«v«u:, the decrease in the number 
of species suggests that the envircxamtsmt was not as 
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hospitable for the foraminlfars to flourish as la tJnlt l» 
^•3 |^l^^I^^Beag^Cl2^to.J16^: 
The succeeding paleoecologlcal Unit ZZX comprise chiefly 
sandstone and conglomerate with subordinate shale. The 
number o£ forsnlniferal species is greatly reduced and is 
represented by only two nodosariids, vis.* L^ticulin§ 
SQ^BSSfSm ^ ^ h* gljibaltglg* ^® foxmer is frequent to rare 
whilo the latter is abundant to rare. The exclusive presence 
of nodosariids and that too only by t«io species In this Unit 
suggests a near-shore, shallow-water, open-marine environment, 
Hotmver* paucity of forominifers in Unit 111 indicates that 
the ecological conditions were eKtrootiely unfavourable for 
then to flourish. 
The rock types of this Unit include limestcme with subordinate 
shale and conglcsoerate. The niMtber of foraminiferal species 
is considerably more than the previous Unit and is represented 
by fourteen species belonging to ei^t genera and includes one 
arenaceous species also, of these, ten species belong to 
family Rodosariidae: JfiStisulina gtoibalata and L. yyri^s are 
abundant to rare,* WflEgiSHiiSS gggtryi is frequent,* and 
Dentaling aff • D. gubguttifera, Lentlculjna guenstedti* 
h* tyicgginella, l^ fflgticul^ a sp. indet,, H^rgimiltoji 
X61 
corvflairijt, M, ^ ^ o r g l ^ a , and Eopttt^tllp^ P9J^ yg9Sg a*^® *^ a^ f« 
in th i s Unit* 
The repres«mtatives of other families &t@ iBigtca)in§ alwoiatji 
which i s aisiindant to rare whereas Pgtei^ine|.ig gi^digri and 
S|>iyiliin§ polyffyr^tf^ have ra re occurrence • The aoi i tary 
ar«Qaceoas form ia repreamited by frequ^oitly occurring 
TaxtuXgfria j[ur^sica» 
Like a l l the ear l i e r Unite* nodosariida are the dcminating 
group suggesting a near^shoro, shallocir, open*-marine 
envirotsnent. Hotflsver, the presence of frogui^itiy occurring 
specimens of ^Qxtul.ar^§ j|us'§ssis§ pi t iably indicates a s l igh t 
influence of the shoreline ccaaditioas* The environment seeias 
t o be more hospitable for t^e foraminifers than Units XX and 
XXX. 
The presence of brachiopods in th i s unit together wit^ 
gastropc^s« pelecypods aid cephalqpods also suggests a 
shallow, calm« open-sea enviroamsent as brac^iopods are known 
to inhabit normal marina envircssnent with calm« clear# tanSL 
shalloif-watar conditions (ehalla and P&bas, 1978). 
^•5 unit V ,^ Beda C21 to C23;: 
This i s the topaost paleoecological Unit of the Chari sequence 
ejqposed a t Jhurio hill« Kutch* marking the end of the Chari 
Sttdiffientation• Xt conrprises shale with stibordinate limestone. 
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Tho fauBa i® rttprescBHted by fiv« species belonging to five 
g^iera. Of these# three are aswaeceotis and two calcareous 
species, including one nodosariid species* The arenaceous 
foraminifera includes rare specltncms off Reoph^ jc aff • §• 
Teagtvjlfflcig ^MMBISB^ l^ iodosariidae is represented by rare 
specia^as of M^g^yling S3£SSl^£§« ^ addition* Epis^ocain^ 
§lygol§|rf is present showing frequent to rare occurrence, 
Foraminiforal asseaxiblages dominated by arenaceous forms are 
characteristically brackish in habitat (l^leger, 19S4) and 
suggest a near-shore* marsh ^ivironment with low salinity as 
well as low and widely fluctuating ^ values (Bandy* I960; 
Fhleger* |.960; Bhalla* 1968; • The presence of geo]^ i§s aff* 
i* t]tmltilocularJ^ s in the present Unit also suggests a similar 
environmeot as species of the genus Re^ gl^ ffx are found 
commonly in very shallow* brackish waters in ponds and 
lagoons adjacent to the Atlantic coast of I3ew England* 
Hew York (Said* 19S3; Ronai* 1935;. 
The middle portion of this Unit consists of gypseous shales 
indicating its deposition very close to the land with high 
rate of evaporation* such as superatidal zone (Wilson* 1975;. 
The presence of oolitic limestone at the top of this Unit 
indicates deposition in shallow* agitated* marine environment. 
The overall deposition of Unit v most probably took place in 
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a aear-8hore» shallow, marine basin %rith rather restricted 
sea connections* However, the closing phase of cSieri 
sedimentation in this eeoticm took place under the influence 
o£ shallow and agitated marine environment. 
&m6 ffoncluaioiis* 
The Chari sedimentation in all probaibility comnenced with a 
near*»shore# shallow, open-marine ©nvironmeat with normal 
salinity conditions mid the basin was> perh^s, in the 
vicinity oS lagoons and/or marine marshes (Gtoit li • 
Occasionally, the site of deposition was influ^iced by truly 
marine but ahalloisfwator conditiesso end scsnotimcs intcrtidal 
environment prevailed. Thereafter, a Icmg open of open^marine, 
tranqail, environment with normal salinity and jpH values was 
established in which the major part of the chari sequence 
se^QS to have accumulated (Units ZZ, SIX, and ZV>. Towards 
the closing phase o£ the Chari sedimentation, the paralic 
environment succeeded in the basin, mcmt pr<3bably tl^ 
superatidal conditions, with a sli^t influence of shallow, 
agitated-water envirc»ciment towards the end of the Obari 
sedimentation in the area (Unit V>, 
Jn view of the above disoussicsis, it is reascmable to 
visualise that the overall deposition of the Chari sequence 
es^osed at Jhurio hill, Kutc^, occurred in a near-shore, 
shallow, marine basin which was tectonically rather unstable. 
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CHAPTBR 7 
i^FUaXTZES i^D PAL&QBZOQECGRAPfnr 
7 , 1 i^FZNXTZBS OF FCfiAMZKXFERAL i^SEHBLAQB 
AS ro^Qtiooed elaewhera* th© Jurassic foramini£QraX osse&Oblage 
of Kutch is rather endemic and as such interregional, 
correlations are difficult to make* !l1itis alec e^plies to 
rich foraminiferel assemblage recovered £i^m the Jhurio hill, 
B^tch* However# it ejdiibits seme affinities with t^e 
foraminiferal fauna described from various regions of the 
wcMTld (text-fig* 13^ as discuss^ here in scmo detail. 
7,1,1 ife^: 
Subbotina e t a l , (1960> reported thirt:jr species of foraminifera 
from Callovian to Oxfordian sequence of m t c h , The following 
nine species a l so occur in <lhario h i l l asseniblage: 
flCTmctofi<;mlftes cf^proli^ifOfp4f. Hodcysfrif fgiaflnensia^ 
^gggg!glr§ hortensie, Len|^ ypy3 i^|i^  gife|aff^edt|L (« L. ^ l ec t f fo tmis ) , 
M^^Sl!l3 gPgftgg *^' &• ffncfpa var, J^§|SS^ S^^SSlSd 9^*1r^f^§t 
(» C, ]OseujSojL^yj>s|c|i^ ), E|3jLg|9ro|na flYf^lf^f ^^  §£S!eS^IS 
Subbotina Sit ^ « (og. s4l*^ ^^^ reported eleven species of 
foraminifera from the l^per Jurassic 8e<3uence of Jai»almer« 
Raiasthan, The microfauna includes Len;jficuli||g guimste^^ 
^^  h* dilecj^af0|npia^ and V§gijpu3L|jnopfiJ|g c f , V, eritheleg 
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which are also found in the present aasenhlttge* 
a meagre £oramini£erai £auna was obtained h? shringarpore e^ 
^X* (1973) from the Jiirassic sedln^nte o£ Manfara dome« 
eastern Kutc^* iLenticulin!^ <|ueiist^^ti <» L* di|ectfgo«niit) 
reported by these autdiors ie also found in the Ohorio h i l l 
foraminiferal assesoblage. 
sing^ (197?i described five species of ££ |§ tois i^ £rom the 
8ub6ur£ace sediments of Bsmkl, Ktitch* inclitding lSi§tom|n§ 
flyeolat^ and E, ro^sgaensis ii^ hich are also present in the 
Jhurio h U l forominiSeral assemblage, 
Bhalla aad PibbaB (1978) described a ridh foraminiferal fauna 
£rcm near oharang* Katch, si tuated nearly 26 Ism east of the 
present study area, ^ e Jhurio h i l l foranuUiiferal assesiblage 
includes nineteen species described by these authors (Bhalla 
and ^tobas, 1978), v i a . , P f S ^ S S B S i ^ bowshefjl^ , ElgdftSfrifi 
hogtggsig, K. siropjLex, Asj^ ^Golua fin^aips, A. pauperfftus, 
£l£^§£lS3 SlS^SSld' 2* I^ SlSSlSl^ SSSS' Qffitalj^g flug^bel|, 
frondiculgria kutchgnsis. twaticulina guenstedti, L. sal?§lg!rft* 
&• |f|>cfgine|.^Si, X;, Ygti^ fans, Lfntfculinf ap^ indet . , 
Mflggj^attlin^ wopdi, Vaqinttlina aff • V. ^fjrnyrdi, Patellinellgt 
poddfTi, Sgi r i l l ing poj^ygyrata, and TrochoJf.ina ccmosimilis. 
7 •I #2 OJ^Sgr^rssiiSaf • 
A meagre forooiniferal fauna reported from the Karkar 
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formation of Afghanistan by Desio §j| s i* (2.963) contaica 
LentJ^gg^jl^a gtwmafggl^ of the present e®s€£d:>2.age« tSS&^ht^ 
cgi)i£§ of the r£gh&a f a\ma bears close reseniblanoe with 
ggochojl.JL^§ f;2nos|tm|lia of the Jhario h i l l assanblage* 
Kalantari (1969> described a p ro l i f i c foraninifaoral aaseiiblage 
froa the Middle and Upper Joraaaic aeg:ayence of Zran, The 
foracniniferal aeaeEriblafFe captained frora the iThurio h i l l aoction* 
Katdh eshibite close affinity with the Iranian asseniblage. 
The following tt^entyone opecies are ccmnan t o both the 
aaa^nbiages: geo^igg aff • §• ga|ti|9SBl§f4§^ M S ^ ^ M S i i 
2SSSSiiS§ gt^ fmbelJL (» D, <g<3Batmiyiiej# |f@fy.<g^in§ g j^ t ina# ^ , 
gytfl^atet^l^ (o h, di jegtgfomis) , L, aobalgta* jU, tril^carinellf^, 
h* 1X^^B§,» Mgffiginnlins o^lrftdiicf. Saracfngtrj^§ ^£S2SSSSS§ 
(** Saracangllg cornacopaei* yaqinulinoj^ia erifhfles 
(*• Agtacolgs g t i l l a and Vaqinalinopaia centraliai* Eoquttttlina 
polygona* Sj^iri3|>lina E)Olyqyrata^ p^atellii^g 8iibcratfeaa# and 
Egiatoming rooagttansia (•'^..Brotganla moa^^ottafia)* 
The present foraKQinifaral assai^laga from Katoh showa close 
s imi lar i ty to the Egyptian microfauna described by Said and 
Barakat (1958) from the Jurassic sediments (Bajocian t o 
Kimmeridgian) of that region* The pres^i t asaenoblage ccntains 
ti«elve species which are coninon to the Egyptian assemblage 
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aIso« vis»« |in|mobj|Cii3lit&g S ^ ^ ^ | # A, f y n l ^ a p s l a , Nodosarla 
fcmtinensia, N, giniplex» AstaeoJui paaperftag («» Plfarmlari^ 
cogdig5>gtaiaj» cithfurJna clathrafef* Lentlgulinj^ gataaatedti* L. 
S^aiSSS* ^^ ^4fiaginelXa» L* yariana^ w^ginulfng c £ . M, 
9<ylithic§* and SargK3en,^ Aja co^ugggga. 
Macfadyaa (1935) recorded some J t i raas ic fo roo inUera l species 
from Somaiia and If^^lSSMSi fiafps^fdti. and L. ^ i c a r i n e | l a 
a r e £ound elSfundantXy in both t he Indian and the Somali 
microfatina. 
The above ccmpariscm ouggosts t h a t the £orcrainiferal osaaiaiblago 
recovered from the Jha r io h i l l ^ ltutcSi# ccsaparos Sevourc^ly with 
t h e fOTfflniniferal assemblagtes described from other areas of tho 
Kut<ih region as well as with t he Rajasthani famiQ, Tho present 
assemblage a l so esdiibits c lose a f f i n i t i e s with t he Iranian and 
iBgyptian asseraiblages and has scmo rescrttolance witii t he i\f ghan 
and Somali fauna* 
7 * 2 PALK0BZCX3£0GIUUPH)r 
The Jurassic period witnessed a glcA>al marine transgression 
commencing with Toarcian onwards. This trans^iptessive phassi 
of the Jurassic most prcbi^ly continued upto t^e late Qxfordian 
'iAmn the advancing Jurassic sea reigned ov«r a large area of 
the earth's surface. 
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IwimX Preyjoas studiest 
Various imthoirs have proposed different £aunai realms for the 
Jurassio period. According to Arlcell (i9S6)# three faunal 
realms existed during the Jurassic • % e y nmre termed as 
Boreai# Pacific and Tetl^an and were based on a stutStsr of 
ammonite fauna* Haiiam (1969), however, recognised only two 
faunai realms, vie.. Boreal and Tethyan. The Pacific ReaJUa 
of Arkeii (i956>* characterised bv a dominating majority of 
7ethyan fauna, was merged i^ ith Tethyan Realm by Halloa 
workei^ on Jurassic paieozoogeograii^y suggested differoat 
environmental factors influoicing the regional distribution 
of Jurassic fauna* ti?hiie seme considered temperature as the 
chief factor cocitrolling tl^ distribution of fauna in 
differ^^t faunal realms (Heismayr, tQB3t £^ato, i960; siegler, 
1964? Jeietzlsi, i96S,* Conovan, 1967), others li^lieved that 
phj^ical barriers w&i:& respcmsible for the faunal distribution 
(Uhlig, 191i; Arkell, 1956,* XoilaQr* 196S>. Gtill others 
(Huag« 1907, Siegler, 1963,* Agar, 1967i opined that the depth 
was the main factor restricting the faunas to different 
realms* Uallam (1969;, however, deserved that salinity was 
the primary cause responsible for th» differences between 
Tethyan and Boreal realms during the Jurassic times* He 
(HallaoD, ^ . s|jg*i further noticed that differ«at genera 
belonging to superf aonily Lituolacea having simple interiors 
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euch m imROdiBcam, .jftcgggbactajLitea# Reggh^x^ «tc«# were 
restxicted to the Boreal Realm While those with ccs^lex 
interiors thrived in Tettk^&a Realm, However* the prescmt 
assemblage contains lituolaceans with simple interiors only 
whereas the assanblage oshibits a distinct Tethysn affinity. 
a^ere£ore« observation of Hallon (1969 i regarding the 
distributicm of lituoliid foraminifera in different realms 
of the Jurassic on the basis of their internal structtires 
does not hold good (v|de ^ tiiagn Bhalla and /y^ bas, 1976b K 
Hallom (1969) supported the views expressed by Ortman (1896) 
and c^served a close relationship between biof acies and 
lithc€acies of the Baro]^@a Jurassic* 
7 •2*2 Palaeopeoprai^yI 
h close affinity c^ the Jurassic megafauna of Kutcih with those 
of Salt Range, aaluchistan# Arabia^ and Madagascar has becoi 
visualissed by a ntindaer of authors (t^ aagen, 1873-76; Rajnath* 
1942; Arkellf 1936; Pascoet 1959; Tei<^6rt# 1970), considering 
megafaunal evideoDce# Arkell (1956) suggested that during Lower 
and Hiddle Jurassic times, a gulf of the Tethys streched from 
near Iran to c^ adagascar covering Baluchistan and east coast of 
Africa which later on engulfed Katc^ also. This gulf divided 
the Gondwanaland into two halves •> the eastern and tiie western < 
and many contemporaneous faunas developed in the gulf giving 
rise to Ethopian biogeograpliical province, subsequent workers 
on the Jurassic paleontology (Said and Barakat, 1958; Teichert* 
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X97o; ohalla and i^ bba^ , JL976b/ BhaJlla and Talib^ 1960) also 
supported the views e^ressed by ArKiell {19S€>« 
The £o7€mini£eral asosniblage recor^ered from the Jhtirio hill# 
Kuteh« though rather endemic exhibits a close eimilarity to 
those described from other regitms o£ the Tethysn Healm« 
including Rajosthan <BUbbotina §| §!•# 1960>« AEghanistoci 
(Desio ^  sls«# 19€S># Iran (Kalantari« 1969i« Egypt (Said and 
Barakatt 19S8>« and Somalia (Macfadyen« 1935)• The present 
forgeoiniferal assec^lage thus displays a distinct Tethyan 
affinity though some local differencoo exist \i^ iiich might be 
due to ecological conditioxts* 
in the present state of our knowledge rnsgarding the foraPtiinifera 
from the Tethyan Eealm, it is rather difficult to specifically 
ccHQtf irtn the supposed sea*conneotion between Kutch and other 
areas of the Tethyan Realm dtaring Jurassic times, ^ere is no 
report of foraninifera from Baluchistan md. east coast of 
Africa and those already recorded from other areas of the 
Tethy«i Realm need further detailed 8tu<^. However* the 
presocit forarniniferal assemblage supports the earlier views 
eiqpressed by several authors including Arkell (19S6) and 
Bhalla and Abbas (1976bi that during Middle ead Upper Jurassic, 
Kutch was covered by a gulf of Tethys vAiich streched from near 
Afghanistan to Madagascar via Iran and east coast of Africa* 
5I2MMARY 
A detaiiea foramioUttral izxvestigaticm of the Jurassic 
sequence eaqposed a t Jhurio h i l l Kutcht re^jreals the presence 
of a fa i r ly r ich assembXa^ of foraminifera in the Chari 
ser ies tshile the overlying Katrol ser ies i s devoid of 
indigenous Jurassic foranninifera. The forsminiferc^ 
Qssoablage includes fif ty-throe epeci^# of ^ i c h tvK> are 
no f^, v i a , , ^4ftrg|nul^g e ^ t r y i and Vgginulina h h g t i ^ . I t 
io dominated by the mercibore of f emily isc^osariidae conprising 
64«1SMS of the to t a l opocies, This i s followed by Idtuolidae 
(13,20^i; Horcnosinidao* Spirillinidae# and Cerat<^>uliininida© 
(3«77% eoidhii and 1,69^ each of Cis5ehal:inidas« TeKtulariidae, 
Polymorphinida0# Glandulinid€^« oiscorbidae» and involutinidae. 
The foraiiiiniferal speciee# though ^idamic and long-*ranging, 
suggest a Cellovi^a-Oxfordian age for the ent i re Chari 
seQU€xtce a t Jhurio hill# K^utdi. Qn the basis of a few 
diagnostic species, the boundary between Callovian and 
Oxfordien part of the succession has been delineated in the 
present area* 
On the basis of the foraoiinifefal evidence synthesised with 
lithology and f ie ld Cbservations, i t i s infearred that the 
Chari sequence a t Jhurio h i l l was most probably de|»si ted in 
a near-shore« shalloaf marine basin %«hich seans t o be rather 
t«ffit<mically unstable. 
X72 
The £o]raraiQi£eraL aseesidslage eachlbits a dia t inct Tethyan 
aff ini ty and compares wall with those described froa other 
regioiis of the Tethyan Realm* v i a , , A£^anistan« Iran« Egypt, 
and Somalia, A possible sea commmicatian betvreai Kutch and 
these regiocis i s visualized during the Middle and l ^ e r 
Jurass ic times* 
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